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INTRODUCTION

After more than a decade of extraordinary expansion, educational

systems throughout the world, but especially those in developing countries.,

are encountering a period of unusually heavy financial weather. The reason

is not hard to find. Education budgets in many countries have more than

doubled in the past 10 to 15 years. Equally significant, the percentage

shares of the GNP and of total public revenues devoted to education have also

risen sharply. In a good.number of developing countries, for example,

educational outlays have increased from 2 per cent or less of the GNP 10 years

or so. ago to ).per .cent or more now, and from under 10 per cent, of.total

government expenditures to over 20 per cent. TheSe percentages obviously cannot

continue: to rise at this rate indefinitely, because. of other importantclaims

on scarce'national resources - such as agricultural and .industrial development,

health and. housing, and, unfortunately, police and military requirements- In

fact,this_percentage curve has:Alreadyfoegun to flatten - or has stopped rising

altogether. in many countries. It must be expected, therefore, that annual

increments to education budgets.will tend to be smaller in the future than.in

the'recent past - despite.the.fact that the need for further educational

expansion, ,and particularly for extensive adaptation and improvement, will con-

tinueyto.grow apace.

" Faced with.the dilemma of this widening gap.between resources and

requirements, educational leaders will need to work harder than ever to find

additional revenues. What is even more important, they will need to give

unprecedented attention to getting more educational results, and better quality

results, from the resources already available. In short, the improvement of

internal efficiency, and of external productivity, has become a matter of

urgent necessity for educational systems everywhere.



To cope with this situation, educational managers and planners will

need the help of improved analytical tools and of fuller information about

their educational systems. With a view to bringing this imperative need

into clearer focus, and to encouraging a more concerted attack on the problems

of educational efficiency and productivity, the International Institute for

Educational Planning - as part of its research and training programme -

organized a special two-week- seminar on these matters, in Paris in June 1967.

This seminar was attended by economists, educators, and professors of educa-

tional planning from Unesco-sponsored regional training centres, and from

several universities and other research and training organizations.1( The

first week was devoted to studying the appropriate economic content of training

programmes for educational planners.27 airingthe second week the participants

examined problems of educational cost analysis, efficiency and productivity.

This present report deals with the subject matter of the second week.

The seminar was organized on behalf of the Institute by Mr. Jacques Hallak,

an IIEP Staff-Member, who also contributed the keynote discussion paper which

is reproduced here, and served as editor of this-collection of papers. Several

other participants also prepared papers which contributed much to the seminar

discussions. These papers are reproduced here, with the authors' consent, in

order to make them available to aiwider audience. Since a number of them may

later be formally published, they should meanwhilenot be reproduced in whole

or in part without the author's written consent

1/ See list of participants in the Annek.

2 %The proCaings of the seminar during the first week is dealt with in:

Hallak, J.: Report of the SeMinar for ProfethSers of Educational Planning

(Economic Aspects); IIEP, mimeographed document IIEP/S13/7, 1967.



It is not feasible to present a full summary here of the wide-ranging

discussions of the seminar. But it may be useful to call attention to the

following points that received attention:

Problems of definition: such terms and concepts as systems analysis,

internal efficiency and external productivity, factor productivity,.costs,

expenditures, indicators of quality, objective and subjective measures of

output, optimum combination of components in the educational process, improved

utilization of educational resources.

Methods of.estimating: such items as educetional'investments, the cost

of "repeaters" 4repeaters 0.n
ud "crop- outs ", educational inputs and outputs, unit costs,

teacher productivity, Space utilization.

Methods of analysis: concerning such matters as_efficiency and pro-

ductivity, cost per student enrolled vs. cost per graduate, cost/quality ratio,

unit cost "norms", unit costs in the framework of systems analysis, efficiency

and prOductivity of part-time and non-formal education; problems requiring an

inter-disciplinary approach.

Existing research results: on topics such as equality of educational

opportunity (the Coleman Report); educational productivity trends in the United

Kingdom; factor analysis of qualification levels for admission to universities,

etc.; rates of failure in examinations in Cameroon and Senegal; teacher salary

trends in developing countries.

Examples of improvement in educational efficiency: standardization of

school design and construction (e.g. United Kingdom); more intensive utilization

of facilities; use of teacher-aides and team teaching; more emphasis on self-

learning through programmed instruction, etc.; use of new media; regrouping

of students by subject and achievement level; multi-purpose classrooms and



school buildings; efficiencies in procurement, school feeding programmes,

transport; rational location of school facilities and minimum efficient size

of units.

The papers contained in this document touch upon many of the topics

listed above. They are divided into four sections:

Section 1: General concepts and definitions

Section 2: Methodology of unit costs, and problems related to the

measurement of the product of education

Section 3: Special oases of educational productivity and output
Vf."^".."

measurement

Section 4: Practical method: for improving efficiency in education

The Institute expresSes its appreciation to all those who participated

in the special seminar, and especially to the authors whose papers are repro-

duced here. The views expressed in these papers are, of course, those of the

individual authors and do not commit the Institute or Unesco.

Thilip H. Coombs
Dire,:tor TIE?
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EFFICIENCY IN EDUCATION
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PREFACE

This introductory paper for the meetings of the seminar on "costs

and productivity" has three purposes:

(1 ) to recall the methodological problems related to the definition

of productivity, output and efficiency in education;

(ii) to describe the difficulties inherent in the methods of

evaluation and analysis;

(iii) to provide material for discussion on the improvement of

efficiency in educational systems.

It has been limited (a) to summarizing the results of specialized

studies and research, and (b), seeing the weakness of some conclusions,

to suggesting a basis for future research.

The urgency of the concrete problems arising in education should not,

in my opinion, cut short every fundamental research effort. Consequently,

a considerable part of this paper is devoted to the examination of theoretical

problems.

With regard to the terminology used, the fact that education is

regarded as a sector of production does not in any way mean that it is

nothing but that. Therefore, the use of terms such as "product, production

or productivity of education" should not be interpreted as reflecting a

restricted view of the function and importance of the non-economic effects

of education.



IITTRODUCTION

The development of education relies on financial, material and

human resources that are so great that educational activity has become

a leading branch of activity in all countries. In fact, there are few

sectors that can claim to employ so high a proportion'of qualified staff

or to use so large a share of public expenditure. At the same time, there

are few sectors in which productivity has evolved so sluggishly and where

management has remained so conservative. In fact, educational authorities

are now becoming increasingly convinced that one of the vital aims to be

achieved in the next few years is to make better use of the resources

available for education.

Some systems of education have been described as inefficient and

others have been criticized for their low rate of productivity. The

number of studies on output has increased. Techniques of systems analysis

are now being applied to education, as are other methods, such as the

theory of investment choice, i.e., cost-benefit analysis. The use of so

wide a vocabulary not only reflects the dynamism of research in this sphere

and its inter-disciplinary nature but also contributes to entertaining

some confusion as to the nature of the various concepts and' their practical

significance 1/.

It is therefore necessary to examine the nature and meaning of the

terms used. The first part of this paper is consequently concerned with

definitions relating the meaning of concepts in education to that of the

same concepts in economics.

2./ For the sake of illustration, here are some terms used by several
authors with different meanings in each case: overall and marginal

productivity; internal and external productivity; product; net

yield; gross yield; apparent yield; real output; returns;

effectivity; efficiency; etc.



The second part discusses (1) the methodological difficulties of

evaluation via. the problems of measuring productivity, output and

efficiency, and (2) the general principles of analytical methodology

and its application to education, followed by two annexes with numerical

examples.

L..



I. DEFINITIONS

The use of the concepts of productivity, output or yield and

efficiency in education is of comparatively recent origin. It marks an

extension in the use of terms originally applied in economics to the

traditional productive activities.

1. The concepts used in economics

1.1 Productivity, a theoretical concept, is defined by using the concept.
. ...

of function of produCtion. It.is the quotient of the production of a goods

item and/or a service, or the production of a series of goods and services

and one or several production factors (see 12). For example, productivity

may be measured in relation to fixed capital, the manpower used or invest-

ment. Usually a distinction is made between over-all and marginal produc-

tivity. Whether it is calculated on the basis of absolute figures or incre-

ments
2/

, productivity is an estimate of the product 'in factor units (or

output in units of input).

1.2 Yield or output also represents production in relation to certain

basic factors, e.g. equipment, capital, labour. In this sense, produativity

and yield or output are two terms in economics covering approximately the

same notion. The use of either has 16ecoind current. As a result, both are used

indifferently, e.g: "hourly productiVity rate" or 'per. hour output". However,

usage sometimes requires the use of one rather than the-other of these terms.

1/ i.e. P = (K, 11, a function ofproductioni K.N. are factors. The
productivity of factor K., defined on the basis of absolute figures, is
given by P/K; the productivity of.,the-faotor K,, on the basis of incre-
ments, is given by A P/K = P (K + ZS, - P (K,N,...)

K
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For example, it is usual to speak of the "yield of stocks and bonds"

rather than of their "productivity", while it is far more common to refer

to labour productivity than to labour output.

1.3 Efficiency may be defined as the capacity of producing a maximum

result with a constant effort Dr a minimum effort with a constant result.

It follows from this definition that efficiency is measured by comparing,

whether implicitly or explicitly, one entity with another entity; the

index of comparison of results and efforts may be regarded as an indicator

of efficiency. For example, one production factor may be more efficient

than another if its productivity is higher. In other words, productivity

and yield may be regarded as indices of efficiency. Other indices, very

similar in meaning, have also been put forward. These include the cost-

benefit ratio represented by the quotient et the amount of profit (receipts

less expenditure) divided by the amount of expenditure, or by extension of

the relationship between value added and production factors.

1.4 In.short, the definitions of the various concepts referred to, all

clarify the relationship between the end product and the consumption of

any given system. For example, if.the system concerned is a national economy,

the average hourly productivity links the product of the system, i.e. the

GDP and the consumption of the labour factor measured by the number of hours
.

worked. Another example, is the following: if the system concerned is an

electric power station, the yield is defined as a ratio of the product,

i.e. the quantity of electric power supplied, to the consumption, i.e.

the quantity of coal or other fuel burned in the power station, etc.

11 Where R represents receipts, E expenditure, C) output and I input:
the cost-benefit ratio may be expressed as R-E and by extension, 0-I

I

1.65'6
5



1.5 In conclusion, before considering the special case of education, the

definition of the various concepts involves the following notions:

- the system, which may be defined as a structured whole whose function

is to consume factors and to produce goods and services;

- the products and the quantities consumed by it.

2. The concepts as used in education

2.1 What systems of reference may be used in the case of education?

(a) The national economic system (or a sub-system including education);

as in the case of every productive sector, educational activity is

then regarded as a factor of economic and social development.

(b) The general system of education (or a sub-system contained therein).

Educational activity may then be regarded as a process consuming

certain factors (teachers, equipment, fixed capital, etc.) and

producing general education and specialized training.

The former case refers to productivity, output and efficiency of

education as a factor. The latter case refers to the productivity, output

and efficiency of various factors consumed in education as a system.

2.2 The-productivity, output .and efficiency of education. The contribution

of education to overall economic and. social development has been demonstrated
-7

in several papers /see (8) and (25) /.
1/

All these studies, whether macro- or

1/ ThUs, while assuming that the differences of"average income, among
population groups provide an indication of the difference of the
average contribUtion to prodUetion made by the individuals composing
them,. Denison arrives at the following figureswith the: average income
of those who have had eight. years of education being fixed at 100.

Number of years at school
Average income spread based on
average incomes of those with
8 years of formal schooling.......

0 n

1 - 4 ...

5 7--.

65
8o

8 100
9 - 11 115
12 140

13 - 15 165
16 and over 235

Ref (8)
T - 6

17



micro-economic, or whether based on an analysis of statistical series

Or resource allocation models attempt:

(i) to check the consistency of educational achievements with

regard to objectives;

(ii) to identify education; contribution to economic growth;

(iii) correlatively, to circumscribe the share allottable to

education when distributing the benefits of expansion.

In this case, the concept of productivity as applied to education

can hardly be distinguished from that of marginal productivity of economics.

The productivity of education is defined exactly as that of capital or

labour. The same holds for output and efficiency. However, it shouldbe

noted that, we make a mistake in terminology as a result of constantly

referring to efficiency of education when what is really meant is the

efficiency of the decision-making system. For example, an educational

system which produces too large a number of good geometricians in rela-

tion to the absorptive capacity of the economy is considered inefficient,

although it actually is the decision-making. The fact that an educational

system produces too many art graduates and not enough scientists does

not mean that it is inefficient but shows that the decision-making system.

ts inefficient, since there is no consistency between the targets set and

the decisions made to achieve them.

2.3 Productivity, yield and efficiency in education. The system of

-reference should be clearly defined/Mee (13) 77. This may be:

- an independent craftsman, his apprentice and workshop;

- a primary school;

- the secondary schools of a district;

- schools of a given area;



- a country's higher education;

- all educational activity of a country.

Consequently, concepts affecting education must be analysed in

relation to a specific system. In this connexion, the selection and

definition of the terms used must depend on the nature of the problems

experts are trying to solve.

2.3.1 If the problem is to assess the operational efficiency of a system

in order to ascertain, if necessary, ways and means of savings, one must

fall back either on the concept of overall productivity5easured as a

ratio of the products (or one product) to total consumption of the system 7

or the concept of marginal productivity measured by the quotient of the

system's products and the consumption of one of its factors.

2.3.2 It may equally occur that the yield concept is used as an indicator

of a system's efficient functioning representing the ratio of one product

of the system, viz. the graduated students, to its factors, viz. enrolments.

This concept of educational productivity is likely to avoid certain diffi-

culties in measuring educational output, although it may prove a rather

uncertain yield indicator whose interpretation is not always easy.

2.3.3 Lastly, the returns concept will allow comparison of alternative

options, for example, when a decision has to be made between capital and

recurrent expenditures. There is nevertheless a difficulty in measuring

the yield of certain educational expenditures; in such a case, system

analysis is often a very useful aid and essential for facilitating decision-

making.

3. Educational products and factors

3.1 The definition and choice of concepts applied to education depend

directly on the definition of the educational sector itself. In order to



assess the productivity or the yield power of a system's factor, it is

necessary first to define the nature of factors consumed in the system's

process and secondly to determine the end-product of the system.

3.2 The factors entering into the system's process represent generally

a series of material, financial and human resources which contribute to

the functioning of the system:

- fixed capital (buildings, land, fixed assets)

- material and eqUipMent

- enrolments by grades

..teaching, staff, administrators, etc.

- etc.

3.3 Experience shows that education; like some productive activities,

supplies more than one sort of output. In fact, some expenditure is not

directly linked with the teaching function as such, e.g. expenditure on

health and hygiene, school canteens, boarding houses, etc. Consequently,

in addition ta.tht.fiproduots of the system linked with the teaching

function",.there are "related products not linked thereto".

3.4 The-latter_can.fairly easily be defined and:MeasUred-in so far as

they .are.., services in which.- markettransactions-are involved (lodging in

boarding.schools,.meals.served, medical consultations.). However, the

"products of the system linked with the teaching function1 /. are increas-

ingly difficult to define since teaching activity is.distinguished from

other productive activities in two respects:

1/ the,pkirPoses of simplification, I shallrefer henceforth .to

'''products" or "related.produOts",.Has:the case may be.

- 9

20



(i) There is no price system for educational services as such.

Unlike commercial goods and services, where the quantity

sold indicated by the seller is identical to the quantity

bought as acknowledged by the buyer, in education, the

quantity of knowledge dispensed does not in general corres-

pond with the quantity acquired.. /

3.5 In this respect, wine, strictly speaking, the measurement of the

output or "product" should be based on the concept of the quantity of

knowledge dispensed, there is no doubt that the concepts of efficiency,

productivity and yield refer to the quantity of knowledge acquired. In

fact, the concrete measurement of the "product" of a system of education

allows for a choice between:

)_the quantity of knowledge dispensed either weighted or not by

the size of the class (this concept is related to that of the

student hour, which is useful in cost analysis);

(.b) the quantity of knowledge acquired either weighted or not by

the size of the class (this concept is related to that of the

number of pupils leaving school after attaining a specific

level of education);

1/ It should be noted that the product of education is, not restricted
to the amount of knowledge acquired. Pupils do not merely acquire
knowledge in schools but also behaviour habits (discipline, perse-
verance, tolerance, self-control, adjusting themselves; etc.). To
facilitate our argument, little account is taken of this in this
paper.



(c) the quantity of vocational ability acquired either weighted or

not by the size of the class (this concept does in a certain

respect restrict the output of education to its effect on man-

power skill) /see (18)2.

Unit price analyses refer to definition (a), while the cencepts of

efficiency, productivity and yield are based on definitions (b) and (c).



TO SUM UP:

- A distinction must be made between the productivity (output

and efficiency) of education, and productivity (output and efficiency)

in education.

-. These ooncepts,relate the notion of, the product and that of

factor consumption of educational systems. It might in many cases be

indicated to resort to the methods used for investment decisions and

for system's analysis.

- Inasmuch as educational systems, like traditional production

units, supply several types of production, the teaching function ought to

be distinguished from the other related functions of education, e.g.

boarding schools, canteens, both as regards the product and the factor

consumption. Consequently, I have suggested to make a distinction

between "products" and "related products".

- In evaluating "products", the two notions of quantity of

knowledge dispensed and acquired has to be taken into account.

- The following definitions are put forth as basis for the

subsequent statements.

(i) The efficiency of a system is its capacity to produce

the maximum results with a constant effort or a minimum

effort with a constant result.

(ii) Educational yield is evaluated by comparing intake and

output of an educational system.

(iii) Overall productivity of the factors consumed in an educa-

tional system is the quotient of its "product" (and/or

related products) divided by its consumption. The partial

productivity of a factor is the relationship between the

products (and/or related products) and the consumption

of this factor.



II. METHODS

In the light of above definitions, two types of questions arise :

(i) How should the concepts of productivity, yield and efficiency

be measured ?

(ii) How should these concepts be used in educational planning,

administration and management ?

For the purpose of replying to the first question, section A

will assess evaluation methods .while the second question is rather

concerned with analytical methods,which will .be dealt with under section Ja.

A. EVALUATION METHODS

For the sake of convenience, the methods of evaluating productivity,

yield and efficiency in education will be considered one by one.

1. The :measurement of productivity

1.1. A system of education may be regarded-aS'a-branch of activitYthe

main product of, which is the ciliantitY 0;" education dispensed(and/or acquired)

out which also supplies related services not mainly, ,linked.with.teadang.

In measuringproductivity,a distinction must be made betweenyelateq,and

teach#g-tser:vices

1.2. lotiiiEkr_aermixes, sometimes non-existent or'negligeable but often

&6nsidef:d'ble, "c6V:ei', those activities. which do not directly deal with the

teaching but which may be essential to the set-up and operation of the

system. They include health and hygiene, transportation, housing and

canteen services. Administration service should possibly be classified

partly together with teaching activity and partly with related services.

1.3. Related services consume production factors (investment, equipment,

material, upkeep and staff) and produce various types of output (meals

served, housing in boarding schools, school transport, medical care, etc.).



The development of productivity for one cr a group of factors, may be

assessed by calculating the ratio of the volume of production (value

at constant prices) to the quantity of factors consumed. Such estimates

are faced with the same type of difficulties of computation as are generally

met with in economic analysis. Therefore, it is unnecessary to go into

detail here. However, it should be noted that the evaluation of the pro-

duction of related services can be based on the cost of similar services

outside education.

1.4. In considering the factors consumed by the educational sector as

such, there are no special accounting problems. For exaM131e, in calcula-

ting the productivity per teacher, it is necessary to take into account

the number of teachers and possibly their hours of work; to take into

account the structure of the teaching body, based on qualification

standards, systems otrwcijn-L are used, e.g. pay scales, or the produc-

tivity of each group of teachers is calculated separately, assuming that

it is possible in reality to isolate the output of each single category.

However, these are in principle the standard difficulties met with in

economics in evaluating productivity.

1.5. The situation with regard to the calculation of the products of

education as such is entirely different. As pointed out previously, the

concept "product" in this case includes the idea of quantities of knowledge

dispensed and acquired. To the extent that the aim of any sort of educa-

tion is not so much to dispense knowledge as to ensure the training

(general and vocational) of a number of pupils, it is my opinion that only



the quantity of knowledge acquired should be taken account of in evaluating

productivity.

1.6. However, even if we accept the assumption that the product equals

the quantity of knowledge acquired, that quantity will still have to be

evaluated concretely. In view of the qualitative aspects and the complex

and composite nature of the notion of acquired knowledge (skill in reading,

and intellectual, writing, semantic, and counting aptitudes and the very

nature and aims of education, it has not yet been possible to evaluate

thoroua,..iy and accurately the products of education. In evaluating produc-

tivity, therefore, researchers so far have never gone beyond assessing the

economic aspects of the product of education. [This certainly cannot mean

that the other aspects should actually be neglected, as will transpire from

section B dealing with analytical approaches./ For this reaPIN,n, in

evaluating productivity in education as such, the notion of quantity of

haT/LektpLankclicilllacquired for the exercise of a vocational activitz

must be taken into account.

1.7. In evaluating the product in practice, the volume of enrolments

at the beginning and end of each period is used together with a weighting

1/ This argument certainly deserves further discussion. The following exam-
ple may illustrate its purport : the hourly productivity of a teacher,
calculated on the basis of the quantity of knowledge dispensed,
increases constantly with the size of a form, as this quantity is
in direct proportion to that size. Therefore, it should be logical
to increase as far as possible the pupil/teacher ratio. However,
experience shows that beyond a certain threshold the efficiency of
the teacher falls to a very low level. Consequently, teacher produc-
tivity estimated on the basis of quantity of knowledge dispensed has
very little meaning, whether it refers to comparing the efficiency
of different systems or studying that of a particular system.
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system making it possible to calculate such flows to reflect the "economic

valuation" of each student category enrolled. `/ On the assumption that it

is possible to put students by categories, an adequate weighting system still

has to be defined. Several solutions can be put forth, one of which, in

particular seems reasonable since it discounts the mathematical expectation

of future income, thus considering the economic valuation of a student to be

equal to the present discount value of this student's whole prospective, active

life income.

The product may be stated in algebraic terms as follows :

N : Number of students passing from grade (i - 1) to grade (i).
during the year t.

K : The duration of the cycle.

V. - 1 : The economic valuation of a student with educational
1

standard - 1).

The economic valuation of a student of educational
standard i.

1

The product of the educational course during the year t .

would then be :

P = Ni V. - )Pt )1.11
1

To avoid the weighting problem a productivity indicator consisting
only of pupils who have completed their course can be proposed.

. .

Per-teacher productivity is calculated by the ratio of the number
of pupils to teaching staff as corrected by the "actual average
duration of the course", i.e. by the average length of attendance
of pupils who haVe completed their course. This index seems
highly significant when applied to the same educational system.
It is hence indicated to work out analyses on a temporal series
basis. However, the index is not suited for international
comparison.



The following graph, based on information obtained from the 1961

Canadian census gives an example of weighting.

INCOMES PER AGE GROUP AND LEVEL OF EDUCATION IN CANADA IN 1961

(Male non-agricultural working population)

IN THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS

11

10

9.

8

7

6

5

3.

University graduates

Some academic training

4-5 years of high school

1-3 years of high school

0-8 years of primary school

25-34 35-44

Source : /cf (2) 7

45-54 55-64

1.8. Apart from the difficulties of obtaining such detailed income sta-

tistics, there are other methodological problems, not the least of which

is the selection of an adequate discount rate, although this problem has

been discussed in a large number of studies and specialized publications

on cost benefit analysis /Tee (9) and (17)7. However, on the assumption

that it is possible to devise a weighting pattern, figures on proper educa-

tional productivity can be made available within the limits referred to above



2. Measurement of yield and efficiency indices

2.1. Research on educational yield has been and still is considerable,

as the number of specialized publications shows. Some monographs try to

show how to make use of incomplete educational statistics to calculate

some output rates. Others, which render student flows by means of a

system of mathematical equations, try to evaluate more fully and in

greater detail the components of such a yield. There are others aimed

at solving specific problems which are limited to calculating very

approximate yield coefficients. However, all these stress the fact that

educational statistics in general are not suitable for productivity

studies /Tee (3) and (717. Yet, the proposals made to improve educational

statistics at international meetings afford some encouragement.

2.2. Without going into detail here on the various methods of calcula-

ting educational yield, the general principle should be recalled. To

evaluate educational yield of a cohort it is necessary to calculate the

proportion of graduates or school- leavers, taking into account the length

of attendance at school. Obviously, the difficulty remains to sort out a

"cohort" and watch its progress over a period of time.

2.3. Yield so defined makes it possible to estimate the efficiency of

an educational system, by reasoning implicitly along the following lines :

In an ideal case, without wastage, every pupil enrolling graduates after

a minimum attendance required. In this case, the yield rate is one and

the system is one hundred percent efficient. Thus, yield or output is

an index of efficiency which, in spite of the reservations expressed

above, is easy to assess. However, this index has some weak points which,.

while familiar to experts, deserve general attention here :

) Educational yield depends on drop-out rates per class which

depend not entirely on the educational system. To some

extent, these rates reflect imbalances of the educational

supply and demand situation.
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Consequently, the maximum reference yield is of necessity

lower than one and this must be taken into account in inter-

preting this efficiency index.

(ii)Yield often depends less on the efficiency of education than

on the institutional regime governing its operation. Reference

is made only to the opposition of automatic promotion as applied

by certain systems and repeating tolerance (and encouragement)

of others.

Hence, yield or output rates indicating the efficiency of educational systems

should be used with great caution.

2.4. Another efficiency indicator is productivity. In .the case of related

services, this indicator makes it possible to judge how the factors consumed

are used. Thus, the fact that the productivity of a factor is higher in

one system than in another shows that factor is.being used more efficiently.

In the same sense, as regards teaching proper, a comparison of productivity

rates makes it possible to assess efficiency to the extent to which it may

be shown in how far it has been possible to obtain "the same performance by

using differently less resources", or how to obtain "better results by making

better use of the same resources". 1/ This leads us to the analytical approach.

By extension, it is possible to measure efficiency by the cost/benefit
ratio, i.e. by the quotient of net income over expenditure. With regard
to related services, cost analysis supplies the amount of expenditure;
receipts can be calculated on the basis of prices for commercial services,
thus the cost/benefit ratio can be estimated. As regards teaching proper,
the amount of expenditure can also be estimated on the basis of costs;
income can be estimated by following the example of the method of calcu-
lating the Product as outlined above, i.e. on the basis of anticipated
future income /see below under B. and in reference (1)7.

It is interesting to follow the evolution of this ratio over a period
of time for each branch of education, although interpreting it in a
specific case is not always easy, particularly as regards teaching and
learning properly speaking.
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B. ANALYTICAL METHODS

1. -General remarks

1.1. The analytical approach and the evaluation approach are closely related

and the distinction between them is sometimes artificial. Thus, the way of

using the concept of productivity for the purpose of analysing an educational

system derives naturally from the way in which this concept has been defined

for education and the methods of yield evaluation referred to above. For

example, in analysing the way in which a school transport service operates,

the extent may be found out to which it might be possible to increase productivity

by exploiting the vehicles used more intensively by changing the network of bus

routes.

1.2. Equally, if the yield of an educational system should, for example,

show a sharp drop in the rate of promotion at the end of a course (or for a

class during, a course), an examination of the reasons for this might lead to

ascribing it in part to the fact that the final examination is too exacting

for the actual level the students have attained. The responsible authorities

might then decide either to lower the examination standards or to alter the

syllabus or even to keep them unchanged.

1.3. In practice, therefore, some of the situations that should be tackled

by administrative planners and administrators can be analysed on the bases of

productivity, yield and efficiency, and this contributes to facilitating the

making of enlightened decisions. In other situations, however, analysis based
. .

on these considerations does not facilitate action

- Even if the productivity of a motor pool and that of boarding schools

is known, this alone does not make it possible to choose - in a

specific area - between setting up a network of boarding and'mixed

boarding schools and day schools with organized school transportation.

I 20
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- Although the productivity of a teacher is far ligher than that

of a monitor, in the case of a specific country it might be

difficult to decide, because of the high costs of teacher-training

(in teacher-training colleges) and the extreme shortage of

available funds, whether it is not more efficient to.maintain

an existing structure of teacher qualification, and be ready to pro-

mote a system of in-service training and to distribute educational

tasks among teachers more rationally

- In general, the decisions made do not refer to the overall distri-

bution of funds allocated for education but only to the allocation

of an increment' in financial resources made available. Education-

al planners have to make out where the increment is to be planned

for use; school principals receiving donations have to consider

how best to use them and usually have to choose among several

priorities; when submitting their requests to the relevant ministry.

In that connexion, itis not always enough to know the output and

produCtiVity of the system in choosing one among several priorities.

1.4. In all .these situations, comparison of the probable consequences

of the various possible decisions is necessary. Therefore, among the methods,

used in selection, analytical methods must be included, e.g. cost/benefit .

analysis and system-analysis.

2. The principle and the methods

2.1. Cost/benefit analysis and system-analysis both derive from the

same general principle; to compare several situations from the double

point of view of factor consumption and the production of goods and services,

and in this way to draw 'u3 an order of 'preference .in the light of specific

criterian cost/benefit an&ysis, these criteria are generally based

on economic data, but this is not necessarily the case in system-analysis.
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2.2. It should be remembered that ccst/benefit analysi-, a tool used in

economics for investment decisions, is based on the theory that it is

possible to estimate the cost and the benefit of every decision. In order

to classify decisions by order of preference, a calculation is made of the

yield rate resulting from the ratio between the net benefit and the cost

/see (23) 7. In order to render yield rates or cost/benefit ratios compa-

rable and significant, it is obviously necessary to introduce the time factor

in calculation. Thus in case the expenditure involved in a decision has to

be met in the year o, the aggregate benefits accruing over the succeeding

years will have to be spelt out as actual value in year o. This means that

benefits are discounted by deflating them through application of a discount

rate. As is well-known, the choice of the discount rate represents a very

delicate stage in cost/benefit analysis /see (9)7:

2.3. System-analysis is not based on a general and absolute method,

since output and input values depend on the specific problem to be dealt

with. In some systems, e.g. power conversion systems, output is measured

directly in total values, e.g. calories. In other cases, analysis is con-

cerned mainly with output variations as a function of input variations,

(e.g. entropy or the quantity of information in cybernetics). In education,

because of the highly complex nature of the product, output and input

variations are compared. The usual approach is first to define appropriately

1/ Where Bi the gross benefit for year i and a the discount rate,

the accrued benefits discounted for the year o are :

Bl B2 Bi .

Bo =l+a 77-742 7;7Z 1

and the yield rate of the expenditure Do is given by the equation

Bo - Do
Do

This rate calculated for each project; in principle, the operation

yielding the maximum value for l/ is the most interesting.

13g



the features of a system (known as the features of the control system) and

then to vary input components and to measure their effects on the output

make-up /-see (16) -7. Comparison of characteristics of the system which

show differences with those of the control system affords an order of

preference. Consequently, because of the flexibility of the system-analysis

method, it can be used both to examine the possibilities of an improved

allocation of resources, devoted to the system and to decide how increased

funds made available can be used. Therefore, it can hence be considered a

real aid for administrative and managerial purposes, as transpires from

the following table :

COMPARATIVE TABLE SHOWING THE EFFECTS OF TWO METHODS OF

RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION OF EQUIVALENT VALUE

Supplementary lectures
Tuition and supplementary
g

for average pupils
guidance of pupils

(+ $ 8,000)
(1 psychologist :

$ 8,000

Pupils whose I.Q.
varies between

Pupils whose I.Q.
between

varies

100-120 75-100 100-120 75-100

Social studies 0 0 0 + 0.1

Natural sciences + 0.1 0 0 0

Drafting ability + 0.2 0 0 0

Thinking ability + 0.2 0 0 + 0.1

Reading : Social studies 0 0 0 + 0.1

Reading : Natural sciences 0 0 0 0

Reading : Literature 0 0 0 0

Vocabulary + 0.1 0 0 + 0.1

Average + 0.1 0 0 + 0.1

Source : (16)
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3. Difficulties of application to education

3.1. The cost/benefit analysis approach has been used to compare the

yield rate of investments in education and in branches of productive acti-

vity in order to show the extent to which the amounts devoted to education

are economically justified. Education is regarded as a production factor

contributing towards general economic development. Therefore, these studies

are not concerned with the distribution of funds within education; conse-

quently, they go beyond the scope of this section, in which only the

application of cost /benefit analysis as a tool of management, administration

and planning in education is under discussion. Thus we are concerned with

it once the overall financial resources allocated to education have been

clearly circumscribed, so as to assist in deciding between the following

alternatives :

- recurrent operating expenditure;

- methods of increasing the supply of trained teachers,

- etc ...

3.2. It is comparatively easy to calculate the costs of the various

possible 'choices. However, estimating the gross or net benefit encounters

the same difficulty, viz. that of quantifying output. Personally, I do

not see why it would be impossible to estimate the value of output by

weighting the number of pupils at the ead of cal educational period on the

basis of the anticipated incomes per category of education. While such a

weighting system is far from perfect, it marks a definite step forward

since, it is better for making decisions to have weak criteria than none

at all.

3.3. The difficulties of applying system analysis to education are more

numerous and more important, since the alm of such analysis is to take

into account both the economic and non-economic effects of education. Out-

put is then more difficult to circumscribe since such analysis tries to
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assess precisely the quantity of knowledge acquired by means of testing

pupils /see (10) and (11)7 It is not my intention to draw up a

complete list of the difficulties of estimating that quantity, but the

following is worth mentioning:

- No test, however perfect, can measure all the output factors

in an educational system.

By their very nature, the components of output are not mutually

independent and the effect of two measures taken simultaneously

on the output of a system does not equal the sum of the effects

of each measure taken alone.

- Test results depend on factors outside the educational system

perhaps as much as on factors within it. Therefore, system-

analysis concentrates on variations more than on the absolute

results of such tests.

- If they are to have any meaning, tests must be made on large

scale samples.

- The cost of using system-analysis is prohibitive, which decreases

its utility for the developing countries considerably.

3.4. The description of the analytical approaches given above has

deliberately been too general. To be applied, each method has in fact to

depend on the level of the decision-making unit, e.g. teacher, headmaster,

vice-chancellor, director-general of primary, secondary or higher education,

secretary-general of education, educational planning commission, or minister.



3.4.1. Teachers draw on their educational training, t' ay keep in touch

with developments in their sphere and try to solve the problems

certain pupils empirically, and thus to improve their performance.

3.4.2. The powers of school principals vary widely according to the

level of education, type of school, country, etc. If they have to request

budgetary assistance for future years, they have to establish priorities

and, for example, choose between different budgetary operations. When a

school receives a cash donation, principals have to decide how best to

use it. The principal of a small school may content himself with a very

simple system-analysis. For example, if his school receives a gift of

$ 8,000, he might use it either to employ a psychologist to give better

guidance to poor pupils, or to pay for a system of supplementary lectures

for average pupils (see table for section 23). It has been observed that

average pupils can be helped to do better if they are given a little more

assistance and that backward pupils can do better if they receive better

guidance. A test given to pupils shows the effects of each measure, and

this facilitates the selection of one or the other /see (16)7

3.4.3. At the highest level, the problems are far more complex: the

location of new schools - choosing between boarding-schools, mixed boarding

and day schools - methods of improving teacher training - duration of

educational courses - use of new audio-visual media - selection procedures,

etc... The methods of analysis described above may be used to solve some



problems. In other c?iza,E, however, it is qecessary to devise new and more

complex ways of alloctting funds (see (15) and (26) ).:=1

The criteria guiding an investment choice based on the yield rate
may be recalled: This rate is given by the following equation:

B (r)

!1.1ere C represents the cost of investment,

B the resulting profit.

Applying this formula to the educational sector, cd represents the

direct cost and C the opportunity cost; C = C
d

+ Co; profit may

be evaluated, for example, by Laking the accrued differential
k /2s b

iincome, viz. B (r) =

1
(1 4 r)1

(k i,epresnts the period of working life as from the end
.of_educctional training)

The equation for the )-ate "r" is hence:

A b.

C
d

+'C
o

(1 + r )i

(It should be noted that the term "investment" does not correspond to
"Gross Fixed Capital Formation", but is.usgd in a rider sense).



IN ailvIARY

In chapter II, wich deFas witli methods of evaluation and analysis,

the following conclusions were reached:

- the productivity of related services can be measured by the

:same methods as those used for the measurement of. economic

productivity.

- productivity in education as such can be measured if the product

is ojcz.ln to mean the economic valuation of each student.

it difficult to measure yield because of the need of sorting

crot a specific cohort and of watching its progress over time.

Caution should be taken in assessing yield.

the cost/benefit approach and'systeffianalysis are first-rate

tools for facilitating decisionmaking'in'education.

- cost/benefit analysis consists in rating decisions by order

of preference on the basis of their yield potential.

- system-analysis, as applied to an educational system, consists

in specifying the ratio of input to output.

educational tests make ft possible to qualify the educational

"end product" with Ielathely good results. However, there are

many obstacles to the large-scale use of these tests for survey-
.

ing purposes.



ANNEX A

CHAPTER II

Hourly productivity for an educational course:

Establishment of formulae and numerical example

1. Establishment of formulae

Let P be educational output or "production".
k

P
i = 1

ni Vi where : ni = the number of pupils passing from

grade (i 1) to grade (i);

V = the value of the quantity of education

acquired to pass from grade (i - 1) to

grade (i);

k = the duration of the course.

Let us suppose that n. = p. N where p
i

is the promotion rate of

grade i and Ni the number of pUpil-S-in'grade i. Then, the number of pupils

who have acquired:thetraining. provided-in grade-(i) equals the number

admitted to grade (i + 1). This is a very strong hypothesis and is scarcely

relevant in countries where an automatic promotion system works, for which

other and more complex indicators should be found, e.g. the average marks

obtained by pupils or teachers' reports.

SupPosing 'that Vi L.\ Ri, the value of the quantity of education

acquired to pass from grade (i - 1) to grade (i) is arrived at by the discount

value of the income expectancy during working life which is proportionate'

to the-level of training. InT the following, R. 'is to as

"differential income".



Consequently:
k

P . L_ p, Ni Ri
1

now :6 Ri= 6 rit

7177 t or r
it

differential income for year t

a = discount rate

length of working life reviewed

then P = p. Ni
A rit

i = 1 t = 1 (1 + a)
t

On supposing that L r
it

=A r.

k
P =E p. Ni A r

ii 1
3.

a

Let be

m. = the number of teachers for grade i

1 1 ) d

(1 + a)

H = the number of hours effeCtively worked per teacher annually:

Hourly productivity tr = P
P

number of teachers

m H where m is the total
mH

1

Tr 1

" = am H

I 1
di

1
+ a

p. Ni r
ii =1

= (a, m, H, d, pi, Ni nri)



Discussion

1. 7 is inversely proportionate to the discount rate (a); this is

not surprising since the higher the discount rate the lower the discounted

value of differential income.

2. )) is directly proportionate to the rate of promotion per grade.

Grades with a low rate of promotion can be detected by analysis. It is

therefore possible to increase that rate by increasing without lowering

the standard of qualification of pupils.

3. 3T is inversely proportionate to the total number of teachers and

directly proportionate to the number of pupils per class. This statement

of the hourly productivity for an entire course means that an analysis of

the teacher /pupil ratio per class should make it possible to find out ways

and means. of improving productivity simply. by _better circumscribing enrol-

ment distribution, e.g. by eliminating low-load classes. Even if there

is a relationship between the quantity of knowledge acquired and the

pupil/teacher ratio, it is not very great below certain thresholds; in

other words, to the extent that promotion rates reflect the importance of

quantity of knowledge acquired within certain limits, an increase in the

pupil/teacher ratio will not lead to any_marked.drop in the promotion rate.

4. The fact that )) depends on the differential income or the duration

of working life is hardly surprising. It is obviously extremely difficult

to evaluate these two variables because of the. lack of available statistics

and our patchy knowledge in this respect. For 'now Many .years will the

quantity of knowledge acquired have a bearing=on income? What will that

bearing be? These are questions for which satisfactory answers will not

be found for a long time.

5. Lastly, )) is inversely proportionate to the duration of work. It

is difficult to express this statement in a simplified formula. It is

well known that, starting from a certain level, hourly productivity in



industry decreases when working time increases, more paiticularly because

of fatigue. The preceding formulae, which are much too approximate, do
/

not very well lend themselves to this type of analysis-1. Therefore, I

suggest that hourly productivity and productivity per teacher (H x )))

be regarded as equally significant.

6. Because of the lack of precision of the data required for calculation,

the absolute value of hourly productivity has very little meaning. The same

is not true for the indices of the evolution in time of hourly productivity.

Where and )) give the productivity of a system for the years o and 1, the

evolution index can be expressed as: 71

1 1 1

Now
) 1

Ho
m
o.

L_ pi Ni 4 ri

o H1 m
1 P7-

0
Ni

A ro.

i "
77-

as a and d are constant

As a first approximation, we may assume that H
o
= H

1
and that

Qr.1 -, A. r
o

; the index I
1/0

is expressed merely as

jo
1

100 mo
n. A ri

a. a_

1

Consequently, while the calculation of hourly productivity as

defined in this paper gives rise to many difficulties, the definition of

an evolution index would appear to be feasible. Educational statistics

supply the values of m and n and it is possible to assess the values of

,Q r. by means of surveys.

1/ School performance should have been related to the working hours
of pupils, of teachers, etc...



2. Example primary education)

Al The following numerical example is. intended purely as an illus-

tration. The figures given in the table are based on standards

applicable to certain developing countries. This calculation

shows:

a) The need to have annual figures for:

1. promotion rates per class;
. . .

2. number of enrolments per class;

3. number of teachers per class and their annual hours of

work;

4. remuneration levels by level of education.

b) The need to make assumptions on:

5. the duration of working life per age group;

6. the discount rates;

7. promotion being defined as meaning that only promoted

pupils have acquired knowledge during the school year -

this is an extreme hypothesis in the case of the final

year where the examination is sometimes a means of

selection rather than a means of graduation;

8. systems excluding automatic promotion;

9. differences in the pay scale at the beginning and end of

a course; these assumptions may be based on rough estimates

from which by interpolution the remuneration level for the

intermediate grades may be obtained.

A
2

In the exercise hereafter, the following assumptions have been

made:

- $ 20 base salary (without primary education)

- 10% discount rate

- 20 years the period of working life for which the level of

education influences the rate of pay.

I-33
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- 1,800 hours per annum; hours worked per teacher

- 3,710 : number of primary school teachers for year 1

(pupil/teacher ratio = 45)

- 8.15 : the multiplying coefficient for differential incomes.

Where /L is the annual differential income, the

incomes over 20 years can be expressed :

20

/ 1 1.107A R R R 6 R
+ + 1 8,5AR

1,10 (1,10)2 (1,10)
20

,1.10 1 - 1

1.10
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ANNEX 13

CHAPTER II

Theoretical example of the use of unit-cost analysis as an

instrument for investment decisions.

B1

The problem is to provide schooling for 540 pupils dispersed over

a specific geographical area the following alternatives are possible:

1) to construct three mixed boarding schools with six classes of

30 pupils and to provide .a system of bus transport;

to construct a school with 18 classes with boarding accommOda-

tion for a fraction of the pupils enrolled.

B2

Analysis can be simplified considerably by using the following

assumptions:

(i) the annual cost of opeI'a,Linl_ is the same in both cases. /The

recurrent costs of school transport (ancl the additional fixed

cost) are equivalent to.the onePating.00sts of L.oarding

school]. However, it is probable that the total c,p-,:rating

costs o an 18-class school are lower than the operating

costs of three 6-class schools.

(ii,) it is also assumed that neither solution proposed will have

any effect on school performance. However, it is likely that

boarding-schools may have a beneficial effect on the Perfor-

mance of pupils, espediaIly those of lower clase origin.

(iii) final assumption : no account is taken of the expenditure: to

be met by families.

B3 In. spite. of all theS6 simplifications, the folIoWing numerical example

provides an illustration of an analytical approach.

I. - -3/
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TABLE OF DATA

Number of pupils 180

Solution A

540

Solution B

Number 'of classes
per school 6 3 x 6 18

Area in sq. m.

Sports )
.280

Music ) 280 84o 50

Manual training shops) 280

Refectory and misc. ) 225

3 laboratories 230 690 230

Classrooms 2110 720 720

Library 70 210 150

Common rooms
(kitchens...) 100 300 200

Total area: 920 2'7;5 1 935

Circulation (23%) 184 552 387

Principal's apartment 75 225 75

Total 1 179 3 537 2 397

Boarding accomoda-
tion area
(lumpestimate)
12' sq.m./360 4 020

Grand total: 1 179 3 537:. 6 417

Average .unit

construction cost
($ 60) 212 220 385 020

Lunip Cost of equip-
ment : :

Utilisation.post over.

Srearg;' duraticin
of life :(25%)

Fixed overall cost
Fixed annual. cost

(1/30)

notional- notional-
1/

53 055- .

77773

$ 8_842

96 255
481 275

$ 16.,p42

The equipment is not listed in detail for. the-sake of-simplification.



Observations

- The fixed cost is:

$ 8,842 for solution A.

$16 042 for solution B.

- However, if solution A is adopted, the transportation costs must

be added:,

- 6 buses seating 60

- $ 10:000 per bus

- length of service: 7 years

- i.e. $ 8,555 per annum.

- The annual costs thus become:

$ 17,397 for solution A

$ 16,042 for solution B

- At the risk of oversimplification, this example (see (22)) shows,

nevertheless, the need for being as comprehensive as possible when comput-

ing total cost of alternative options, sr as to be able to arrive at a

sound decision. It enlightens the possibility of savtngs in school build-

ings by making more intensive use of facilities. Approaches of this kind

(though more elaborate) should be app-lf,ed -inre systenFically when deciding

on the location of school buildings.
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En economie, le rendement se definit come un rapport entre un resultat

et le moyen mis en oeuvre pour l'obtenir, les deux etant de mgme nature et ex-

primes avec la mgme unite (rendement en sucre de la betterave); l'usage cepen-

dant l'a etendu a tout rapport entre deux faits chiffrables dont l'un est

considers comme tzn effet de l'autre (rendement d'un ouvrier exprime en tonnes

produites, par exemple).

Le rendement a ainsi un sens plus etroit que la productivite qui se

definit comme -la mesure de l'economie des moyene, une relation entre un pro-

duit et ses facteurs. On peut considerer soit un seul facteur (productivite

du travail), soft l'ensemble des ressources utilisees : nombre d'heures ouvrees,

capital physique, capacites intellectuelles, c'est-A-dire la productivite to-

tale des facteurs. Seule cette derniere est apte A indiquer le degre d'efficience

dune economie et de ses diverses branches.

Ces concepts peuvent etre appliques A l'enseignement.

I. LE RENLEMENT DE L ENSEIGNE

Le rendement doit gtre envisage sous ses deux aspects quantitatif et

qualitatif.

Quantitativement, it s'evalue en termes d'eleves formes ou de dipl6mes (les

deux termes n'ont pas le mgme sens) par rapport a l'ensemble correspondant

des effectifs mis A l'ecole.

1/ Agence europeenne de Productivite, Mesure de la Productivite, I. Concepts,

OECE, Paris, 1955, p. 29-Sq

H Cette etude est extraite d'un ouvrage intitule L'Industrie de

l'enseignement (sous presse)



Qualitativement, it s'apprecie d'un point de vue pedagogique : la mesure des

connaissances et des aptitudes intellectuelles, et d'un point de vue socio-

economique l'aptitude a repondre aux besoins de l'economie et de la societe.

Cette qualite "fonctionnelle' ne peut gtre separee de la qualite pedagogique,

car quel est le rendement d'une ecole si les enfants qui en sortent ne trouvent

pas d'emploi ou trouvent un emploi auquel ne les a pas prepares leur formation ?

Notons que la qualite peut s'exprimer en termes quantitatifs : par les

notes de classe, les scores obtenus aux tests de connaissances et d'intelligence,

la proportion de ch8meurs intellectuels, le revenu du a l'instruction, etc...

Nous n'envisagerons pas ici les problbmes de qualite.

Sous l'angle quantitatif, it faut distinguer le rendement apparent du

rendement reel.

Le rendement apparent compare uniquement les effectifs inscrits d'un tours

par rapport a ceux d'un autre cours, tandis que le rendement reel tient compte

des redoublants. Le calcul de ce dernier necessite donc des statistiques plus

detainees que celui du premier.

Rendement apparent

Dans la plupart des pays, mgme les plus developpes, on ne possede que

des statistiques d'effectifs inscrits par cours, sans distinction entre nou-

veaux et redoublants. L'intergt Porte a ce probleme est en effet recent, lorsque

les economistes se sont mis a calculer le coat de l'enseignement et a faire

ressortir la lourde charge qu'entratnent les deperditions. L'enseignant lui-

mgme repugne a enregistrer de telles statistiques, pour des raisons humaines

1/ Distinction introduite par I. Deble, ''Les rendements scolaires en Afrique ,

in IEDES, Problemesde_planification de l'education, Etudes Tiers Monde, Paris

1964.



et pedagogiques comprehensibles. O'est cependant leur connaissance precise

qui permet d'evaluer le rendement de l'ecole et la production annuelle qu'elle

peut mettre a la disposition de la societe et de l'economie.

Soit E 1 l'effectif du cours I en l'annee t

t + 1II

E

t + 1

t + (n-1) t + (n-1)

n etant la derniere annee du cycle. Le taux de rendement apparent est

le rapport entre l'effectif du dernier cours et celui du premier.

n
E

t + (n-1)
1

On peut aussi prendre au numerateur non pas l'effectif inscrit, mais

seulement les diol8mes

D
t + (n-1)

1

t,

Le taux de deperdition est le complement du taux de rendement.

1- E t+ (n-1) ou 1- D t (n-1)

E
1 1

E
t,

Il est interessant de calculer les taux de deperdition (ou de rende-

ment) d'un cours a l'autre pour savoir quels sont ceux qui presentent le plus

d'obstacles a la progression de l'ecolier, de mani6re a y porter remede.

Rendement reel

Son analyse suppose, nous l'avons dit, l'existence de statistiques

sur la repartition des effectifs scolaires par annee d'etude et le nombre de

redoublants par annee d'etude. Il est bon que ces statistiques s'etendent sur



la duree totale du cycle pour une ou plusieurs cohortes scolaires, mais une

premiere approximation peut 'etre donnee par la repartition par annee d'etude

des effectifs de deux annees scolaires consecutives, avec le nombre de redou-

blants par annee d'etude Pour la seconde annee.

Le schema suivant permet de preciser l'evolution reelle des effectifs

dans un cycle de trois annees ( de t a t + 2) N designant les nouveaux inscrits

(pour plus de precision, it aurait fallu faire figurer aussi la mortalite).
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De L a t + 1, le rendement apparent de la cohorte E
1
du cours I au

cours II est mesure par ie rapport.

2
E P

t + 1, le rendement reel par le rapport t + 1.
1

La production en fin de cycle est soit E
t + 2

si 1 on considere 1 en-

semble des eleves qui y arrivent, soit D
+ 2

Si l'on consid6re seulement les

dipl8mes. Dans les deux cas, cette production n'est pas issue tout entire de

1

'
la cohorte E

t
car elle inclut des redoublants venant d autres cohortes

2 3
(R

t + 1
R

t + 2).

1
On pourrait toutefois calculer ce que devient la cohorte E

t
en fai-

sant l'hypothese que les taux de promotion et de deperdition calcules sur les

effectifs totaux s'appliquent egalement a la cohorte. On appliquerait ainsi

P
2

+ 1
les taux de promotion et de redoublement du cours II au cours III

t

pour avoir P , 3
et R'

2

t + 2 t + 2.

1
Le rendement de la cohorte E sera mesure par le rapport P 3

t t + 2 ,

1
E

P 3
2

1
represente les eleves issus de la cohorte E qui arrivent en fin

t

d'etudes en l'annee t + 2 sans redoubler. Mais une autre partie de cette cohorte

y arrivera egalement, en l'annee t + 3, apr6S avoir redouble. On l'obtient en

-appliquant a l'effectif P'
2

+ 2 t

2

+ 2
+ R' le taux de promotion du cours II

t

au cours'III. On pourrait faire les mgmes calculs pour ceux qui auraient re-

double deux fois. Cette methode permet de presumer ce que devient une cohorte

un moment donne, sa repartition entre les differents cours et entre promus et

redoublants (en admettant ou non que le redoublement peut se poursuivre

indefiniment).

II
LIt



I

II

III

t + 2 t +

1 i 1

t + 1 + 1

2

t +

pl 2

t + 2

DT
2

+ 2

7
P'

+ 2

+;.-?t

:R'
2

t +

.., --5 \,

t + 3

t + 3

Pour evaluer le rendement exact d'une cohorte, it faut connattre la

carriore scolaire precise de .chaque eleve en fin de cydle, ou de chaque

dipl8me. 1/

En raison de la difficult de separer les redoublants des non redou-

blants au sein d'une promotion, on peut calculer, comme indicateur de rende-

ment, ainsi propose I. Deble, le rapport entre le nombre des sortants

S.(eleves en fin de cycle, dipl8mes ou non) et le.total des effectifs engages

dans le cycle, c'est-a-dire le nombre N des eleves nouvellement inscrits aug-

mentes du nombre total des redoublants R, de la premiere a la derniere annee

du cycle,soit

S ou

n 1
N + Ri E + r R.

(n = derniere armee

1 2 du cycle)

1/ C'est ce qui a ete fait dans l'enqugte d'Isabelle Deble au Mali et en

C8te-d'Ivoire (op. cit. )



C'est-a-dire dans notre systme

t + 2 t + 2
soit -

_ 1 2
'N

1
,

1
+ + R

2
+ R ' 11 '

t - 1 t t + 1
+ R

,
+ R

t + 1

soft
t + 2

D

+ R + R 17)

2 -5

+.R + 1t- t + 1
E + R

D'apr6s notre schema, on voit qu'il suffit, pour calculer les taux de

deperdition, de connaitre la repartition des effectifs par annee d'etude pour

une annee et la repartition entre nouveaux inscrits et redoublants par annee

d'etude pour l'annee suivante, Pour projeter l'evolution de la cohorte, on

admettra que les taux constates seront constants pour chaque cours, par

exemple que r 3 = r et p
2

p
+ 1 t t+ 1

On admettra la mgme hypoth6se en ce qui concerne le pourcentage de

dipl8mes par rapport a l'effectif de la derniere annee d'etude.

Solt le cas de l'Algerie. Les effectifs algeriens dans l'enseignement

primaire public se presentaient de la facon suivante au cours des annees

1962-63 et 1963-64 :

Tableau:Effectifs algeriens dans l'enseignement public

1962-63 1963-64
Total p r aP

I (CP1) 1/ 250 210 241 6::7 81 158 322 805 0,65 0,32 0,03

II(cp2) 186 380 7.";1 7-.5 57 233 218 778 o,64 0,31 0,05

iii(cE1) 14o 73o 119 831 42 298 162 129 0,65 0,30 0,05

Iv(cE2) 113 670 91 395 32 300 123 695 0,67 0,28 0,05

v(cmi) 7o 160 75 689 20 988 96 677 0,57 0,30 0,13

vi(cm2) 33 72o 4o 218 9 362 49 580 0,602/ 0,28 0,12

Total 794 870 973 664

/ Lg Thanh Kh8i, Algerie, : Planification de l'Education UNESCO /RP /ALG /EDS,

Paris, Decembre 1964.
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(1) CP = Cours pr6paratoire . CE = Cours 61ementaire.

CM = Cours moyen

(2) y compris 0,10 entres dans la vie active

1 161 545 1 81 158
P - 0,65 r - 0,32

250 210 250 210

1
a = 1 - (0,65 + 0,32) = 0,03

Si l'on veut projeter l'evolution de la cohorte de 250 210 416ves en

CP
1

en 1962-63 (on n'en connatt pas la repartition entre nouveaux et redou-

blants) jusqu'au CM2 six ans plus tard, on admettra qu'elle connattra les taux

de promotion suivants 0,64 (II) en 1964; 0,65 (III) en 1965; 0,67 (IV) en

1966; 0,57 (V) en 1967. Avec egalement des taux de redoublement et d'abandon

constants, l'effectif de CM2 en 1967-68 sera de 112 428 el6ves, dont 85 585

promus et 26 843 redoublants

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

I 250 210

II

III

IV

V

VI

R 57 233

P 161 545

R 48 639

P 140 018

R _39 205

P 122 627

R 38 213

P 108 427

Le total des effectifs engages dans le cycle s'elbve A

N + R = E 1 + L-R = 250 210 + 210 133 = 460 343
1 2

R 26 843

P 85 585



Le rendement reel sera 6Eal A

112 428 : 460 -:)40 = 0,24,

ou, si l'on prend les certifies d'6tudes IT1mairs, qui repr6sentent le tiers

de 1' effectif du 0,M2

r 476 46o 34o = 0,08,

alors que le rendement apparent est 63a1 a

112 428 250 210 = 0,45

Le rendement reel du cours I est. 6gal au taux de promotion.

En appliquant les taux de promotion A la conorte des 250 210 elves

inscrits en cours I en 1962, on aurait en cours VI en 1967 un effectif de

250 210 x 0,65 x 0,64 x 0,65 x 0,67 x 0,58 = 26 115 enves parvenus en fin de

cycle sans avoir redouble.

II. LA PRODUCTIVITE DE L'ENSEIGNE tai

La productivite est, nous l'avons dit, le rapport entre un produit et

les facteurs qui ont concouru a sa formation.

Beaucoui d'auteurs parlent de productivite en raisonnant uniquement

sur les coats de l'enseignement. Or, ils ne constituent que l'un des termes

de la productivite. Des coats croissants ne signifient pas necessairement une

baisse de la productivite, pas plus que des coats decroissants ne denotent

une hausse de la productivite. Seules des etudes liant le produit et ses fac-

teurs peuvent fournir des criteres sirs pour apprecier l'efficacite d'un sys-

teme d'enseignement, pour choisir entre telle ou telle methode.

Dans l'industrie, on mesure souvent la productivit6 par le rapport

entre la production et le nombre d'ouvriers ou le nombre d'heures travaillees,

ce qui ne tient pas compte des changements dans la structure et la qualite du



capital. Dane le domaine de 1'4ducation, le ealcul du nombre de dipl8mes par

heure d'enseignement sera Lt fallacieux A cause de l'inflation constante des

programmes et de la tenciance A la diminution du rapport enves/Maitre. Il

faut donc faire intorvenir. les autres el6ments, notamment l'equipement et le

capital, en d'autres termes evaluer la productivite totale les facteurs.

Produit et facteurs doivent titre mesures en termes reels. En effet, it

peut ne pas y avoir coincidence entre la iroduetivit.,6 reelle (ou physique)

qui seule importe de notre point de vue, et la productivite en valeur, qui de-

pend de la conjoneture.

Supposons, par exemple, que le perfectionnement des ouvriers

d'une entreprise amene une hausse de la productivite et des salaires. A la suite

d'un faeteur exogene (nouvelle politique gouvernementale, traite de commerce

international), des produits strangers viennent concurrencer les produits lo-

caux. Si cet afflux entraine une chute des prix et oblige l'entreprise A re-

duire les salaires des travailleurs, ils ne nercevront pas de benefice mane-

taire, bien que leur productivite ait augments.

De mgme, dans l'agriculture, si la vulgarisation, '_'adoption d'engrais

et d'inseeticides, l'amelioration de l'outillage, amine une hausse de produc-

tion, mais que l'offre cievienne trop abondante pour une demande inelastique, cas

assez frequent, les prix vont tomber et la productivite monetaire sera nulle

pour les paysans, sinon mgme negative.

D'autres difficultes ont des causes socio-economiques. Dans les regions

predomine le latifundisme, ofA les paysans pauvres et sans terre doivent su-

bir des salaires miserables ou payer des rentes elevees pour le champ quills

cultivent, une augmentation de productivite profitera davantage au proprietaire

qu'A eux-mgmes. Or, s'ils ne peuvent obtenir le fruit de leur effort, ils ne

seront pas encourages A innover.

I: I



Tous cos problLmes dolvent .44Ire envisages par l'antorite nolitique

afin que le niveau de vie des masses :1'4Vve avec celui de leur 6qucation et

de lour nroducti7it6, co qui peut entrriner, dans certains cas, der reformes

structurelles. Du point de vue plus lin 6e l' analyse ,:lconomique, celle-ci

se concentrera sur la productivite reelle cu ph;:sique, mesuree en ririx constants.

La methodoloie necessite des donnees quantifiees, recucillies au debut

et. a la fin du projet, avec dans l'intervalle des evaluations periodiques. Dens

la comparaison de deux methodes ou techniques d'education, it faudra, naturel-

lement, constituer un groupe experimental et un groupe temoin-

Examinons maintenant les deux termes de la productivite de l'enseignement.

Le produit est defini par le nombre de dipl8mes ou le nombre d'eleves

formes, au sens aue nous avons donne A ce terme, c'est-A-dire de dipl8mes et

de non dipl8mes parvenus a la derniere annee d'etude. Ce nombre doit 'etre

pondere, qualitativement, par le niveau de connaissances et d'aptitudes ac-

guises, economiquement par la 'valeur- du diplme, c'est-A-dire la remuneration

qu'il confere A son detenteur pendant sa vie active (seul critere pouvant 'etre

utilise dans les conditions statistiques actuelles).

Il est frequent d'entendre le corns enseignant se plaindre de la baisse

du niveau des eleves. I1 s'en plaint en realite depuis des siecles, sinon de-

puis des millenaires. rais, si l'on compare simolement les manuels employes

aujourd'hui dans les classes a ceux d'il y a vingt ou trente ans, la compa-

raison est sans coriteste a l'avantage des premiers. On s'expliquerait mal

d'ailleurs comment les progres scientifiques et techniques de notre époque se-

raient possibles sans une elevation constante du niveau d'instruction de tous :

car ces progres ne sont pas dus seulement a quelques esprits eminents, mais



aussi au concours dune multitude de collaborateurs moyens. testes, dans

les jeunes Etats ol) une expansion de la scolarisaton l',6e de l'independance

succede brusquement a une education pour une minorite, une baisse de la qua-

lite peut intervenir A cause du manque de maltres et d'equipement. Mais,

dans les Etats industrialises, la tendarce A long terme est A l'avancement

du niveau scolaire. Aux Etats-Unis, Havighurst cite des eXemples d'universi-

tes qui, face A une demande croissante, ont eleve leurs normes d'admission

tel college de lettres qui, en 1940, acceptait des dipl8mes de high school

ayant obtenu aux tests d'aptitude des notes situees entre le premier quartile

et la moyenne nationale, n'admettait plus que rarement, en 1959, ceux qui

n'ont pas atteint cette derniere. L'Universite de Harvard note que le 10eme

centile de la classe de 1963 egale le 40eme centile de la classe de 1956 aux

tests d'aptitude mathematique et le 45eme aux tests verbaux. Certes, cette

elevation du niveau dans certaines universites peut entrainer une baisse dens

d'autres, mais les etudes montrent que la plupart enregistrent des gains.-Il

L'evaluation de la valeur de l'instruction pose de nombreux problemes

qui ne sont pas encore resolus. En effet, l'instruction apporte des benefices

personnels et materiels A l'individu et A sa famille, des benefices economiques

. l'entreprise travaille, des benefices financiers au budget de l'Etat,

sans parler de benefices sociaux pour la collectivite tout entiere. Dans

l'etat actuel de nos connaissances oO. it n'est pas possible de mesurer ce qui

revient A l'aspect 'consommation" de l'education, on ne peut tenter d'appro-

cher.que son aspect "investissement' (Nous retrouverons ces problemes quand

it s'agira de mesurer l'apport de l'enseignement A la croissance economique).

1/ S. Harris in OECD, Economic Aspects of Higher Education, op cit. p. 23
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Pour l'individu, 1' instruction signifie generalement uno augmentation

de productivite et de gain. Certes, D: relation nest oar, parfalte. L'instruc-

tion seule ne suffit; biers d'autres facturs, tels clue 1' ape, la qualification,

1rexperience, les qualites humaines, y contribuent. D'un autre cote, les im-

perfections du marche creent des distorsions entre le salaire et la produc-

tivite marginale. En gros, cependant, it existe une correlation positive entre

le niveau d'instruction et le niveau de remuneration. Mais it Taut prendre

garde que l'evaluation de la valeur du capital intellectuel a partir des

donnees sur l'gge, l'instruction et le gain, tend A sous-estimer la produc-

tivite future des jeunes travailleurs actuels : car, dans une economie en

expansion, la tendance est a l'elevation a la lois du niveau d'instruction

de la force de travail et du niveau des remunerations qu'elle recoit.

L'education de la femme joue un role tres important, eeme lorsqu'elle

ne participe pas a la vie active. Cette influence se manifeste non seulement

dans l'education des enfants, mais aussi dans l'entretien, l'alimentation, la

sante de toute la famille. Ainsi l'education menagere, de la nutrition, de la

sante, entraInera-t-elle moins de defenses de maladies, un meilleur equilibre

de la consommation, un meilleur rendement de travail, dont temoignera le bud-

get familial.

Pour l'entreprise, l'education des travailleurs exerce des effets favo-

rable' tant sur l'emploi que sur la productivite. En effet, l'existence de

cadres qualifies permet d'utiliser un plus grand nombre de manoeuvres et d'ou-

vriers qualifies : en ce sens, l'education est un "multiplicateur" d'emploi.

L'augmentation des benefices pour l'entreprise peut depasser celle des coats

pour plusieurs raisons : hausse de productivite superieure a l'accroissement

du taux des salaires, economie dans l'emploi des ressources, meilleure

II - 14
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organisation : moins de surveillants, moins d'accidents du travail (parce que

les ouvriers alphabetises peuvent lire les notices sur l'utilisation des ma-

chines), d'oi) moins de primes d'assurances A payer. Finalement, l'elevation

du niveau d'instruction des travailleurs permet a la firme d'introduire un

equipement de plus en plus complexe et de passer a un stacle de techniques de

production superieures tel a tits le cas de Miferma en Mauritanie.

Comme a l'industrie, l'education apporte a l'agriculture des benefices

distincts de ceux que recoit le paysan. Pour une ferme ou une cooperative, ils

prennent la forme d'une meilleUre comptabilite et gestion, une augmentation de

la propension a epargner et a investir, une r6duction du gaspillage de res-

sources du a l'ignorance dans les methodes de conservation, de transformation,

de distribution des produits, une meilleure defense contre les intermediaires.

LA oil predomine le chamage ou le sous-emploi rural, la productivite

agricole pourra titre elevee grace au transfert de l'excedent de main-d'oeuvre

formee dans des secteurs plus productifs grands travaux de mise en valeur

du sol et de l'eau, industrie miniere et forestiere, oil les nouvelles quali-

fications acquises seront utilisees avec profit. Le resultat en sera non seu-

lement un revenu accru pour les travailleurs, mais le developpement de la pro-

duction et de l' infrastructure pour toute la collectivite.

Pour l'Etat, l'education des citoyens constitue avant tout une mesure

de democratie, mais, independamment de benefices sociaux difficiles a evaluer,

l'elevation des qualifications et, par suite, de la productivite et de la

production, entraine une augmentation des recettes fiscales (aussi bien des

impfts a la production ou sur le chiffre d'affaires que sur le revenu indi-

viduel) et une diminution des subventions aux entreprises deficitaires.



Dans ce calcul, it faut bier entendu eviter les doubles emplois, puisque le

revenu brut d'une personne ou d'une firme comprend unepart d'imogt.

L' evaluation des coots souieve tnoins ae proolmes gue celle du produit.

faut tenir compte de toutes les depenses d'investissement et de fonctionne-

ment. Lorsque les mgmes batiments servent a l'education des enfants et des

adultes, lorsque les mgmes moyens audio-visuels : films, radio, television,

servent a la fol.:). A l'enseignement et a diautres finS, i.l y a lieu a

ventilation.

Dans les depenses courantes, Pertains auteurs incluent, nous l'avons

vu, le manque a gagner des etudiants. Nous ne l'acceptons pas pour des rai-

sons que nous ne developperons pas ici, la principale etant que les etudiants

ne rendent aucun service reel. Par contre, dans l'education des adultes, it

faut distinguer plusieurs cas.

Lorsque l'adulte est chOmeur, i.l n'a pas de manque a gagner, de mgme

que lorsqu'il est sous-employe a la campagne, car sa productivite marginale

est egale a zero (s'il est retire de laproduction, celle-ci n'en souffre pas),

de mgme encore, s'il a un emploi, mais ;Alit les cours en '.:hors de ses heures

de travail. C'est seuiement lorsque les cours ont lieu pendant les heures de

travail et que l'ouvrier subit une baisse de salaire, qu'on doit inclure le

manque A gagner. Cependant, le gouvernement peut subventionner l'education des

adultes dans.l:e cadre de son programme gen6ral d'enseignement : dans ce cas,

le coat sera supports par le budget public. Enfin, l'entreprise elle-mgme

peut supporter. ce tout si elle estime que l'education des travailleurs consti-

tue-un investissement rentable, un ouvrier alphabetise devenant plus produc-

tif qu'on illettre. En fait, elle incorporera generalement cette depense dans

le prix de vente : le coat est alors transfers au consommateur.

0- 16



Les calculs de productivite ant ce nombrcuses applications.

Its peuvent servir A comparer deux m4thodes ou techniques d'education

ou evaluer la modification de rendemeLt rthode lorsqu'on en modifie

les facteurs : dimension de la classe, qualification des maitres, ameliora-

tion des auxiliaires pedagogiques (manuels, equipement), amelioration du

capital, c'est-A-dire de l'ecole et de son architecture ; on pourrait etu-

dier, par exeMple, l'effet sur l'enseignement des enfants d'une classe ouverte

sur la nature et le soleil.

Les etudes qui ont ete faites jusqu'ici et que nous avons mentionnees

precedemment, se sont attachees soft au rendement physique, soit au coat

monetaire (economie realisee par la television), sans her les deux. Theeri-

quement, le choix se fera selon l'un des criteres suivants :

a) le prix de revient est moindre pour he rdesme rendement.

b) les deux coats sont egaux, mais le rendement est meilleur ; acqui-

sition plus rapide et plus durable des connaissances, abaissement

du taux de deperdition, augmentation du nombre d'eleves et de reus-

sites aux examens, interessment de toute la communaute et non pas

seulement des eleves, etc.)

c) he nouveau cost est superieur A l'ancien, mais l'augmentation de

rendement est superieure a celle du cola.

L'evaluation se fera sur un echantilion representatif ou en consti-

tuant une clasSe experiffientale et une classe temoin methodologiquement, la

seconde methode est meilleure, car elle elimine toutes les variables exogenes

et ne reunit que des facteurs comparables. Si l'on veut etudier, par exemple,

l'effet d'une amelioration de la qualification des maitres, fl faut que tous

les autres facteurs restent constants (nombre et niveau des eleves, equipe-

ment etc.), condition qui n'est pas realisee par l'echantillonnage.

l
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On peut en deuxiLme lieu, chercher A mesurer l'evolution de la pro-

ductivite d'un systme ou d'un type d'enseignement donne. M. Woodhall et

M. Blaug ont etudie, de ce point de vue, l'Universite britannique de 1938 A

1962. 1/ La "production' est mesuree par quatre indicateurs le nombre de

dipl8mes et de non dipl8mes de la derniLre annee d'etude; le meme nombre

pondere par la duree moyenne des etudes (ponderation "educative"), par les

gains relatifs des dipl8mes des disciplines litteraires, scientifiques et

techniques (ponderation "economique"), par les rapports inverses (ponderation

'culturelle"). En fait, le choix des ponderations n'influence guere la mesure

finale. Dans les "facteurs" sont inclus : le temps des etudiants (mesure par

leur manque A gagner), les traitements des professeurs, les autres depenses

courantes, le coCt en capital, chaque depense etant evaluee en prix constants,

et l'ensemble combine en un indice synthetique d'apr6s la part de chaque de-

pense dans le coCt total des facteurs. Au cours de la periode 1938-1952, la

contribution du capital et du temps des etudiants a diminue, tandis que celle

des professeurs et des depenses de fonctionnement a augmente.

(Voir tableau page suivante)

La productivite qui est le rapport entre la production et l'indice

synthetique des facteurs, a diminue dans l'Universite britannique depuis

1938 :. en effet, la depense a augmente davantage que la production, ce qui

signifie que le coCt de la formation d'un dipl8me revient plus cher en 1962

1/ MaUreen Woodhall and Mark Blaug, Productivity Trends in British University

Education. 1938-1962, Minerva, Summer 1965, P. 483-498.
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qu'avant la guerre. Certes, d' autres hypothses sup la qualite de la production

auraient donne des resultats differents, mais, en tout tab de cause, il n'ap-

parait pas que la productivite ait augmente, surtout dans les annees recentes.

Cette tendance qui contraste avec celle qu'on rencontre dans les autres

secteurs (entre 1948 et 1965, la productivite s'est elevee dans le secteur des

biens de 2,79% par an et dans celui des services de 1,5) %), s'explique par la

diminution constante du nombre d'etudiants par professeur et de la dimension de

la classe, tandis qu'aucun effort important n'est fait pour modifier la tech-

nologie de l'enseignement, pour substituer le capital au travail, en depit def

la penurie de professeurs qualifies. Mme si l'on n'incluait pas le temps des

etudiants, la baisse de la productivite serait a peine moans forte : 1,4%

oar an contre - 2% entre 1952 et 1962 pour la production simple, - 1,14c3 contre

1,5% pour la production neconomique".

On peut comparer la Productivite relative d'un allongement de la sco-

larite, ou celle de l'education d'un enfant et d'un adulte.

Sur le graphique ci-dessous, Bert Hoselitz represente les flux de reve-

nu que percoivent des individus selon qu'ils quittent l'ecole pour la vie

active a 15, 20 ou 25 ans, et en admettant que toes travaillent jusqu'A Page

de 75 ans. Le revenu croft mesure que le niveau d'instruction s'eleve,

mais it faut tenir compte de l'accroissement des coats et du manque a gagner.

Ainsi, la surface delimitee par la courbe A montre le revenu total gagne pen-

dant la vie de l'individu qui termine sa scolarite a 15 ans, le revenu a chaque

age figurant en ordonnee.

1/ Bert F. Hoselitz, Quelques reflexions sur l'economie de l'education dans

les pays sous-developpes, Tiers Monde no 1-2, janvier-juin 1960.
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Pour l'individu B, qui termine A 20 ans, it supporte des charges supplemen-

taires MNPQ, dont le montant doit gtre soustrait de son revenu total; de plus,

it a un manque A gagner egal A la surface MO, de sorte que le capital que

representent pour B se:3 cinq annees d'education supplementaires, est egal A

la valeur de l'aire RASB moins la valeur de l'aire MNPOR. De mgme, pour un

individu C qui ne commence A travailler qu'. 25 ans, son instruction superieure

lui rapporte un capital egal A la valeur de la surface TASC moms celle de la

surface MN'P'Q'R'R. Chaque annee supplementaire d'education apporte un plus

petit supplement au revenu total dans le m&,c temps clue lcs coats et le

manque A gagner augmentent un moment arrive (DA la poursuite des etudes cons-

tituera une perte.

On peut, en admettant un certain taux d'actualisation, evaluer la

valeur presente du revenu que procure l'investissement dans l'education. A

mesure que l'entree dans la vie active est retardee, ce facteur pesera de

plus en plus, car des gains plus importants dans les derni6res annees auront,

du fait de l'escompte, une valeur presente plus faible que des gains plus

bas dans les premieres annees. Plus le taux d'actualisation est eleve, plus

le revenu actualise est bas.



Or, dans les pays peu developpes, le taux d'inter8t est tres eleve,

car en raison des structures economiques et sociales, on y recherche la ren-

tabilite immediate et le futur est deprecie. Mais, pour la collectivite elle-

eeme, le facteur temps est essentlel, car, tout retard dans l'execution d'un

projet peut entrainer des pertes considerables (ex :.une digue pour .utter

contre l'inondation, un barrage pour fournir de l'eau d'irrigation et l'ener-

gie electrique A l'industrie). Par suite l'education d'un adulte peut 'etre

plus profitable que celle d'un enfant, parce que l'adulte est aussit8t pro-

ductif, alors que l'enfant doit attendre une dizaine d'annees, m'eme si sa

vie active sera plus longue.

Si l'on designe par I l'investissement, par R le revenu dune annee

(1,...n), par i le taux d'inter&ts, le revenu actualise procure par cet in-

vestissement stecrit

R
B = I +

1 (1 + 1)2 (1 + i)n

= I+ [-1 -(
1 + i )n]

)n]

Prenons un adulte qui, apres une annee de formation, commence a tra-

vailler a 25 ans, et un enfant qui entre dans la vie active A 15 ans, apres

8 annees d'ecole. Tous deux travaillent jusqu'A 65 ans (soit une duree de

vie productive de 40 et 50 ans respectivement) et recoivent un gain annuel

moyen de : 2 000 Fr entre 15 et 25 ans, 3 000 Fr entre 25 et 65 ans. Le coOt

dune annee d'enseignement est de 200 Fr.

1/ M. Debeauvais et Le ThUfth Kh8f (sous la direction de), Alphabetisation et

developpement economique, op. cit.; Mark Blaug, Literacy and Economic

Development, The School Review, University of Chicago, Fall 1966, a insiste

sur l'importance du taux d'actualisation.

II
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,----
Adulte

a)

a)

25 X 15

nfant

65 X' 65

-P

0

temps

admettant un taux d'actualisation de 20%, taux aui nest pas rare

dans les pays peu developpes, et en appliquant la formule precedente, le

revenu actualise de l'adulte s'eleve

X
000 1

= - 200 +
0,20

) 401
'1,20

0
200 +

3 00
0,2

14 800 Fr

Pour l'enfant, it faut actualiser a la fois le revenu et le coat

(puisque nous nous pla9ons au moment ol.`, l'adulte devient productif)

20 ( ,8)
+

2 000 \

V = 200 (

11--) (1 - 1
)

0,2 1,2 0,2 (1,2)Y (1 17
1

-91

3 000 1
(1 -

+ 39)0,2 (1,2)
17

,2

= - 920 + 2 250 + 676 Fr

= 2 006 Fr

Ainsi, le revenu actualise de l'adulte est plus de 7 fois superieur

A celui de l'enfant parce qu'il travaille 7 ans plus tot et parce que le

taux de l'interest est tres eleve dans les pays sous-developpes.

Mme en admettant un taux de 10%, la rentabilite de la formation de

l'adulte reste superieure, car on obtient respectivement 14 500 Fr et 10 616 Fr,

soit une difference de Ares de 4 000 Fr en faveur de l'adulte. L'ecart

diminue A mesure que l'age de l'adulte s'eleve et si 1 on admet que le revenu

moyen de l'enfant sera superieur A.celui de l'adulte, grace A son education

de base. II 23
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Finalement, les calculs de productivit4 peuvent servir A comparer

l'investissement intellectuel et l'investissement physique.

Aux Etats-Unis, Gary Becker a evalue le taux de rentabilite de l'en-

seignement sup4rieur, defini come le taux qui egalise le coat total moyen

de l'enseignement superieur (y compris le manque a gagner) pour un etudiant

et la difference moyenne de revenu, avant imp8t, entre un dipl8me de l'Uni-

versite et un dipl8me de l'enseignement secondaire. AprLs differents ajuste-

ments pour tenir compte des aptitudes individuelles,de la race, du ch8mage et

de la mortalit6, Becker obtient un taux de 9% pour la population masculine

blanche des villes, en 1940 et 1950 ; pour les autres groupes de la popula-

tion americaine, it est plus bas. Ce taux est legerement plus eleve que

calui de l'investissement materiel, estime a 8%. Becker n'evalue que la ren-

tabilite directe, les benefices sociaux de l'education ne lui paraissent pas

comparables.

1/ G. Becker, Under-Investment in College Education ? American Economic

Review, May 1960, P. 346-354. Le taux serait plus haut sans le manque

A gagner.
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A. Structure of income

1. Identification and classification of financing sources

The sources for financing education may be classified in the follow-

ing four sectors:

(a) Public Sector, in which the following would be included:

(i) National or federal income

(ii) Provincial or state income

(iii) Municipal income

The manner in which the above contribute to education may be:

(i) direct appending in'education and/or

(ii) transfer of funds to the institutions which directly provide

the services.

(b) Business Sector, whose contribution could be:

(i) Voluntary or compulsory, to the institutions which provide educa-

tional services

(ii) Payments to educational institutions in return for research or

educational services, or merchandise produced by such institutions

(iii) Loans granted to educational institutions for investment purposes,

either in terms of money or sales on credit.

(c) Family Sector, formed by the incomes of families, and whose contribu-

tion could be:

(i) Payment for educational services

(ii) Voluntary contribUtions to the educational institutions either

in money or in kind (goods and/or services).

(d) External Sector, whose form of contribution to educational expenses

could be:

(i) Technical assistance, which is difficult to evaluate in such a

way as not to throw out of balance the conclusions of the analysis

(ii) Donations

(iii) Credits made available to educational institutions.



2. potential of each

The contribution of each source to educational expenses will be in

direct relation'to its total volume of resources, and in opposite relation

to the volume and cost of activities in either fields.

It is necessary to estimate as accurately as possible the maximum

limit of contributions from each source, by the most appropriate methods

in each instance.

(a) As regards the public sector, the percentage of resources which the

country, province or municipality should set apart for education cannot

be determined from the educational standpoint. The analysis of possibilities

should be made jointly with over-all planning offices, in order to be in

possession of all the background information necessary.

(b) As regards the business sector, its capacity to contribute to educa-

tion can only be estimated indirectly. The amount which-coUld -be-obtained

can be estimated, taking into account the sums spent on publicity, social

assistance, sports, etc.

(c) In the family sector, an investigation should be carried out to

determine the capacity of contributions from family incomes. This will

depend on their total volume and distribution and on the extent to which

the society is convinced of the personal benefits of education.

Such investigation should also show:

(i) The number of families (AF) whose incomes are below subsistence

level (Aa), and who even require economic assistance in order to

educate their children.

(ii) The number of families (BA) whose incomes do not permit any

contribution to education, and whose education mUst be-wholly

free.

(iii) The number of families (CB) whose incomes permit the payment of

part of the costs of education, and

(iv) The number of families (OC) whose income permit full payment of

their childrenls education. (Figure 1.)



Level of
incomes

Possible
contribu-
tion to
education

C B Number of families

Table 1

Sources and concepts
Contributions

A

to
educational
B

entities
services

C

which

D

provide

E Total

Public Sector I
I

Central Government
Direct Costs
Transfers

Provinces
Direct Costs
Transfers

Municipalities
Direct Costs
Transfers

,

I
II

I
12

I
13

Business Sector

.

I
2

Contributions
Payments for services
Available credit

Family Sector
13

Payments for services
Contributions

Internal revenue I
I

External Sector 14

Technical Assistance
Donations
Credit

TOTAL INCOME I
A TB 1

C
I
D

IE
1

IT

ITT



(d) As regards the external sector the possibilities of contribution is

an actual amount stated, since the volume of assistance under programmes of

international organizations, agencies, foundations and credit institutions

is clearly stipulated. However, as regards credit, a limiting factor of an

external character exists, namely the country's capacity of external indebted-

ness.

3. Utilization of the financinfr, sources

An analysis of the utilization of financing sources consists primarily

in determining the measure in which the possibilities of each source are

.made use.of, and secondly, the methods followed 'to obtain such resources.

(Table 1.)

(a) If the available information is set out in'a general educational

income table in which the contributions of the financing sources to the

different entities are indicated horizontally, and the incomes of such

entities vertically, as shown in Table 1, the following may be obtained:

(i) Measure of the financial effort of the country directed towards

education, as expressed by the ratio of gross national product

to internal income (I
I

)

(ii) Measure in which each source contributes to education, expressed

by the ratio of potential to actual contribution (IL = 1,2,3,4)

(iii)-Measure in .whidn each unity.obtains finances from each source,

expressed by the relation between the total contribution made

by the source and the contribution received by the entity. A

standard of measurement must be established which would make

pOssible an Objedtive assessment of the qUality of resource

distribution between the different entities, in accordance

with the source, the form of contribution, and the volume of

services provided by each entity..

Although from.a methodological standpoint Table 1 appears as the

'starting point of the analysis, the scarcity of information available

in Latin American countries is such that a series of estimates will have

to be made; this can only be done when the analysis has reached a more

advanced stage.

ITI - 4



(b) The anomalies which emerge when carrying out meLsures ii) and iii)

above can be explained by an analysis of the methods used by the entities

for obtaining funds, and the criteria these financing sources have for the

distribution of resources.

(i) When analysing the utilization of resources from the public sector

the criteria explicitly or implicitly established to determine the

volume of transfers to the different entities, in which are re-

flected the existence of pression of the'different groups in power

or of the entities themselves, must be known.

(ii ) As regards the business sector, the following will have to be

analysed:

(1) The legal measure which require enterprises to contribute to

the financing of education; evasion of this obligation, resorted

to on a large scale in Latin American countries, is primarily

due to the fact that non-observance is provided for or permitted

under existing legislation. The main characteristics of an

efficient compulsory measure is the extent to which it simplifies:

- Identification of the commitment

- Determination. of its size, and

- Collection of the contribution

(2) The legal measures which stimulate business contributions to

education.

(3) The actual or potential ability of the educational entities

to sell products or services to the business world, and the

methods followed in this respect.

(4) The actual ability of educational entities to use, free of

charge, certain services or products (e.g., publicity materials)

as an element of providing educational services. The lack of

specific proposals on which to negotiate such contributions,

is the chief reason why this source is so little used in most

of the countries.

(5) The ability of the different educational entities to use

sources of credit, taking into account the cost of money and

the capacity of indebtedness of the entities concerned.

III - 5
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(iii) As regards the methods for obtaining resources from the family

sector, the following should be analysed:

(1) The criteria applied by each entity in determining the size

of matriculation or tuition fees in the different levels or

branches of education. In certain instances, as interpretation

of the principle of equal opportunity for all, provides for

free education at all levels without taking into consideration

the possibility of a contribution to the costs of education by

the student or his family, together with the moral obligation

entailed by the naturally privileged situation of reaching a

post obligatory level in the Latin American countries.

(2) The measures established to stimulate family contributions to

the costs of education. Even though these measures are weak

and not very encouraging, the truth is that family contribu-

tions in money or kind (goods or services) are important in

the Latin American countries, Paradoxically, the contribution

is given to the level of education which, under the constitu-

tion, should be free of charge, instead of to higher levels

which are not cost-exempt by law.

The essential conditions to increase the voluntary family

contributions are:

- Quality and efficiency of the services

- Public knowledge and support of the action programmes

- Enlightenment of the public regarding the ways of helping

the development of educational programmes.

(iv) The methods of obtaining external aid or credit are clearly

specified in each instance. Therefore all that has to be done

is to determine whether they are being followed. As a rule, it

is because of the lack of specific projects on which to base

negotiations for external aid, that so little use is made of

this source.

ITT -
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B. Structure of expenditure

The second step of the financial analysis is to determine the use

which the different educational entities make of the resources obtained.

This means analysing, in each entity, the distribution of resources among

the different services, and, in each service, the distribution of expenses

by item.

1. Distribution of expenditure by services

An analysis of the distribution of expenditure between the different

services of an entity entails the following fundamental steps:

- Identification of the services and of the amounts assigned to them

- Judgement regarding the distribution of expenses

- Explanation of the causes of such a distribution

(a) The services may be classified into the following groups:

(i) Administrative services, which would include all services which

cannot be directly attributed to educational activities as such

and which are:

- Direction

- Supervision

- Personnel administration

- Budget administration

(ii) Cultural services, which may or may not collaborate with the

educational service, such as:

- Libraries

- Arts

- Sports

(iii) Social assistance services, which, even though they may be

attributed to specific educational services, would distort the

analysis not only because they do not coverall the customers

of the service but also because they do not constitute in

theMselves a true educational expenditure.



(iv) Educational services, in which it is desirable to separate the

level or branch of education as well as to make any other conve-

nient breakdown:

- Primary education

- Rural

- Urban

- Secondary education

- General

- Agriculture

- etc.

- Higher education

- University

- Non-university

(b) In order to judge the distribution of expenses between the different

services, an ideal distribution standardMust be available, which has to

be prepared in each instance, and in which account is taken of both the

volume of customers and the weighting factors, considered advisable in the

light of the characteristics of the different services. A determination

should first be made regarding the balance between the expenses of the four

major groups:

- Administration

- Culture

- Social Assistance

- Education

and it is here that an ideal determination is a more complicated matter

because of the absence of theoretical rules on what should be spent for

any of these items in relation to the total.

Administrative costs, for exemple, are partly fixed, regardless of

the size of the entity, and partly variable, depending upon the volume

of the other services; as a result, a small entity may consider as normal

a percentage of total expenses which may, from every point of view, appear

disproportionate in a large-sized entity. On the other hand, the variable



costs in a supervisory service do not irorease at the same rate as in a

budget administration service. This shows us that composition of the

group of services must also be considered in determining the rule or

standard.

The character of the different cultural services (for the public

at large or for limited groups) will give some indication as to the

importance which should be attached to this type of expenditure in relation

to the total, and taking into account the importance and magnitude of the

problems dealt with by the other services.

As regards social assistance services, the investigation on family

incomes, already referred to, provides an indicator of needs. The volume

of customers of the educational services whose family incomes are below,

subsistence level will show how large the social assistance services of

the entity should be. On the other hand, it would be advisable to analyse

whether, given an adequate volume of expenditure on assistance, the funds

concerned are actually spent on the group truly in need of assistance.

The second determination, and probably the most important one, judging

from the volume of expenses involved, concerns the adequate distribution of

expenses among the various educational services.

The standard measure should be determined in function of the volume

of customers and the relative cost, considered adequate, for each service.

If a system of standard costs is available, these costs should be used,

although recourse to international comparisons would be the normal

procedure.

To establish a standard measure of the distribution of expenses..._

between the educational services A, B, C, D, --, of an entity, consideration

must be given to matriculations Ma, Mb, Mc -- of said services and the ideal

unit costs of each service Ca, Cb, Cc -- expressed in function of the cost

of one of them:

Ob / Cc

-' Ca
.1

c
Ca



The ideal percentage of expenses for each service would be expressed by:

Mn : 100
taking

T

T = Ma + Mb + ... and therefore

100 -
Ma 100 + br Mb 100

T T

A comparison between the theoretical and actual distribution in the

way indicated in Table 2, makes it possible to determine whether the

distribution is appropriate or not. An attempt has been made to measure

appropriate distribution of public sector educational costs among the

different levels of education in some Latin American countries. The

weighting factor used is the ratio of secondary and higher education

costs to primary education costs in the USSR and the countries of OECD.1/

Table 2

Service Standard Actual dis- d d
2

S
2

r
= d S

r
measure tribution

A

B
C
D

100 100-

1/ Can the financial bottlenecl: in the educational development of Latin
America be eliminated? Seminar on Problems and strategies in the
Educational Planning of Latin America, Paris 5/TV - 9/V - .1964.



The results of such measurements, as an example, are given in Table 3.

Table 3

Quality of distribution of expenses by levels of education

in some countries

Countries
Levels Theoretical

standard
Actual disk
tribution

d
2
d

S
2
. d

2

r 3 Sr

Argentina P 52..1 51.5 0., 0.35
S 31.5 30.2 1.5 1.69 5.66 2.3
H 16.4 18.3 -1.9 3.61

Colombia P . 70 .51.8. 18.2 .331.24
S, 24.6 . 31.9 -7.3 53.29 1S5.34 13
H .:4 '16..3 1-10.9 114.49

':.. ,..

Ecuador P 74.2 59 15.2 231.04
S 19.5 20.3 -1 1 144.56 12

H 6.5 20.7 -14.2 201.54

El Salvador P 77.5 75.1 1.5 2.25
S 19.> 12.5 7.1 50.4 42.75 5.5
H 2.7 11.4 -8.7 75.3

Honduras P 84.2 81.2 3 9
12.1 16.2 .15.81 9 .5

H 3.7 2.5 1.1 1.21

Mexico .P 76.8 , -)0
,-,

10.8 11-.).64.

15.2 18.7 -2.5 :3.25 53.92 8

7 .
15.3 -8.3 68.89

r

Peru 8.1 54.8 13.3 175.89
S 23.6 29.3 -5.7 32.49 89.05 9.4

H , 8.3 15.9 -7.'") 57.76

Venezuela P 69 49.2 19.8 184.95
S 22.5 28.7 -6.2. 38.44 205.15 14.3
li 8.5 22.1 -13.5 184.96

. ,



(c) For a proper understanding of the cost structure, more is needed than

a measure of the quality of cost distribution. The reasons why such a

distribution has resulted must be sought. In doing so, at this stage, the

criteria used for the apportionment of resources to the different services

at the time of working out the budget should be analysed.

If there are no cost standards and the budget is prepared without

the cooperation of the executive organs of the entity, the distribution

must naturally be arbitrary as it is based on subjective appreciations of

the author of the draft budget. It is also much easier for pressures to

be brought to bear by some services for the purpose of obtaining more funds.

2. Distribution of expenditure by items

Expenses in each service should now be analysed.

The first step would be to analyse the distribution of expenses between

the different items included in the budgets or accounts, grouped together as

follows:

- Personal services

- Non-personal services

- Supplies (expendables)

- Construction

- Endowment (non-expendables)

The first three are operating expenses of the service in question and

the last two are capital expenses.

It is impossible to suggest fixed standards for an adequate distribu-

tion by items, as such a distribution depends on the way in which the service

is provided and on the programMeS-for its-expansion. It-will be necessary,

in each instance, to establish a standard distribution as a function of the

standard provision of the service, or, in its absence, as a function of

ideal standards or specific examples from other countries.

If the information available is sufficiently detailed, the analysis

may be effected taking into account the following classification of expenses:



- Investment

in which a distinction should be made b6;cween the construction or

endowment that replaces or completes the installed capacity of the

service, which may be classified as replacement costs, and construc-

tion and endowment which constitue costs of enlargement of the given

capacity.

- Operating expenses

in which a distinction should be made between administrative costs,

maintenance costs and educational costs.

In order to determine an adequate allocation for replacement costs

there is no better yardstick than the actual requirements of the service

in terms of buildings and equipment. Apart from the necessary cost analysis

of the construction solutions adopted, and of the prices of the endowment

in relation to the prevailing conditions in the country, an idea of their

adequacy can be obtained from the time taken to meet requirements with the

allocation received.

As regards the enlargement costs of the installed capacity, the

standard of judgement is determined by the relation between enlargement

costs and operating expenses, and the ability of the system to meet the

needs of the new installation. The possibility of dealing with the newly-

installed capacity or putting it into service may be measured in real

terms - the extent to which the new schools can be placed in service given

the number of school teachers produced by the educational system - and in

financial terms - the extent to which the new schools can be placed in

service, given the funds normaly allocated for this purpose. This leads

to a comparison of the different types of investment which may be made in

order to increase operating capacity, and to an evaluation of this invest-

ment in terms of its effectiveness not only from the point of view of

increased volume of customers served but also from that of the human and

financial resources required for its operation.



As regards the analysis of the operating expenses, standards are

available or may be determined with which to relate maintenance costs to

the volume of investment affected. This could help to assess the adequacy

of the allocation. Maintenance costs are or should be, in proportion to

the volume of_construction and equipment belonging to the educational

service, and form a part of the fixed costs thereof.

Administrative costs also constitute fixed costs of the service and

their si.zP'4.s..iPreitAtien to the number of operating' units in the service.

It is not possible to suggest standerdsof measurement with which to judge

an adequate.14ticg1Phip between these fixed costs and the variaule costs,

consisting of educational costs. A thorough cost analysis is necessary to

deterMine the adequacy of the allocation for administrative costs.

-C. Analysis of c? 't and operation

The aim of cost analysis is to achieve cost control through the

discovery of organizational shortcomings and defective methods and

procedures used in carrying on an activity.
, .

Cost analysis should be a continuous activity of educational admihistra-

tion intimately related to organization and methods.

In order to effect a diagnOsis of the educational. situation, the follow-

ing is a suggested guide for an analysis to be carried out in each service:

1. Average costs

The first indication regarding the functioning of a service may be

found-from the figures of averages, out of which the following are of greatest

interest:

(a) Yield of the'service, measured by the relation between the activity

performed and the results. The indicator which is easiest to obtain is the

relation between the total volume of matriculations and that of graduates

(egresados), which would measure the number of students-year which must be

educated to produce a graduate.



( 1 )

The standard of measurement would be the yield figure in a normal system

where no repetition or desertion takes place.

r -
.0_ -I- t)n -

t
in which

t = rate of increase of matriculations

n = number of years of study

(b) Cost per student-year expressed by the relations between operating

costs (G F) and the number of students

(2)

The standard of measurement would be that established in accordance

with the methods of work ased to provide this education. .Where there is no

such standard, an idea of the adequacy of the cost per student in terms of

what the country can afford, would be obtained by comparing the cost with

the relation between the ideal theoretical allocations to the service

(Table 2) and the number of persons it must serve..

(c) Cost per graduate expressed by the ratio of operating costs to the

number of graduates.

GE = =R Ca

(d) Structure of the matriculation. The composition of the matriculation

by academic years, which .is a function of yield, and therefore influences

the costs per graduate, may provide much information regarding the quality

of the provision made for the service. This may be expressed by
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0 Deviations from average

A more accurate idea of the situation of the service, as regards

structure, yield and costs would be obtained by analysing the deviations

from average shown in the different establishments, zones or areas. This

study may be established by means of a sample, whenever the number of

establishments is unduly large. Only in the case of major deviations from

average should an analysis be made of the causes of deviation, which could

be:

(a) Differences in the cost of manpower and materials used;

(b) Differences in the organization of the education - large concentrations

or small units - and in the methods of work;

(c) Factor alien to the service such as: dispersion of the customers,

attitude towards education, economic conditions, etc.

3. Physical elements of cost

So far, the analysis would be carried out as a function of the product

of education and of its customers, without providing a very clear idea of

the service. The above may be sufficient in order to measure results, but

the main function of diagnosis is to serve as a base for future programming,

and for this the analysis must be made from the standpoint of the functioning

of the service. To this end, the following would be required:

(a) Identification of the different types of service units used, a unit

being taken to mean one which carries .out a complete service. The following

can be taken as examples:

- In primary education: one-classroom schools, two-classroom schools,

schools with four grades, graded schools with 6, 10 and 20 class-

rooms.



- In secondary education: colleges or high schools with 6, 10 or

more grades, full time, half time, teaching by correspondence,

radio, or television, etc.

(b) Identification of the different operative units which make up the

service unit. An operative unit is deemed to be one which carries out a

group of activities directed towards achieving a partial aim of the service,

such as the teaching of a grade or subject, administration, printing and

distribution of teaching material, etc.

(c) Determination of the cost of each operating unit in terms of

(i) Vblume of work included in carrying out the activity in question,

measured in hour/years, man /years or any unit considered more

convenient.

(ii) Volume of non-personal services expressed in the unit corresponding

to each service received (telecommunications, post, electricity,

water, etc.).

(iii) Volume of expendables used by the unit in the performance of its

activities.

(d) Analysis of the costs thus determined, as a function of the ideal or

established standards, on the utilization of the three factors mentioned.

It is advisable to limit the analysis to the factor which is really important

in the fulfillment of the activity, or which there is reason to believe, is

put to least advantageous use.

The comparison between the work included and that which would be

necessary with a suitable distribution of matriculations or activities,

indicates the waste incurred in that factor. As an example, a comparison

made in a Latin American country between the hours of work needed in

secondary education and that which would be necessary if, for example,

it were considered.convenient to group together students in classes of

approximately 60 students, is given below:
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Table 4

Weekly hours of work

Students Groups ne-
cessary

Necessary
(1)

Budgeted
(2)

Waste
(2)-(1)

Percentage

Secondary 220 000 3 666 73 320 106 184 32 864 31

Industrial 52 628 1 000 20 000 59 853 19 853 49,8

Agricultural 5 841 100 . 2 000 9 337 7 337 78,6

Commercial. :20 049 335 6 700 15 677 8 977 57,3

Totals '298 518 5 101 102 020 171 051 69 031 40,4

If, instead of 60 students, classes of 50 (A) or 40 (B) students are

deemed suitable, the total results would be:

(A)

(B)

the

same

5 970 119 400 the 51 651 30,2

7 462 149 240 same 27 811 16,3

It is necessary to revise the causes which determine the improper use

of the factors and media in order to correct their influences.

4. gamilla of standards

The aim of setting standards is to have the necessary basis on which

to control costs and operations, which should begin as soon as a plan starts

to be implemented. Therefore, not only should standards be set for the

functioning of the operative units actually in use, but also for those

operative and service units which may be used in the future.

In the determination of'standards account must be taken 'of' the

analysis of costs and operations carried out as well as of teacher-training

requirements. The former show the real limits which the standard is to serve,

and the latter indicate the acceptable limits in the quality of the service.



The steps in the process would be:

(a) Establishment of standards of utilization of the different factors

in each operative unit, and its corresponding valuation at market prices

in order to obtain the standard cost in terms of money.

(b) Study of the different groupings in which the operative units may

be assembled in order to obtain different types of service units. The

study and determination of the different types of service units must be

made in terms of obtaining the maximum utilization of resources.

(c) Study of the minimum and optimum size of each type of service unit

as a function of the number of students served and determination of the

standard costs in terms of money for each type.

This part of the analysis will make it possible to establish the type

of service unit which should be created as a function of the customers it

should serve.

5. Cost estimates

With cost estimates, the constructive part of the analysis is

embarked upon fully, since what is sought is to determine the cost of

achieving the aims by using the different units of service, for which

the standard costs have been obtained.

The aims of the estimate may be summarized as follows:

(a) To judge the desirability of establishing a programme, or a method

of service; e.g. educational TV.

(b) Comparison of the cost of the different methods.

(c) To establish the points of reference for allocating funds to

determined costs; e.g. subsidies.

(d) To establish the fees which should be charged.

(e) To judge the desirability of executing the activity in question

directly or of contracting for such service.

(f) To facilitate the task of programming the service.
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UNIT COST CONCEPTS AND STATISTICS REQUIRED FOR AN ANALYSIS
OF EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY

by Jean-Pierre Gern
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1. In every kind of production, there is always a ratio between unit

cost and productivity, and a rise in the productivity rate corresponds

symmetrically to any decrease in the unit cost. The question with which

we are now faced is the following : To what extent will the study of unit

costs in education enlighten us as tc the productivity of the institutions

or school systems concerned ? There are undoubtedly many different ways to

define "unit costs" and "productivity", and it is important therefore that

we should first consider the various definitions which are proposed.

I. Concepts of educational productivity

2. There are many different definitions of educational productivity -

from those given by the economists, who are chiefly concerned with the

effect of the investment in manpower on the gross .national product, to

those given by the educators in their concern for pedagogical efficiency.

It is possible. to consider education from different points of view, and

yet they must all converge, to a certain extent, towards the ultimate

target of the growth of economic production together with social and cul-

tural development. Ideally, educational productivity could. be difined as

"the ratio between the contribution made by education to general develop-

ment and the cost of education". The contribution made by.education to

the achievement of the most desirable future for the human race implies

not only that education must be pedagogically efficient, economically

profitable, etc., but also that in its aims, its methods and its structures,

it must meet other requirements which reflect the complexity of the pur-

poses of education (because it affects - in a way which unfortunately is

not fully known - the course of all the structures of civilization).



3. In comparison with that ideal concept of productivity, the instru-

mental concepts which we can use are only partial approaches, devoid of

any absolute value, but which can usefully supplement one another. These

instrumental concepts of productivity are partial in two respects :

- In the first place, they envisage the productivity of education

only from certain points of view :

- pedagogical efficiency;

- output (meaning the percentage of pupils or students who

complete a given cycle of schooling);

- economic productivity.

- In the second place, they measure productivity only in proportion to

a certain type of resources :

- either the material and human resources allotted to education,

- or the financial resources necessary for the mobilization of the

former.

4. Each of these points of view (and others too) merits our attention, and

one or another warrants special consideration according to the economic situa-

tion of the country concerned. We shall, however, focus our attention on only

one of these approaches - for two reasons:

(a) To cover them all would involve us in far-reaching and intricate

problems.

(b) It is doubtful whether computations of financial productivity

(minimum cost of the production unit or maximum yield of the investment

unit) are the most adequate instrument for weighing the advisability of

devoting certain human or material resources to education rather than to



other sectors. Only within the framework of general planning and the organ-

ization of all related activities is it possible to judge: the advisability

of assigning certain human and material resources to education. Technically

the only valid optimum is that of the whole, and, from a practical standpoint,

computations worked out in terms of physical resources are apt to be more

effective than those attempted in terms of money.

5. We shall therefore limit the discussion to the following :ssue:

How shall we measure the productivity of public expenditure for education

(including, where appropriate, of similar private expenditure)?

6. W.A. Lewis quite aptly remarked that the results of education depend

at the same time on its quality and its fitness. It cannot therefore be

measured only by the amount of knowledge acquired or by examination levels,

but it is also necessary to take into account the utility of that knowledge

in the socio-economic environment or, to put it more exactly the efficiency

of the training received for active integration into that environment. An

additional problem arises, says Lewis, in connexion with fitness - namely

that the. purpose of education is to chance society and not merely to become

adapted to.it.1( To measure its efficiency in terms of that target would be

undoubtedly the most significant thing for most developing countries if it

were measurable. In fact, we are unable to conceive and compare the alter-

natives of development - and by what standard should they be compared ?

Admittedly, as J. Austruy remarks, development is, to. a large extent self-

determined , i.e. it determines the standards by which it is to be measured.

al Economic Aspects of Quality in Education. IIEP 1966 p. 2

2/ Le Scandale du developpement. (The Scandal of Development)
Paris 1965 p. 199



Hence the value of any concept of educational productivity is a relative

one; it measures the contribution of education to a certain type of develop-

ment, not the effect of education on the trend of development (although

that is not its least contribution).

II. Concepts of unit cost

7. The unit cost can be defined as the cost of an educational unit.

This raises two questions

(a) What is an educational unit ?

(b) What cost components are to be considered ?

8. Ideally, the educational unit should be defined as "the ability

acquired by the educated to participate in the development of the economy

and of civilization".

9. If it were possible to measure the results of educational activities

on the basis of that ideal definition and to compare that measurement with

the ideal concept of productivity suggested in paragraph 2, the relationship

between productivity and unit cost would be simple, and the yardstick of

unit cost could be used as the expression of educational productivity.

But we do not have at our command those necessary instruments of measurement

and must therefore rely upon partial definitions of unit cost.

10. These definitions of the educational unit disregard the "fitness"

aspect. One of them takes the "quality" aspect and measures the results

of the educational effort, the graduate or diploma-holder himself being

taken as the educational unit. Education's contribution to the pupils who

do not obtain the diploma, but whose schooling is generally not by any

means an entire loss, is disregarded. Moreover, that method of measurement



depends closely on governmental promotion policy and on possible fluc-

tuations and differences in examination levels, and special tests can be

carried out in order to measure more accurately the results of the educa-

tional effort.i/

11. The following definitions disregard both fitness and quality and

consider the educational unit as being only the unit of educational effort.

They are not, however, without value for the analysis of educational productivity.

The most general definition of the unit of educational effort is the enrolment

unit, considering when required the length of the school year (taking into

account the number of hours of schooling per day and the number of days per

year )%
2/

12. It may also be worthwhile to make partial measurements of the educa-

tional effort by taking as a unit either one element of cost per pupil (e.g.

cost .of.books or equipment per pupil) or the cost of a unit of one of the

inputs of education (cost of a teacher or cost of one square meter of class-

room).

1. Cost factors to be considered

13. We have just mentioned various "units" of which it may be useful to

compute the cost. Cost factors to be t-ken into consideration are not necessar-

ily the same from both of the standpoints we have referred to.

14. We explained in paragraph 3 why we were confining ourselves to an

analysis of the cost from the standpoint of public financing. The cost concept

which we are adopting therefore closely approximates a public expenditure

.

concept. It differs, however, for reasons brought out in the following paragraphs:

1/ C.J. Hallak: Coat, rendementiet efficacite des systemes d1enseignement
(Cost, yield. and effiCiency Of edika.tiOnal systems) IIEP 1966 pp. 12-14

2/ Fr. Edding: Methods of Analysing Educational Outlay. Unesco 1966,
pp. 13-14. Edding explains the use made in the United States of Average
Daily Membership and Average Daily Attendance.
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15. (a) Certain expenses which are sometimes covered by the national

budget are also sometimes borne by local authorities or families. To the

extent to which our purpose is the optimum use of the financial governmental

resources, it would appear that we might disregard, if not both of these two

additional categories of expenditure, at least the second. But as a matter

of fact, while it may be advantageous to separate these three categories of

expense, we nevertheless cannot afford to disregard any of them, especially

since the distribution of educational expenditure fluctuates and tends in

general to devolve upon the State-.
1/

16. (b) We must not overlook, either, the part of the educational cost

which is financed from abroad. In fact, international co-operation makes cost

analysis more complex, because the services provided by a foreign country

usually prove to be much more expensive than similar services provided by the

country itself. Services provided by foreign aid should therefore be isolated

and handled separately in the cost analysis with an effort to estimate what

the cost of similar services would be if provided from local resourcesr.
2/

Should it be considered that such services are expensive to the Government

and that this high expense should therefore be counted as a factor in the

cost of education to the public finance? It could be admitted that that

question should be answered affirmatively if the foreign aid could have

been used alternatively for other purposes, but negatively if the aid is

accorded specifically for education.

1/ A. Garcia: The Financing of Education under a Centralized System.
France. In OECD FinanCing of Education for Economic Growth, 1966
pp. 158-159

2/ Cf. on this point. L. Cerych. External Aid as a Source of Financing.
Educational Expenditure: Some Problems of Evaluation. Para. 9-15 ,



17. (c) The cost of education in private institutions also deserves to

be analyzed, whether it be because of subsidies granted by the State, for

purposes of comparison only, or in order to define the future role to be

assigned to the private sector.

18. (d) The annual cost does not always reveal the real cost of education.

That is why, for example, a Government may prefer to grant teachers an

improvement in retirement benefits rather than an immediate salary :.ncrease,

because it does not affect the budget for the current year nor even for

several years ahead. In order to compute the actual cost of education for

any given year, it will be necessary to account for the retirement reserve

which the Government would have to set up in that year for financing the

eventual retirement of the teachers after their active years, less pensions

paid during that year to teachers already retired.

19. (e) Capital expenditure. It may be of interest to analyse investment

costs and work out comparative costs per pupil, per classroom or per square

Meter in different types nf construction. We will not dwell upon the techniques

of building cost analysis, which are now quite well developed. The problem

which will claim our attention is that it does not suffice to make analyses

of investment expenditure and of operating expenses independently from one

another. We must in fact take into account the life of the .buildings, which

determines the cost of their usage, and the numerous inter-relationships

existing between capital expenditure and operating expense. For this purpose

the annual cost of using the investment property (buildings, equipment, etc.)

must be computed. It would only be necessary to divide the capital expenditure

by the number of years the buildings and equipment are used, if there was not

the problem of interest. As our analysis is in terms of public finance,
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we can refer in this connexion to the average rate of interest on Government.

loans. The way to compute the annual cost allowing for interest is shown

in the study by J. Hallak entitled. "Cost, Yield and Efficiency of Educational

Systems", IIEP 1966 p. 10. This formula (taking into account the length of

time each building or item of equipment is used) is applicable to all capital

investment regardless of how it is financed. Whether or not the Government act-

ually issues bonds or a loan makes no difference from the standpoint of cost

analysis. That is why we must also exclude from our analysis any expense

relating to the servicing of the debt.

20. (f) Value' of the land. If we apply to the use of the sites occupied

by the schools the same rules as for building and equipment expenditure, we

will include only an amount equivalent to the annual interest on the value of

the ground. A question may however arise when urban development and perhaps

land speculation make land prices soar rapidly. It is true that from the view-

point of public finance, the alternative yield of the ground may be very high

(renting.it for the construction of buildings for commercial use, for example);

but from the point of view of economic analysis it is not certain that there

is really a utilization of resources of any such price4 and taking the high

price of land in towns and cities as a yardstick to determine the best location

for schools could lead plannerS to make unfortunate decisions.

1./ While traditional.economic theory teaches us that land in urban areas
constitutes a scarce resource the value of which is therefore high
it must be rioted that the totalEmount of these scarce resources depends
on their being used (e.g. the expansion of the urban area). The addi-
tional use of the available land is immediately offset by an increase
in the amount of these scarce resources, as the costly land area
constantly expands.
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21. (g) Tax exemptions granted to private educational institutions.

Whatever the basis on which they are levied real property, capital, etc.),

taxes are paid on income derived from current production; it therefore

seems meaningless to say that the State looses the tax on real property used

for education.

22. (h) Moving and travel expense. In an analysis of the cost of educa-

tion as a user of available national resources, only a part of moving and

travel expense can be included (expense of study abroad) but in an analysis

in terms of public finance, the total amount of such expenuiture must be

included, simply making a distinction as in the case of other social services,

between expenses indispensable for the operation of the school system and

expenses assigned to the operation of the school system for reasons of

administrative convenience.

III. Statistics required for the study of unit costs

(a) Statistics relating to the cost'of education

23. It is important to take into consideration the total expenditure for

education of the Ministry of Education, the other ministries, n_gional and

municipal administrations and the contribution of the families to the

expense of education. It is also desirable to try to obtain simultaneously

the statistical data necessart for an analysis of costs in private education,

especially if it is subsidized. It is also important to have the information

necessary to classify the expenditure by subject and by naturel/for the

1/ J. Hallak: Quelques remarques methodologiques sur la confection deS coats
unitaires et leurs utilisations dans la planification de l'education..
(Methodological comment on the preparation of unit costs and their utiliza-
tion in educational planning) IIEP 1966, p. 9.



the different levels of education. In order to avoid too lage a number of

different categories, the first two levels of this classification can be

combined as follows:

Teaching expenditure:

Salaries of teachers and related personnel

School operating costs

Maintenance cost of school buildings

School equipment

Cost of the use of school buildings and equipment

Administrative expense: This can be divided, if desired, into:

Salaries

Cost of the use of administrative buildings and equipment

Other expenses

Costs of related services (social expense)

Social services

Scholarships and other study and travel facilities

24. Other sub-divisions of course may also be necessary, as suggested in

the following pages (according to size, location and legal status of educa-

tional institutions, teaching methods used, etc..).

25. No country has statistics available on the national scale which are

exploitable in a sufficiently flexible manner to satisfy all the requirements

of an analysis of this kind. It will often be necessary therefore to make

use of samplings (the point at which that becomes necessary will depend on

what statistics exist).
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(b) Other statistics required

26. In addition to the educational cost statistics, a great deal of other

data is necessary concerning the following:

- Structure of the teaching body by age, sex, seniority, qualificntion

level and the geographical distribution;

- Teachers's salary scales, allowances and retirement provisions;

- Structure of the school enrolment by age, grade and type of instruction;

- Drop-out and course repeating rates;

- Numerous technical data relating to the school buildings, their opera-

tion and upkeep, including type, age and location of existing buildings;

- Much information on the economic and social structures, especially the

structure and trend of prices and incomes, productivity in the building

industry, printing, etc.;

- Data relative to the trends in economic activities and the types of

training they need;

- Similar data concerning the social development, its problems and its

needs (these last two types of data should facili'mte an evaluation

of the fitness of education);

- Data relating to the quality of education in the different educational

institutions, in classes of different sizes and in those in which

different teaching methods are used. Since examinations are a poor

instrument of measurement, special tests should be used, but without

loosing sight of the fact that results obtained in different countries

or different social and cultural environments do not exclusively

1.12 11



reflect the value of schooling. This list is not exhaustive;

it merely suggests the great diversity of data required for an

analysis of educational productivity.

IV. Analysis of unit costs

27. Among the partial instrumental concepts of unit cost, we shall adopt,

for the sake of convenience, the "cost per enrolment unit" concept for our

analysis. The computation of unit costs in itself does not tell us much.

It is only by comparison that unit costs become significant. A number of

different comparisons can be envisaged:

- Between similar institutions in the same country;

- Between countries;

- In time;

- Between different teaching techniques and methods;

- Between different ways of acquiring given qualifications (formal school-

ing, apprenticeship, in-service training);

- And perhaps between actual costs and a standard.

28. We shall proceed with our analysis of unit costs in two stages. For

the first stage we suggest taking up the various cost components separately and

individually, which should make it possible to find explanatory factors for

every difference observed. In the second stage we shall endeavour to group these

explanatory factors in homogeneous categories and go further in our analysis

by examining the cost components not only separately but in combination.



1. Factor's tending to ex lain differencei observed in various com onents

of the unit cost

(a) Teacher cost

29. Differences noted in the cost per pupil of different teachers may be

attributed to :

A difference in the average number of pupils per teacher, reflecting:

The average number of pupils per class;

The ratio between the number of hours per week of pupils and

teachers;

The percentage of teacher substitution;

A difference in the level of remuneration of the teachers, reflecting:

A difference in salary scales;

A difference in the structure by age, sex and degree of qualifi-

cation of the teachers;

A difference in fringe benefits granted to the teachers :

Indemnities and allowances, housing, provisions for retirement,

A difference, sometimes, in the geograPhiCal'structure of the school

system, salaries and other items not being the same in the towns and

in rural areas.

(b) The cost of teaching materials

30. Differences noted may be attributed to :

- the quantity of books and other materials per pupil;

- kind of material used;

- quality of material;-

- life-time of material, if applicable;

- prices of school equipment.



The price of school equipment depends on the economic conditions of

the country, the organization of production and distribution, the possibility

of local production and the volume of sucn production tespecially in the

case of books), and on the import need.

(c) Cost of operating school buildings

3l. This concerns essentially water, heating and lighting. It is noted

that these costs tend to be higher in modern school buildings which have

a greater degree of comfort. They also depend on certain local price levels.

(d) Cost of upkeep of the buildings

32. This cost depends on the type of building. The better built buildings

require less maintenance, but the more sophisticated types of buildings

require more than the others. It also depends on the technical and economic

environment and on wage levels in the occupations concerned (the disappearance

of cheap labour tends to raise this cost appreciably at a certain point in

the development of the country, unless rationalized maintenance methods

are applied).

(e) Administrative costs

33. The different items of administrative expenditure should be analysed

in order to track down any differences which are noted and in particular to

point out the difference between salaries (-to which most of the considera-

tions already expressed in the case of the teachers are applicable) and

other factors, of which administrative methods and domestic price levels

are undoubtedly the most important.

(f) Cost of related services (or social expense)

34. The differences noted are particularly large in this category. They

reflect first of all the development of the social policy of the Government



on behalf of school pupils and students, but also the effect of other

factors, such as:

- Density of population;

- The need to make up at school for under-nourishment of the children;

- The need to attract young people into certain types of instruction;

- Or else to enable them to find other countries possibilities for

study which their own country cannot offer them.

The nature, quantity and cost of such services are the chief explanatory

factors to be considered.

(g) Cost of the use of. buildings and equipment

35. :The differences observed in this connexion can be attributed to

differences in:

- The cost of acquisition of the land (including related charges); .

- Cost of design and construction of buildings;

- Period.of time the building.is used;

Interest rate applicable;

...:Extent of utilization.

2. From differences in cost to differences in productivity

36. Having. identified the differences observed in the cost per pupil and

the factors immediately involved in these differences, thus enabling us to

isolate that portion of the.differences which is significant from the point of

view of productivity, we must then eliminate the effects of two kinds of

factors

- the-effect of the social and economic context;

-- the portion of the cost which can be attributed to non-educational

purposes, such as making educational activities comfortable and the

provision of social services accompanying the educational process.
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37. It is true that these various factors de not always exercise their

effects in the same direction. The,school system having the highest cost

per pupil may actually be the one which provides the lowest degree of

social facilities and of comfort. Taking these factors into account may

therefore increase the significant deviation from the standpoint of produc-

tivity.

38. The social and economic context has a sarong effect on the unit cost

of education:

- Especially price levels (or price trends for comparisons in time) and

the price structure (or its trend) determined by the economic condi-

tions of the country (even when working at parity exchange or in

constant "francs" since these are determined by prices as a whole

and not exclusively by those which are of interest to us).

- Salary levels, even more than price levels, are of basic importance,

because a large fraction of the cost of education consists of

salaries. Differences in rates of remuneration of teachers and

administrators reflect not so much the value of their respective

contribution, 'ait.a necessary...balancing of rates of. remuneration

within the national economy. These salaries therefore fluctuate in

proportion to the general level of incomes, whatever may be the trend

of productivity in the educational sector. Moreover, the ratio

between teacher income and the average national income reflects the

position occupied by the teachers in the social and professional

structure - a position which is privileged in countries where educa-

tion is least developed but tends to approach the average in step

with the increase of the intellectual elite and of higher-level

activities in other branches.



Only the differences in teacherst salaries which correspond to

differences in their qualificatiOn ratings should not be eliminated under

the heading of differences in the social and economic context. The differences

in qualification rating are based on the respective educational background

and academic titles of the teachers; and - more qUestionably - on salary

distinctions due to seniority or to sex.

- The productivity of sectors which PrOduCe 'Certain inputs necessary for

education can also be classified as being under the influence of the

socio- economic context. For'example, the cost of the use of school

buildingS depends to's_ considerable extent on productiVity in the

building trades.'Perhaps a distinction should be made. between the

part played by the design of a building and the awarding of the

contract (which are responsibilities of the education sector) and that

of the execution of the works, which alone depends on the productivity

of the building sector. Likewise, the productivity Of the book printing

and furniture industries affect the per-pupil cost.

39. Comfortable school conditions may partly serve-an educational purpose.

Actually, theyare determined in the first place by the standard of living

of the population; the degree of comfort of the schools Should not be lower

than that of the living conditions to which the children are accustomedShould

increased comfort in the schools be considered as being conducive.to less

productive educational activities or as an argument that resources devoted to

education should also serve for other purposes?

4o. Social services accompanying education are in some cases essential for

the operation of the edUcational activities and in other cases they are pro7

vided only for reasons of administratiVe convenience. It is therefore.neces-

sary to analyse social services provided by the schools according to their.
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purpose - an analysis which is made more difficult by the twofold purpose

of many such services, which are undoubtedly indisp,ms-ble for the operation

of:.the educational activities but at the same time are important elements

of a policy of health, etc.

41. Some rather serious difficulties arise from the elimination of the

effect of the social and economic context and of non-educational objectives:

(a) There are strong possibilities of substituting one input for another,

for example:

.- Construction cost of a building - upkeep cost;

- Teacher salaries - purchases of equipment and supplies;

- Introduction of new. specializations in higher education -

scholarships for study abroad;

- Teaching cost - cost of school buses;

- Cost of repeating courses - cost of upgrading the teachers

qualifications; etc.,

and over a longer period of time:

- Teaching cost - cost of pedagogical research;

- Teaching cost - cost of educational planning, etc.

For a comparative assessment of the productivity of educational activi-

ties, it is therefore not sufficient to count only the strictly educational

expenditure, but it is also necessary to take account of the other expenses,

particularly those occasioned by social services, in spite of the complex

purposes for which they serve. It is possible, as a matter of fact, to show

substantial savings in the expense of education by increasing certain items

of expenditure classified as social. Similarly, it is not possible to analyse

administrative and teaching cost separately in order to determine their respec-

tive production to the extent of the capacity for substitution between two

cost components. 1-dj 18



42. (b) It is not possible to refer to the existing structure of input

utilizations in order to eliminate the effect of the social and economic

context. The effect of this context does net provide a valid explanation of

a difference in unit cost unless an optimum combination off inputs, with due

consideration of their respective prices, has been applied in an educational

system.

Once we have removed the effect of the social and economic context and

that of the pursuit of non-educational targets, what do we have left? To what

does the difference observed in the unit cost correspond? It corresponds to a

difference in educational effort per pupil or student, and this difference itself

may perhaps be broken down by analysis into a difference of output per pupil or

student. (quantity and utility of knowledge acquired) and a difference of produc-

tivity (utilization and more or less efficient combination of the different inputs).

V. The use of unit cost comparisons for the analysis of productivity

44. In the preceding paragraphs, taking the enrolment unit as the educational

unit, we reached the stage of "educational effort" comparisons per pupil. In

order to arrive at an analysis of productivity itself, we must take into

consideration the quality and the fitness of education.. Unfortunately, it is

not possible to define with sufficient accuracy an educational unit which will

include quality and fitness, and we are therefore forced to study the per-pupil

cost, quality of education and fitness of education separately. That obviously

involves sensitive problems of evaluation owing to the difficulty of establishing

a standard scale of differences in quality (and still more so of differences

in fitness) which can be compared with the differences in cost. It is not

sufficient in fact, to express these differences in figures, the scale must be

established in such a way that a change from index 50 to index 60 for example,

could be correctly interpreted as an actual improvement of 10%.
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45. In the following paragraphs, we suggest a few possibilities for

comparisons between the cost per pupil (or more precisely the "educational

effort" per pupil) and the quality of education (and where possible the

fitness of education).

1. Comparisons between different methods of training within a country

46. Comparisons made within a country at a given moment offer the advantage

of a certain degree of uniformity in the socio-economic context. They

therefore make it easier to isolate the effects of differences of productivity

of the educational system. It is also true that they offer the disadvantage

of not allowing a comparison of very different systems, unless pilot experi-

ments are resorted to.

The cost of the central administration cannot be included in the analysis

for lack of terms of comparison.

(a) A number of studies have already been made on the effect of the

size of the school. The size of the school affects the per-pupil cost in a

number of different ways:

- Cost of construction per pupil space;

- Degree of utilization of classrooms;

- Degree of utilization of specialized equipment;

- Upkeep costs;

- Administration and inspection costs;

IV- 20
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- Variations from the- optimum classroom sized;

- Cost of related (social) services provided for the pupils;

- etc.

It would be useful to ascertain whether the size of the school also has

an effect on the quality of the instruction. By comparing the unit cost in

proportion to the size of the school with the population density, it is

possible to determine whether or not it would be better to operate a large

school-bus serviceto pick up the pupils rather than to create smaller

school units.

47. (b) Similar studies could be undertaken on the cost per pupil and the

quality of education in proportion to classroom size. Technically, it would be

a matter of comparing the downward curves of cost and of quality, which would

make it possible to compute the optimum size from the point of view of maximum

productivity from the curve of the quotient quality' This problem must of
unit cost

course be reinserted into the larger setting of the complete school course:

the minimum quality required for promotion, etc.

11. The Central Bureau of Statistics of the Netherlands made an interesting
statistical study (cf. Fr. Edding: Methods of Analysing Educational Outlay.
Unesco 1966 pp. 25-26). It shows (Diagram 2) that in the secondary schools
the classroom size is much below normal when the number of students is less
than 200, approaches the normal size at an enrolment of 500 and reaches it
at 800: The unit cost curve follows rather closely the classroom size
curve (Inversely of course).

2/ See numerial example of Annex.



48. (c) In spite of the differences in soci-economic context, which

affect both the per-pupil cost and the quality of education, it may be

worthwhile to make a comparison between urban schools and rural schools. The

differences found must of course be interpreted with care in order to isolate

the factors proper to educational productivity. That study may reveal oppor-

tunities for improvement in the organization of the educational system.

49. (d) The difference in unit costs between public and private institutions

may also disclose opportunities for improvements of a pedagogical or administra-

tive character. That unit cost difference must, however, be carefully analysed,

because of very different operating conditions (unpaid religious personnel,

cost-free general administration and inspection, etc.). The inquiry should

also include quality.

50. (e) Comparisons reveal that an important factor of difference is the

level of qualification and of seniority of the teachers (often accompanied by

large differences in remuneration). It may be of value to compare cost differences

and quality differences to serve in guiding the policy of selection and promotion

of teachers.

51. (f) Instruction by different methods, use of audio-visual aids, programmed

teaching, etc.

Comparisons of cost and quality are generally made difficult by the fact

that one, at least, of the alternative modes being compared may be a pilot

experiment which does not enjoy the reduced cost which it would derive from

being used on a large scale. Moreover, the quality of the result may be more

difficult to compare because the change of teaching method is frequently

accompanied by a change in educational philosophy (or, to put it more con-

cretely, a change in the type of training of the mind and of the personality

which is sought for).
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52. (g). Alternative systems of vocational training.

We have scarcely given any thought in the preceding paragraphs to the

fitness aspect of education, although it could well have merited some

consideration in Section V. In vocational education, fitness is the

outstanding target - which makes the analysis all the more difficult. It is

true that just as tests of the level of education acquired are given in order

to assess quality of instruction, fitness can be evaluated by the ability

to perform certain tasks. This evaluation is easier in countries and in

branches of activity which have something of an industrial tradition than in

new countries or new activities. In all e7ents, it may often be necessary to

resort to the opinion - possibly coloured by traditional attitudes or prejudice -

of businessmen.

Another .fact is that we have defined the cost concept for formal

education, while other types of trends present new problems of attributing

costs - problems which it may be impossible to solve when training is tied

in withproduction.

53. (h) Comparisons between different types of education

The great differences existing in unit costs in. various types and at

various levels of education have been stressed in many different studies. It

is also true that these differences imply differences in productivity, besides

other differences. But the other factors are too important to be easily uti-

lizedln an analysis of production. They should nevertheless be taken into

consideration in at least one respect. Different types of education sometimes

lead, from the practical standpoint, to the same result, This is_notably the

case with the technical high school, which attracts boys who did not make

the grade in classic or scientific studies but who hope to reach the
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university level by this detour or else to go into the administrative,

rather than the technical, types of professions. This brings up the point

as to how much more expensive technical education is than general education,

and it is one of the typical cases in which lack of fitness decreases the produc-

tivity of the educational system.

54. (i) Comparisons in time.

Important studies have been devoted to the analysis of the cost per

pupil trend. We refer in particular to Fr. Edding's Methods of Analysing

Educational Outlay (Unesco 1966 pp. 35-55) and the studies which he quotes

in reference. To what extent do these studies enable us to evaluate the trend

of educational productivity?

To the extent that:

- They remove the effects of price trends. (By means of adequate indices

for each type of input, when possible);

- They take into account other changes in the socio-economic context;.

- They take into consideration the trends in educational conditions

(town-dwelling percentage of the population, increasing social

acceptancy of co-education, etc.)

- They take into account the development of related (social) services

rendered to school pupils.

To the extent that they do the above things, these studies enable us

to determine what part should be attributed to the development of educational

productivity in the development of the unit cost. There remains to be evaluated

the trend of quality and fitness of education - an evaluation which is made

more difficult in some cases by the changing social environment of the pupils

and students, their'living conditions and their state of health.



2. International comparisons

55. International comparisons are in a sense the most instructive, because

they enable very different systems of education to be weighed one against

another. They are also the comparisons which pose the most difficult

problems of interpretation. As a matter of fact:

- The removal of that part of the observable differences due to social

and economic context is difficult and requires a keen sense of

evaluation, because the boundary line between the effect of the environ-

ment and the characteristics of the educational system is not always

clear.

- Owing to the difference in culture, language and educational philosophy

between two countries, the comparison of fitness poses problems of

concept as well as of method, because the educational purpose is quite

different.

- The difference between educational systems poses problems of statis-

tical definition and of interpreting the differences found. Acutally,

owing to the substitutability of certain inputs for others, only the

difference bearing upon the overall unit costs is significant as

regards a difference in productivity. The factors involved in that

difference are numerous and it does not seem technically possible to

isolate them.

3. Comparisons with a standard

56. There can be no question of establishing a fixed optimum standard for

the unit cost and the quality of education? And yet, as a step between the

lessons derived from the preceding analyses and their application to the

various 'educational institutions Of.the country concerned, it may be helpful
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to summarize a certain number of concluions in the rum or a DaSlc chart

of unit costs, with variants to allow for the variety of educational conditirns.

The idea would be, in a general way, to define a normally unctioning school

(adequate buildings, teachers having the desired level of training, optimum

Size of classes, enrolmc,:nt loss rate considered standard, etc.) and to make

an analytical comparison of the costs of existing institutions with that standard.

Certains factors would be brought out to good advantage in this way, including

the following:

- The consequences of population migrations on the costs of education-=';

- The effects of underutilization of existing equipment;

And, if .the cost per graduate is compared, the often heavy consequence:,

or drop-outs will appea

Conclusions

57. The preceding pages merely suggest a few guidelines for research, in

order to define more accurately the concepts of educational productivity and

of unit cost and to measure and analyse the productivity of the education

sector after removal of the interferences of the social and economic context

on unit costs. In order to draw c.oneL-3ion, c)1. .1(i have been necessary to

have attempted the application of the proposed concept and methods on a large

scale. We have not been able to do that. Therefore, by way of conclusion, we will

confine ourselves to raising the question as to what the results of this kind

of analysis could well be.

58. When we compare the unit cost of a few different countries, the

discrepancies are enormous. It is of course possible to explain a wide variation

r2/

-14....
1/ Cf. Fr. Edding, op. cit. p. 15

2/. Cf. Isabelle Duble: Les Rendements scolaires en Afrioue (School Outputs in
Africa) and Jacques Proust: Les Denerditions scolaires au Gabon dans le Tiers-
Monde. Problemes de la planification de 1 education School drop-outs in Gab,
in Tiers-Monde". Problems in Educational Planning), 1964.
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in such and such a cost component by attributing it to differences in

quantity, quality or price of the input concerned, but such comparisons

give us no information on educational productivity. ay reovin the effects

of the socio-economic context and of aifferences in the amount of relatea

or social services provided in connexion with the sthooling and in the

degree of comfort of the school conditions Ito the extent to which the end

purpose of these factors is not educational), we can bring out the differences

in the cost per pupil which are significant from the standpoint of productivity.

These differences will probably be much smaller than those which appear in a

simple comparison of unit costs. They will probably not always be in the same

direction, because the countries where the per-pupil cost is the highest are

also those where the productivity of economic activities as a whole is the

highest and perhaps also the productivity of the educational activities.

On the other hand,:low per-pupil costs sometimes mask a poor organization

and faulty administration of education - offset, it is true, from the standpoint

of cost by the large size of the classes, poor equipment, etc.

59. Thus, if we compare between countries the per-pupil cost of a given

type and level of education (with all interference eliminated), it would be

difficult to predict the order in which the countries would finally stand.

If the per-pupil cost (with all interference eliminated) does not show a

significant trend in the comparisons between countries, or in comparisons

based on temporary data relating to one country, what is the meaning of an

educational cost analysis in so far as an improvement in .productivity is

concerned? Is there or is there not a real possibility of improvement?

There are, to be sure, possibilities of decreasing the cost of education

per pupil or student:



- by imprnving the educational system and its administratinn by

technical innovations;

- or by decreasing the gap between the actual cneration of the

existing system and what it out to be, by eliminating waste and

administrative deficiencies.

60. To what extent will it be possible to reduce the cost per pupil? It is

difficult for us to evaluate that possibility, but we are not highly opti-

mistic on that score - not that we doubt the possibility of increasing the

productivity of the education sector, but because we believe an increase

will be not so much in the form of a decrease in the per-pupil cost (with

all interferences eliminated) as in the form of an increase in the result

of the "educational effort". That increase in the result of the "education

effort' is; moreover, linked to increases in per-pupil costs and to addi-

tional efforts in the fields of pedagogical research (which should improve

the quality of the teachihg) and of planning (which should improve not so much

the quality as the fitness of education).

61. It could therefore be dangerous to concentrate one's effort towards

decreasing the per-pupil cost. By doing so, more than one country has com-

promised the productivity of its education:

- by neglecting pedagogical research;

- by favouring cheap instruction instead of the instruction necessary

for the development of the country;

- by compromising educational quality by overloading the classes;

- by driving the most capable young people away from the teaching pro-

fession because of the low salary scales, etc,

12U
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62. The research effort for productivity should therefore be brought to

bear on attempting to achieve cost-quality-fitness equilibrium. Maximum produc-

tivity can only be sought for in a logically balanced combination of economic,

pedagogical, cultural. and other aspects. Partial research efforts are useful

and can supplement one another, but they may be conducive to error and they do

not make it possible to determine the optimum. Comparisons between countries

can be instructive, but they are made difficult by the great differences

existing between educational operating conditions. On the contrary, intense

analyses effected within a given country, accompanied by pilot experiments and

pursued in conjunction with pedagogical research and the study of the social

needs of education (development of economic, social and cultural activities)

should bring to light wide possibilities for the improvement of educational

productivity.

1 :3 0
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Annex

Numerical example illustrating pal.ar;raph 471/

Number of
pupils
per class

Total
Educational

Cost

Educational
Cost

per pupil
Quality
Index

Quotient of
quality

unit cost

10 goo go loo 1.1

15 g25 62 97 1.6
20 950 48 93 1.9
25 975 39 88 2.3

30 1 000 33 83 2.3

35 1 025 29 75 2.6
40 1 050 26 64 2.5

45 1 075 24 52 2.2

50 1 100 22 ko 1.8

10

8

6

2

a

r

N Quality index

Educational cost per pupil

Quotient

10 15 20 25 30 35 ko 45 5o Number of pupils per .class

1../ For lack of statistical data, the above figures were invented to
illustrate the methehd.
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A. THE CONCEPT OF EDUCATIONAL YTRLD

1. When writing this paper, the author had not yet seen the working

docuMent on productivity concepts applied to education, prepared by IIEP

for the present seminar.

Knowing the deviations and abusive meanings given to this term, one

hesitates in choosing measurement indicators of educational yield to be

used in calculating prOductivity.

2. It has nevertheless been assumed that the following distinctions may

be made between what may be called:

i. The productivity of production factors in education

(a) Aggregate productivity of factors =
Input

output consisting in the educational production, and

input the aggregate cost of production factors

(labour, capital + depreciation)

(b) Marginal productivity -
Output ( educational production)
1 production factor

the output may be related to labour(on an hour or manpower

basis) or to capital (cost).

This productivity of production factors can itself be accounted

for by units of output measurement. We thus have;,.

(c) The physical productivity of education (in real terms)

Output
(expressed in units or-trained products)

Input

(d) The productivity in value terms

Output (expressed in momtary terms)
Input

v
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ii. The productivity of an education cycle considered as a

production factor; the cycle being the educational span

of time necessary to produce a certain number of finished

products.

In this case, we have:

Productivity of a cycle =
D

D = number of years spent in school by pupils completing..

the cycle,

A = number of years spent in school by those who drop out

or repeat.

iii. In a wider sense, the productivity of the education can be seen

as the impact of education on its social-economic environment.

For example:

Productivity of education as a production factor:

. .

Output_ (national production)
Educational costs.

'Or, in terms of factor prodUCtivity, considering the educational

output as Production factors

Output (national production)
Educational production

In this case, the educational output would be the denominator

of the fraction expressing productivity..

A major difficulty in these formulae is in dealing with the

gap between the time production takes and the educational time

necessary to train the manpower employed on that production.

In other words, how in practice can we calculate the costs of

education which takes between 15 and 20 yeArs in-relation to

the annual national production ?

1/ Cf. Debeauvais,"The economics of education, p:539.



Here, productivity (which is the quotient of production

divided by one or a total of production factor necessary

to that production) must not be confused with the pro-

portion the annual expenditure on education bears to the

gross domestic product or to the national budget - which

is obviously much easier to compute.

3. Whatever will eventually result from these attempts at definition,

it is intended to consider "educational yields" in a broad sense; this

will-justify raising measurement problems which go beyond the narrow

question of calculating enrolments, and will enable us to deal with most

of the requirements arising from a close examination of the various

concepts of productivity applied to education.

4. It will be well however, before considering yield measurement to

define the idea and concept properly and examine its relations with the

notion' of prodUctivity.

Productivity is calculated by determination of the quotient of production

divided by one or a total of productiOn factors it involves. In education

unfortunately, the English term "output" is not always rendered in French

by "production" or "extrants" (leay.rs) or "sortants" (graduates) but by

rendements scolaires" (educational yield). In French, yield and other

ideas 'Product'7ity of labour - are often used for one another and

are in fact very close.

Strictly speaking, yield is the relation between the result obtained and

the means employed to prodUce it, expressed in the same unit (e.g. the yield

of an 6lectric motor is 90% means that 90% of the energy supplied in the

form of electricity is given back in the form of motor power). But by

extension, the term yield is used when the same unit is not used above and

below the dividing line and, accordingly, the term is used for individual

productiVity of labour and, in agriculture, the result obtained per unit

of surface or unit of time (e.g. a yield of x bushels of wheat per acre).

_ 3
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There is further confusion between :ield ("rendement") and return

("rentabilite"), the latter being closely linked with the idea of profit

and it's rate expressing the total profit obtained on the total expendi-

ture involved. There is also the social yield potential ("rentabilite

sociale") that take in the idea of the progress of the whole community.

Returns ("rentabilite) is a marginal concept. In the firm, it measures

the margin between the profit obtained from the sale of a product and

the effort that goes into its production (Profit).
Capi cal

This idea is very close to the idea of profit margin ( Profit ), whereas
Turnover

the trend of productivity expresses production trends in terms of factor

yield after the quantitative variations in each have been eliminated.

5. It hence appears that the title of the present paper is unsatis-

factory and should evoke the measurement of the educational production

as a factor of educational productivity and not only the measurement of

educational "yield".

The Educational production should therefore be examined under different

aspects:

- the output: graduates, non-graduates, drop-outs:

- the yield of an education cycle i.e. the relation between the

production and enrolments of a cycle, and other ratios evidencing

the progress of a class through the cycle;

- the social yield potential of this production i.e. the extent of

its adjustment to development needs.

6. The forgegoing leads us to consider, successively, the problems of:

- the "numerical" measurement of output i.e. as furnished by the

school in given numbers of product units (graduates, repeaters,

drop-outs) in absolute figures or in terms of output by cycle;

- the "subjective" measurement of output i.e. taking account of

the aptitudes of the product (the trained student) with regard

to internal valuation standards of the educational system concerned;

V -
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- the "- objective" measuremen.6 of output i.e. s..owing the relation

ship between the product and its use in the social-economic

context of the nation.

7. We deliberately discard the correlated notions often considered to

be antagonistic, viz the quantitative and qualitative measurement of out-

put, sincethe'pqadlitY"-Of production is precisely the aspect which

raises the most difficult quantitative assessment problems and it is here

that research is needed.1/ Economists computing industrial productivity

have the same problems since production statistics rarely take account of

variations in quality. In gas production for example, the problem has

been solved by referring to a standard quality of gas having a specific

heating capacity.

B. PROBLEMS OF THE NUMERICAL MEASUREMENT OF OUTPUT

We shall distinguish the indicators of production and yield:

1. Production indicators of a cycle used to distinguish between all

leavers:-

- pupils who complete the educational cycle and graduate,

Pupils who complete the cycle but do not graduate,

pupils who drop out.

Several measurement problems arise here:

(a) First, that of determining the cycle which leads to a diploma.

The educational process implies a certain length of exposure

1/ Cf. J. Bousquet - Notes sur les concepts de quantite et qualite

en educatioil.

2/ For the statistical calculation of indicators and production and

yield rates cf. C. Vaugrante, Course C.3, 1966 Session at Dakar,

Dakar Regional Educational Planning and Administration Group, Unesco.



to teaching techniques leading to a diploma, or covering a

specific training period.

In primary education, the cycle varies by country between

four and seven years, and present plans in Africa to ruralize

primary education will involve still further variations.

It is thus essential to refer to the national context in

order to fLnd out for each country the cycle corresponding

to what is considered as the duration of primary education.

The teaching divisions in French-speaking Africa (Cl - S1

or CP - CE - CM) could give rise to calculations of production

on "cycles" which in fact are only rather arbitrary adminis-

trative divisions.

Much more important would be the determination of what might

be called the 'elementary literacy cycle", below which the

pupil leaving school would lapse back into illiteracy.

The determination of the cycle in the secondary short and

long courses, and in technical education, is much more delicate.

The cycle could be defined as the duration of exposure to

teaching techniques considered in a given country as necessary

and adequate to get through an essential stage of education

for an activity defined in relation to the country's social-

economic context.

It will be seen at once that there can be no question of estab-

lishing international norms for the duration of cycles and

that, accordingly, all international comparisons need corrections

or adjustments to be significant.

(b) Drop-outs cannot be calculated, as in the case of graduates at

the end of a cycle, simply by counting, and are usually not

dealt with in current statistical tables.

The number of drop-outs A in a class i is equal to the

differencebetweenthenumbersenrolledE.in this class into



and the total qualifying from it enrolled in the class next

above:

P (i + 1) in t1 and repeaters in the same class Ri tl, hence

A (i, (to/ ti = E (i, to) - /P (1 + 1 ti) R (i, tl)j,

To calculate drop-out for a full cycle of classes for a given

school year, the following formula has the advantage of opera-

ting by counting new enrolments and total enrolment and elimi-

nating the calculation of repeaters:

A (1.6, to) = E(1.6, to) - E(1.6,t
1

) P(1, t
1

) 1/

where A (1.6, to) . Drop-outs for a six-year cycle at the

end of year to

E (1.6, to) = Enrolment for a six-year cycle at the

end of year to

E (1.6, t,) = Enrolment for a six-year cycle at the

end of year t1

P (1, t1) = New enrolments in the first year of the

cycle in year t1

Example: Drop-outs for the whole six-year primary cycle

in Dahomey during the year 1962-1963

A (1.6/to) = Primary enrolment 1962/63 - Primary enrol-

ment 1963/64 + new enrolments in first

year of 1963/64 class = 73,990 - 79,974 4.

17,033 = 11_4049

(.c) It may happen that graduates do not quit the cycle buy repeat in

order to better qUalify for a competitive entrance examination

to.a higher institution. This happens to many who get the

primary School certificate in Africa but for whom places are

not available in the sixth class. Account must be taken of

this in establishing the real number of graduates who leave.

21 See C. Vaugrante op.cit. for a demonstration of this formula.
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(d) Current educational statistics usually do nr)t indicate pupils

who leave without passing the certificate, most annual tables

merely mentioning the number of certificates obtained at the

'Nend of each cycle. Here also, the statistics need. refining.

Thus, it is not easy to obtain an exact picture.of the production of a

cycle among which the following can be distinguished in absolute figures:

- finished products (graduates)

- "by-products" (leaving. without certificate)

- losses,(dropping out.during.the cycle)

- waste (dropping out before completing an elementary literacy cycle)

Nevertheless, all of these are necessary to determine physical units of

educational. "output". The problems. here concern the collection of current

statistical data. The educational.. economist concerned with computing pro-

ductivitTmust instruct educational statisticians to provide data which seem

most useful to him and to refine gathering techniques.

2. .Ihdicators of the output of a cycle'

It is perhaps because the calculation of the indicators of production

involVes so many difficulties that educational Statisticians have concen-

trated on yield; in fact this field'i.scovered by a vast literature and

has a-sophisticated methodology.1/-

It is also perhaps because various output rates are the essential tools in

making enrolment projections which are themtelves indispensable to the planner.

2 For the'methodology, one need only refer, among others, toVolume 1

of the IBMS study: "Les rendements de l'enseignement du premier

degre en Afrique francophone - Presentation methologique" (1967);

"Essai dtanalyse des mouvements d'effectifs dans l'enseignement du

premier degre r au Gaboh"by Jacques Proust (1564); and to Madame Vaugrante's

course at the Unesco Regional Educational Planning and Administration

Group, Dakar.



The output rate formulae measure the production of a cycle i.e. the rela-

tion between input and output of the educational system, and its production

flow:

- enrolments are compared from one year to the next (rate of increase);

- numbers in the final year of the cycle are compared with numbers

in the first year (apparent output rate):

- up-gradings (promotions) are compared with those of the previous

year (promotion rates);

- the number of promotions and repeaters in a class are compared

with the total numbers of the previous year (retention rates).

The retention rate is thus equal to the aggregate promotion and

repetition rates.

This last formula is particularly interesting, since it allows an analysis

of the progress of a specific class, which serves as a basis for enrolment

projections.

It leads on to the notion of real output and allows the calculation of an

average number of years of schooling completed by a pupil in the terminal

class, and the computation of the number of pupil-years necessary to obtain

a given number of students in.the terminal class for the theoretical dura-

tion of the cycle.

The retention rate thus makes it possible to measure the real output (number

of units really trained and graduated per unit of educational time).

To analyse the progress of a.specific class, the numbers in the lowest form

are compared with the enrolments of the following forms during consecutive

years.

This gives, for example, the survival rate per thousand pupils enrolled

in the first year who are followed through all the consecutive years of

the cycle. The main problem in calculating the "real output or yield"

is in exactly counting the repeaters at each stage to which the. original

class passes.

v - 9
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Present statistics are usually full of errors for reasons that are easy

to understand:

- because of the complexity of situations, the calculation of

repeating lends itself to confusion at the counting stage by

teachers and inspectors;

- many repeaters in Africa change schools and are then considered

as "new enrolments";

- teachers are usually ashamed to declare too high a number of

repeaters and tend to hide from the authorities the rate of

repeating which, rightly or wrongly, they consider fatal to

their reputation as teachers;

- When survey sheets are distributed to pupils in order to trace

their school careers, many, consciously or not, omit to mention

the repeat years.

The problems at this level are psychological and statistical. A better

statistical training for primary inspectors would be a first stage towards

obtaining trustworthy data on real output.

The solution is known and simple in theory - the establishment of indivl-
1/

dualized data , i.e. an individual index card by which the school career

of each pupil could be traced. The practical problems involved have not

yet been tackled in the African countries.

C. THE PROBLEMS OF THE "SUBJECTIVE" MEASUREMENT OF OUTPUT

We are concerned here with measuring aptitudes of the product (the.trained

student). in relation,to the intrinsic internal appraised standards of the

system. This involves assaying and tests of level which suppose that, the

level uf knowledge and aptitude a pupil should possess at the end of the

cycle is known, the level being determined by a syllabus whose content

and graduation are defined by law.

1/ Cf. OECD: Handbook of statistical needs for educational investment

planning, 1966, page 93.
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This is a sector that some African countries are begir_ling to explore.

The study of the level of knowledge can be made by analysing promotion

examinations, by tests of level, by subject and year of study, and by

longitudinal tests (a single examination for all classes in the same cycle).-
1/

The questions regarding the measurement of output to be put to experts in

assaying and the psychotechnicians are of three orders:

(a) have the pupils leaving, school reached the level required by

the national regulations?

(b) If not, what level have they reached in relation to this optimum

or to other examinations whose level is well known?

(c) In relation to those graduating, what level has been reached by

pupils who drop out during the cycle?

Serious assay studies in Mali, for example, on the comparison of results

of the French and Mali baccalaureats, or marks obtained in orthography

and composition in the ninth fundamental classes show that countries that

have instituded a fairly radical reform of their educational systems are

obliged to situate the level of those leaving school.

In theory, the quantification of the level is provided by the marks obtained

in examinations and can be expressed by the averages obtained by a pupil,

a group of pupils, or in a subject or group of subjects in the syllabus,

i.e. what we shall call the subject of measurement of the apparent levels

of output. It is another problem to know how far these marks can be

trusted, and only after a thorough assaying investigation would it be

possible to obtain what we shall call a subjective measure of the real

levels of output.

It is a fact that an analysis of averages (homogeneous or heterogeneous),

of dispersion indices measured by the standard deviation and the analySis

Cf. J. Berbaum, Unesco expert, ENS Abidjan: "Monographie dtune

ecole primaire - Etude du niveau de connaissance des eleves &Line

ecole primaire des faubourgs d'Abidjan", 1966.
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of variations between schools, for example, may reveal grave .,-ctomalies

caused by the methods of marking.

The pupil's ability to reach the average may depend on purely assay factors

such as the official weighting coefficient for subjects, the dispersion

of marking in each subject, the scale of marking used according to examina-

tion, and the criteria for written, oral, and class-work marking. The

subjective measurement of output must therefore undergo a necessary critical

examination of the tools it employs.

Sampling is necessary in each country to establish, for example:

- a comparison of the scales of marking of different teachers for

an exercise given to the same pupils;

- a comparison of the scales of marking of a given teacher of the

difficulties in exercises given to the same pupils;

- a comparison of the scales of marking of the same professor on

an exercise given to different groups of pupils, etc.

In this way standards could be laid down and proposed for marking purposes

and then submitted to the responsible authorities for implementatipn. It

is only at this price that measurements of educational output expressed in

marks obtained according to internal appraisal standards will be signifi-

cant in handling educational productivity formulae.

D. PROBLEMS OF THE "OBJECTIVE" MEASUREMENT OF OUTPUT

Knowing how to quantify output and measure its level in relation to internal

criteria of the educational system is not enough to provide a satisfactory

picture of the educational production and yield.

The value of these output data must also, be measured in relation to their

ultimate purpose, i.e. the actual use of the school leavers by their

society. It is what we call the "objective" measurement of output which

obliges us to distinguish between categories of output, whether or not

they lead to employment.



The method is to group the leavers (drop-outs, graduat.is, non-graduates

completing the cycle) according to level of qUalification acquired at the

end of their studios.

This level can be conceived only in relation to the specific needs that

derive from the country's state of development. It is thus impossible

to establish international norms; at most, there might be a typology of

countries by level of development.

The measurement of output might for example be conceived at the following

levels:

- End products: pupils (graduate or not) leaving with the certainty

of finding a job, their qualifications satisfying
,

the requirements of economic demand in their cate-

gory;

- Semi-finished pupils (graduate or not) leaving school whose
products:

employment depends on supplementary out-of school

training;

- By-products: .pupils (graduate or not) leaving school whose

qualifications do not satisfy demand requirements

in their category but sufficiently qualified to

adapt themselves to a residuary sector, e.g. boys

leaving the ordinary primary school who, without

any special training, must work in agriculture; or

numerous pupils with the primary certificate who

fill minor administrative posts in Africa;

Waste: pupilS leaving school who become illiterate again;

pupils who cannot find a job After leaving school

or cannot adapt themselves to the' needs of occupa-

tional mobility, etc.

For example:

- In this classification, the pupil leaving before the fifth year of

primary school and thus destined to relapse into illiteracy will be



a waste product PS the educational process has taken no hold on

him and he has been rejected from the process before his trans-

formatiOn.

- In some African countries, pupils leaving after 5, 6 or 7 years can

train on the job as sp:,,cialized workers. These are thus semi-

finished products

- In other countries, such students will be by-products, having no

possibility of obtaining a qualification outside school, but

they might adapt themselves to certain activities (e.g. rural)

for which they had no specific training, etc.

The "objective" measurement of outputs should be based on the results of

manpower surveys, in order to determine the demand for trained manpower,

and the possibilities in each country of training semi-finished products

on the job; on an analysis of the capacity to absorb by-products of

residuary employment sectors such as agriculture; on the degree of moti-

vation and capacity for occupational mobility of the outputs.

All these requirements mean that objective measurement is not usually

considered in calculating the yield of educational systems but they are

vital factors if one wishes to avoid judging educational productivity

divorced from the context of economic and sociP1 development.

One may well ask the question, at the end of this analysis, whether the

measurement of output is of real use to the educational planner.

1. Here the purpose of this measurement is to establish formulae of

aggregate productivity; we do not think, at the present stage of

educational planning in Africa in any case, that it has any practical

significance.

Cf. for Algeria: C. Vaugrante, "Financement et rendement du

systeme scolaire algerien", 1965, p.52



2. On the other hand, there is no doubt that certain choices should

be made in the light of productivity studies, e.g. in choosing

between alternatives facing many governments, such as:

- new teaching methods (television, radio, programmed teaching

or traditional methods;

- formal technical education, or on-the-job training;

- rural terminal primary classes, or alternate periods on pilot

farms; and so on.

These kinds of alternatives demand precise data on the measurement

of output in relation to cost and other production factors.

3. The numerical measurement of output (production and yield) is the

planner's instrument board, showing, at the diagnostic stage, the

sources of waste and delay, and the bottle-necks; allowing him to

find out the least tolerable imbalances and to evaluate and possibly

correlate them.

At the projection stage, the utilization of output rates is indis-

pensable in calCulating future enrolments.

Hitherto, in practice, it is mainly the measurement of output which

has been refined and used by planners, who consider it the best,

perhaps the only, statistical working tool. We have shown that the

measurement of production (and not only of output or yield) can also

reveal imbalances.

4. The subjective measurement of output is in general used for purely

pedagogical studies and rarely have educational planners been able

to consider its significance as a criterion for the internal validity

of a system.

Nevertheless, this measurement does not involve major elaboration

difficulties, but planners and educationists have here found no

common language. The research they have carried out, mainly in

V - 15
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secondary teacher-training colleges, does not prvide for its

application to planning because it ignores the under-lying problems.

This is a sector which calls for team work and should lead to a

knowledge of the internal reality of educational systems. Does the

educational system function sufficiently well provide the level

considered optimum by the planner? This is the question to which

the subjective measurement of output can partly provide the answer.

5. It can be stated on the other hand that if the objective measurement

of output is usually not taken into account by educational planners,

the reason is a lack of interest in widening the boundaries of educa-

tion and linking it up with economic and social development.

We considered it urgent to demonstrate that the reform of educational

content can be envisaged only after collecting the essential data

on the adaptation of school-leavers to the actual employment condi-

tions in any specific country.

Any measurement of educational productivity which ignores this

criterion risks leading to the institution of dangerous educational

reforms. The difficulties involved in this measurement of output

do not seem to us to be overwhelmingly difficult in Africa,

Commensurate means ought to be provided but, at present, only a few

occupational guidance offices publish studies which are patchy, and

isolated from the context of educational planning,

6. Each progress in the measurement of output requires a multi-

disciplinary team research where educationists and e)CPertSin

assaying could play a fundamental role.
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Last year, local and central government expenditure on secondary education

totalled over £400 million. How effectively was this money spent? Annual expen-

ditures on secondary education have risen since 1950 from about £50 per pupil to

£150 per pupil. Was this increase largely due to the costs of better quality

education? Are our schools successful in achieving their objectives, or could

they be more efficient? Such questions have been asked throughout educational

history;-they are good questions, but they have never. been answered satisfactorily.

To answer them it is necessary to measure the productivity of education, which

involves defining and measuring the output and inputs of schools in such a way

that changes in the standards and quality of instruction are taken into account.

Withobita.measure of educational productivity in this sense, it is impossible to

judge how effectively scarce resources are being utilized in schools. Yet despite

urgent demandsfor-moreschools and more teachers, and despite the recent emergence

of the economics of.education, questions about the productivity of schools or the

effectiveness of educational expenditure remain unanswered because we lack the

evidence needed to answer them.

This paper explores the problemsof measuring educational productivity by

way of an analysis of trends in the productivity of British secondary education.
I/

We discuss a number of different ways of measuring educational output, end con-

struct a productivity index for British secondary education since 1950, based on

three different measures of output. Any conclusions about trends in educational

productivity depend on what definition and measure of output is adopted, but our

three measures of.output all indicate the same trend: a decline in productivity.

Our major finding is that whatever definition of quality we adopt, it takes more

resources today to produce a secondary school-leaver of given quality than it did



in 1950. It is usually assumed, though without evidence, that productivity in

education is constant or perhaps rising. The evidence presented here, however,

suggests the very opposite.

This is a disturbing conclusion with implications for educational policy

that will be discussed below. Some educationists, however, will object at the

outset that productivity is not a concept that can be applied to education. We

start, therefore, by examining these, objectinns to the notion of educational

productivity.

I. The Justification for Productivity Measurement in Education

The term "productivity" denotes the ratio of some specified tutput to

the inputs of resources required to produce it. If output is a saleable product

it is convenient to measure it in monetary terms, but in fact output can be

measured in any terms whatever. Thus, productivity measurement need not be con-

fined to profit-making business enterprises. Provided. that the aims and objectives

of a process can be defined, it is possible to measure its output in terms of

those objectives. To measure productivity means simply to specify how costly it

is, in terms of money, time, effort or any other input, to achieve given ob-

jectives. The purpose of measuring trends in productivity is to indicate the

2
changing efficiency with which objectives are being attained.=

'

The concept of

productivity is just as relevant, therefore, to education as to a manufacturing

industry, as educators are just as concerned as everyone else. about using.scarce

resources with maximum effectiveness. Yet some educationists have objected to

productivity measurement in education on the grounds that it must distort their

aims; aware of .this attitude., one economist spoke of the widespread "mis-

apprehension-that the effort to increase efficiency necessarily and ordinarily

changes the gals of education".2( Is it in fact a misapprehension or are there

genuine grounds for fears?
VI - 2
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Opposition to productivity measurement seems to stem from a belief that

there is a fundamental clash between economists and educationists ove- quantity

and quality in education.
/1/

Educationists are afraid that measurement of the

productivity cf schools will involve emphasizing quantity at the expense of

quality, if only because the quality of education is so difficult to measure.

In fact, some critics go further and suggest that the most important educational

objectives are in principle immeasurable, concerned as they are with a child's

whole personality and character; in the words of one writer, "anything measurable

enough to satisfy the economist is likely to appear disgustingly mundane to an

educationist who is more concerned with the soul"5/

The debate about the feasibility of measurement in education has a long

history, on both sides of the Atlantic. In Britain there was the experience of

the unpopular system of "payment by results" for elementary school teachers in

the third quarter of the nineteenth century; in America there.were frequent ex-

pressions of alarm in the inter-war years about the application of business values

and practices to education in the effort to improve school efficiency:-
6/

In both

countries there was bitter opposition from teachers, who alleged that such measure-

ment emphasized the wrong criteria. Unfortunately, opposition to an ill-conceived

system of payment for teachers and to ham-fisted measures of efficiency soon

hardened into opposition to all measurement of.cost-effectiveness in .education.

However, every judgement about the benefits of new methods of teaching, the advan-

tages of one system of school organization over another, and indeed any assertion

about improvements in the educational system, implies that we.can directly com-

pare educational outcomes which in turn implies a basis for cost-effectiveness

comparisons or productivity measurement. The goals of education are so complex

that we cannot expect to find a single unit of measurement to cover all

VI -3
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educational outcomes, but this should lead to a search for a wide range of com-

plementary measures, not the abandonment of all attempts at measuring productivity.

Faced with a similar predicament, educational psychologists now recognize that

simple IQ-tests are inadequate measures of children's abilities and that it is an

oversimplification to think of intelligence as a single entity; but far from

avoiding measurement, they have now developed various batteries of tests which

measure different facets of intelligence or ability. 7/

There is no single definition of the purpose of education, so that there

cannot be a single measure of output. Therefore economists must accept that the

measurement of educational output calls for a number of measures corresponding

to the many different purposes and objectives of educators and these must include

qualitative as well as quantitative indicators. But at the same time, educa-

tionists must recognize that if they deny the possibility of measuring educational

output or quality this is tantamount to admitting that schools have no way of

judging how successful they are in achieving whatever they set out to do. In

reality, any dispute between economists and educators is not about whether it is

possible to measure productivity, but about the validity of different measures.

Educators fear that the effort to increase efficiency will affect and change the

goals of education because they suspect that economists will define "efficiency"

in solely financial terms and that concern about "value for money" will inevitably

lead to exclusive emphasis on immediately useful skills. To be sure, the pro-

duct4.on of skilled manpower is one of the purposes of the educational system, and

thus the productivity of schools can be measured in terms of their responsiveness

to the demands of the labour market for different skills. But vocational



preparation is only one of the teacher's aims. The next section will examine

some alternative ways of measuring the quality of secondary school output in a

review of the relevant literature, which is a necessary introduction to our own

results.

The Measurement of Secondary School Output

. The effects of schooling fall into many categories, but ultimately all

must be measured in'terms of changes in the children who pass through schools.

Some of these changes can be measured while the child is at school: the school's

effectiveness in teaching certain skills, such as reading, can be measured by

pupils performance in tests, and performance in particular subjects can be

measured in terms of form-grades or examination results. However, teachers are

not concerned only with the immediate short-term effects of schooling, like the

ability to pass tests, but also with the many long-term.effects of schooling

which appear after a child has left school. One of the major objectives of

schools is to prepare pupils for their adult roles and their success in this

respect must be judged by looking at the subsequent careers of school-leavers.

Any valuation of the output of, schools should include both "in-school" and "after-

school" measures of pupil performance.

Probably the easiest way of measuring how successful a school is in

teaching particular subjects or skills is by comparing the aohieveMent of pupils

in specially designed tests. If tests of the same standard are given at the

beginning and end of a course, variation in test-scores give some idea of the

"value added" by the course and can therefore be used.as an index of educational

output. Variations in pupil achievement can also be related to various input

variables to determine the influence of a particular set of factors on pupil

performance. An example of this approach is the US Office of Education's



Project Talent, in which pupils in a random sample of 1,000 secondary schools are

given periodic tests of attainment; variations in pupil-scores are then analysed

with respect to a wide range of school and community variables, such as per-

pupil expenditure, class and school size, qualifications of teachers, occupational

and educational level of adults in the community, and so forth. Preliminary

findings suggest that factors such as the level of teacher salaries, the ex-

perience of teachers, per-pupil expenditures, and library facilities are very

closely associated. with pupil achievement in standard subjects such as English

and Mathematics and with attendance and drop-out rates, but factors such as school

size, average of class, and age of school buildings appear to have very much less

influence on pupil achievement. This sort of analysis may explain variations in

the effectiveness of schools in achieving short-term objectives, but class grades

and test-scores do not capture the long-term effects of schooling. However,

Project Talent will eventually also throw light on these long-term effects as it

is intended to follow up a smaller sample of school-leavers into higher education

or employment.

A similar study, on a smaller scale, has been carried out in the State of

New York. Known as the Quality Measurement Project, this also attempts to analyse

variations in pupils' standardized test-scores with respect to experience of staff,

average expenditure per pupil, and socio-economic status of the community. 9-/ The

purpose of these and other similar projects is not to measure productivity, but to

help explain variations in the productivity of different school systems by

demonstrating which input variables have the greatest influence on educational

outcomes. In America such research is made possible by the fact that about 90 per

cent of secondary schools already use standardized tests as a means of assessing

their pupils. In Great Britain, on the other hand, any large-scale study would

first need to establish standardized testing in schools.
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Many studies in this country have been limited to small samples of schools

and have studied the influence of one factor, or a small group of factors, on the

performance of pupils in specially administered tests. For example, the National

Foundation for Educational Research is at present studying the effects of

streaming by comparing the achievements of children from streamed and unstreamed

classes. Other factors which have been isolated for special study include

emphasis on formal subjects at the expense of creative Work,-.1. techniques of
10

teaching in primary
/

schoOls,--/ and school and class size.1 -- Not surprisingly,
11

the evidence from such research is frequently conflicting: one research worker,

for example, .finds that school size has an important effect on the attainments of

pupils, while another-finds it a relatively insignificant factor. One reason for

this is that school and environmental variables interact to such a degree that

isolation of one variable may give.misleading.results. The question of which

factors have the greatest influence on pupil achievement demands multivariate

analysis to isolate the interaction between variables so as to reveal the pure

effect..of a single variable.

Multiple regressionanalysis was used by Kemp in 1955 to study the effects

of socio-economic and school factors on test-scores of primary school pupils.12/

More recently, the Manchester University School of Education has carried out

surveys among secondary.school.Children in Manchester and Salford which revealed,

like'Kempts earlier estudy, a close interaction between social factors, such as

parents' socio-economic level, and school factors, such as size of school and

size of-class.-14/- On other issues, however, the results are conflicting. Temp

found that progressive. teaching methods had comparatively little effect:on pupil

attainment, but that.the overall size of school was important, whereas the study

of Salford schools fround that the reverse was true. More research at both the
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primary and secondary levels in areas with different socio-economic character-

istics is needed to settle this and similar issued.

All these projects were designed to explain which school or community

variables affect standards of achievement, rather than to measure variations in

quality over time or in different areas, but such comparisons, of course, can be

made by using test-scores. The Manchester studies, for instance, compared the

average attainment of children in basic subjects (Reading, Spelling and

Arithmetic) in 1951 and 1957 and the authors concluded that their finding of

a substantial improvement in average test-scores in these subjects was one of

the most significant results of their research.22/ It is impossible to use this

evidence as a measure of the quality of education in the country as a whole, since

the pupils tested were not a representative sample, but it does demonstrate the

possibility of translating increases in standards of performance into quantita-

tive terms.

There are two surveys that provide information about the achievement of a

representative sample of school pupils, but each is concerned with achievement in

only one subject. In 1948 the Ministry of Education conducted a national survey

of reading attainment among primary and secondary school children, and there have

been four later surveys of reading ability in 1952, 1956, 1961 and 1964. These

surveys show considerable improvements in the average level of reading compre-

hension of 11 and 15 year old pupils.W A large-scale international comparison

has recently been completed of levels of achievement in mathematics, and specially

designed tests have been administered to samples of secondary school pupils in

twelve different countries.21/ The purpose of this project was to compare standards

of performance in this one subject in the participating countries and to relate

these standards with various aspects of school organization, such as the degree

of comprehensiveness or streaming, and with social factors, such as social class

VI -
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composition. Standards of achievement were compared not only in terms of average

scores, but also the proportion of pupils who reached specific levels, and some

extremely interesting evidence of international differences emerged from this

study. Neither of these projects, however, gives any indication of levels of

achievement in other school subjects, although the UNESCO project on inter-

national comparisons of achievement is now being extended to cover more countries

and a variety of school subjc_Gs. It would be misleading to use standards of

achievement in one subject alone as a general measure of educational output. The

assumption that an improvement in standards of reading skill will be accompanied

by corresponding improvements in other subjectS of the curriculum may not be

justified; in some cases, a rise in standards in a basic skill, such as reading,

18/
maybe achieved at the expense of work in other, more complex subjects.-- In an

underdeveloped country with high rates of illiteracy, an improvement in average

reading ability could be interpreted as an improvement in educational quality.

But in a country which aims to provide a balanced education in a wide range of

subjects, an improvement in reading standards without any evidence of achievement

in other subjects is more difficult to interpret. An international comparison of

the achievements of 13 year olds in five subjects showed.that there was con-

siderable variation in the emphasis on different subjects among the twelve coun-

tries.12( England was ranked first in terms of. scores in non-verbal aptitude

tests, last in geography, below average in mathematics and above average in reading

comprehension and general science. This illustrates how unsatisfactory it would

be to measure the quality of education by looking only at achievement in a single

subject.

Standardized test-scores, if available for a representative sample of the

school population would provide one useful measure of educational quality by

it 9



indicating how much pupils know in particular subject-fields. Objections are

often made to tests on the grounds that tests cover only particular areas of the

subject or measure rote-learning rather than genuine comprehension. These are

really questions about test construction, and there is now a considerable

literature on the problems of test construction that deals with most of these

20/objections. However, as we noted earlier, in Great Britain there is no

evidence on the performance of large samples of secondary school pupils in a

range of subjects which could be used to estimate changes in levels of attainment

over time.

If such information were available it would measure schools' success in

fulfilling one function, the transmission of knowledge, but measures of other

objectives would also be needed. One of the goals of education is to raise levels

of cultural appreciation, and some quantitative measures have been suggested for

this, such as membership of public libraries, sales of art reproduction or theatre

tickets, but it is impossible to separate the influence of education from the

influence of mass communication and rising incomes on changes in consumption

patterns, so that these indices cannot be regarded as measures of the contribution

of schools to cultural change. Tests of cultural awareness and creativity have

been devised by educational psychologists, and also tests of moral or social

values, but there have been practically no attempts to use such tests to judge the

21/
effectiveness of schools in these respects. If we take the view that one of

the aims of education is to promote social mobility, evidence on the proportion

of working class pupils remaining at school beyond the school-leaving age, or

going on to higher education, would be relevant for the measurement of output.

Thus, the evidence of sociologists that there has been no significant narrowing



22/
of class differentials in access to universities since 1944-- would suggest

little increase in output defined in terms of equality of educational opportunity

for children of different social classes.

However, measures of output which depend upon specially administered tests

or analysis of pupils' social class origins are more suitable for comparisons of

the output and productivity of individual schools, than for the study of an

entire level of the education system. In the next section we suggest a number of

measures of output which can be derived from official statistics. Our analysis

excludes independent schools, because of the lack of necessary data, and is con-

fined to maintained secondary schools in England and Wales.22(

III. Alternative Indices of Output for Secondary SchoOls 1950-1963

The simplest measure of secondary school output is the annual number of

school-leavers. A trivial measure of productivity is simply the reciprocal of

average costs per school-leaver. Between 1950 and.1963, the number of school-

leavers from maintained schools rose.from 476,427 to 642,550, an increase of

35 per cent. If we adopt this as an'index of output, and measure prodUctivity by

costs per school-leaver Measurement of productivity trends reduces to a comparison

of-the size of the sChool population with total expenditures on secondary educa-

tion: productivfty can Only-rise if per pupil expenditures decline. It is pre-

cisely the fear of this sort of naivety that has caused so much opposition to'

productivity measurement among teachers in the past. Changes in the quality of

education - however elusive a concept this may be - must-be allowed for by some

method' of weighting schOol-leavers by their educational attainments. We have

already outlined the difficulties of Obtaining any direct measures of quality

which could be used as weights; for the'following calculations, three different

weighting systeMs have been adopted, based on proxy measures of quality.
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(i) Economic Index

One of the purposes of schooling is to prepare children for their future

careers, so that one way of measuring the achievements of secondary schools is by

looking at the occupations of school-leavers. An economic criterion of quality is

the earnings which the school-leaver can command in the labour market. If each

school-leaver is weighted by his relative earnings, this provides a measure of

output which reflects the vocational value of different types of levels of

secondary schooling. One problem is then the school-leaver who doeb not enter

employment but goes on to some form of higher education. His immediate earnings

are zero (in fact negative, because of the costs he will incur by pursuing his

education) but his lifetime earnings will be higher than if he had completed his

education at the age of 18. Strictly speaking, this increased income is the

'product" of higher education, rather than secondary education. However, a certain

level of attainment (for instance, three G,C.E. "A" level passes) is a necessary

prerequisite of higher education, and so the achievement of this level provides the

student with the opportunity to continue his education at a higher level. It has

been suggested that when calculating the economic benefits of various levels of

education, one must add to the direct returns of one educational level the cash-

value of the option to continue to the next level.
24/

In the same way, when

weighting school-leavers by the economic value of their educational attainments,

it is necessary to include the value of the option to go on to higher education as

part of the product of secondary schools.

To construct such a set of economic weights, we need to differentiate

school-leavers by level and type of courses completed, and to calculate the

present value of the average lifetime earnings of each group of school-leavers

(including the "negative earnings" incurred during higher education). In fact,



no suitable income by education data exists for this country. The best data

available come from two sample surveys carried out in 1961 and 1962, and show

the average incomes of men and women of different ages in three groups: those

25/
with a terminal education age (TEA) of 15, 16-18, or 19 and over. This data

is far from ideal; details were collected of incomes, rather than actual earnings,

and these are analysed according to length of education rather than level of

attainment or type of course. The information about women's incomes was not

accompanied by details of how long the women had been working or whether their

working lives had been interrupted by marriage, so that it. is difficult to cal-

culate life-time incomes for women. Unfortunately, attempts to launch a large-

scale.sample survey designed to collect better information on the relationship,

between education, occupation, and earnings have so far been unsuccessful. A

further difficulty is that there are no.comparable data available for the period

before 1961. However, the data, such as it is, can be used to construct rorigh

weights which reflect the purely economic value of staying on at school beyond

the minimum school leaving age.
26/

In each year, school-leavers are divided into three groups: those who

enter employment at 15 are weighted by the relative earnings of men or women with

a TEA of 15; those who enter employment at 16-18, or who go on to further educa-

tion at 15 or 16, are weighted by the earnings of those with a TEA of 16-18; the

remainder, who go on to further education at 17 or over, or enter employment at

19, are weighted by the earnings of those with a TEA of 19 or over. These weights

assume that the earnings differentials associated with education have not changed

between 1950 and 1961; this assumption may well be false, but in the absence of

information, no other assumption was possible. Even these crude weights, how-

ever, demonstrate quite clearly a considerable increase in the quality of school-
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leavers, when evaluated in terms of a purely economic criterion. Between 1950

and 1963, there was an increasing tendency for secondary pupils to stay on at

school beyond 15. This is reflected in the "economic" index of output since

staying on at school raises pupils' income expectations, so that whereas between

1950 and 1963 the unweighted output of school-leavers rose by only 30 per cent,

the "economic" index rose by 46 per cent.

(ii) Length-of-Schooling Index

The justification for economic weights is that extra education raises the

earning capacity of school-leavers, and the index therefore emphasizes the role

of schools as producers of educated manpower. This criterion of quality would be

rejected by teachers who value learning for its own sake, rather than for its

vocational implications. According to this point of view, school-leavers might

be weighted by the length of their schooling, rather than by their future earnings.

This method of weighting assumes that one of the aims of schools is to foster a

desire for education, and so measures their success in terms of the number of

pupils persuaded to stay at school beyond the statutory age. Thus, if many

pupils drop out of school at the earliest possible opportunity, output is judged

of lower quality than if a high proportion choose to stay on in the sixth form.

One disadvantage of this weighting system is that the tendency for children to

stay longer at school reflects external pressures as well as the efforts of

schools. However, it seems reasonable to judge schools as more successful in

1963, when 34 per cent of the relevant age group remained at school beyond the

statutory age, than in 1950, when the proportion was only 22 per cent. It is

also reasonable to assume that the longer a child remains at school the more

knowledge or skill he acquires, which is further justification for using the

average length of schooling of each school-leaver as a proxy measure of quality.
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Research also suggests that staying on at school beyond the statutory age improves

pupils' performance in IQ tests.2-
7/

If children who stay at school after fifteen

actually become more intelligent then the quality of school output has clearly

risen since 1950, simply because more children stay 'at school beyond that age.

If school-leavers are weighted by the length of their education, the index of

output rises by 38 per cent between 1950 and 1963, compared with an increase of

30 per cent in the unweighted index.

(iii) Academic. Index

Both the "economic" and the "length -of - schooling" indices emphasize the

level of.education a pupil attains, rather than his academic" achievement, or the

type and variety of courses followed. &me economists suggest that this is not

unrealistic: "Much of what schools accomplish is less. the outcome of what they

taach than of the simple fact of having graduated from them".21V However, !this

approach could lead to considerable underestimates of educational productivity if

the standards and content of. school courses change more rapidly than the amount

of schooling pupils rebeive. The only measure of performance which can be applied
...

to sChOoI-leavers throughout this period is attainment in General Certificate of

Education examinations, and the great increase in the number of G.C.E. passes

since 1951.(when'the examination was first introduced) does proVide evidence of

steady improveMent in the quality, of secondary school output. Between 1951 and

1963,.i4hen the number of school-leavers rose by 35 per cent, the number of G.C.E.

.'0' level passes rose by 190 per cent and the number' of 'At level passes by 155

per cent.. However, this remarkable increase was partly dueto changing standards,

and other. deliberate changes in policy; and cannot be interpreted simply as an

increase in output. When the G.C.E. was first introduced in 1951, the Ministry

of. Education restricted the'. number Of'eXaminees by imposing a minimum age
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requirement of 16 and, at the same time, urged schools not to enter candidates

for a large number of subjects. It was suggested that a pupil should not sit at

'0' level for any subject that he would later take at 'A' level, and a circular

sent out to schools stated "There is nothing to be gained by seeking a large

number of 101 level passes"0 Since 1951, however, the age restriction has

been relaxed, and there has been an increasing tendency for schools to enter more

candidates, each sitting for more subjects. Another important change has been the

increase in the number of technical and modern school candidates: in 1951 only

7 per cent of all maintained school entrants came from schools other than grammar

schools; by 1963 this proportion had risen to 40 per cent. However, despite the

enormous increase in the number of entries, the ratio of passes to entries has

remained roughly constant; if this reflects a deliberate policy-decision, it

would imply a change in standards.22/ Therefore, in several respects the number

of passes in 1951 and 1963 are not fully comparable.

Some critics would in any case deny that G.C.E. achievements provide a good

criterion of secondary school success. A recent article in the Times Educational

Supplement, for example, referred disparagingly to schools which are " '01 Level

pass factories, content with and even proud of their mediocrity",217 and

Brian Jackson, Director of the Advisory Centre for Education, commenting on

schools which allow pupils to "collect" '0' Level passes, said "Fifteen '0' Levels

.represents neither breadth nor brilliance, but a kind of education lunacy".22/

Some of this opposition to G.C.E. is, in fact, based on objections to any sort of

external examination. The Secondary Schools Examination Council has summed up

such objections: "The examination dictates the curriculum and cannot do otherwise;

it confines experiment, limits free choice of subject, hampers treatment of sub-

jects, encourages wrong values in the classroom" etc.227 At the moment, attempts



are being made to widen the scope of examinations in order to meet some of these

criticisms. Proposals currently being considered by the Schools Council aim to

increase free choice of subjects and to reduce specialization in sixth forms by

allowing pupils to take both "major" and "minor" subjects at Advanced Level. The

examinations which have been introduced so far for the new Certificate of

Secondary Education allow wide variations in the treatment of subjects, and pro-

vide teachers with opportunities for creating their own "school-based" examination

syllabuses

Whatever the arguments .for or against external examinations there is one

serious objection to using G.C.E. attainments, alone as a measure of :secondary

school output. The examination is expressly designed for the top 20 per cent of

the ability range, and until the Certificate of Secondary Education was introduced

last year to cater for the next 40 per cent the majority of school-leavers were

unable to offer any evidence of the standard they had reached in school. Yet

examination results are one of the few available indicators of educational

quality. It was partly due to pressure from employers, who use examination results

as a selection device,. and to demands that more children should have the chance to

.demonstrate their standard of attainment that the external examination system in

_Britain has been broadened to'cater for a wider ability range. At the same time

secondary modern schools, which were initially designed to be free from external

examinations, have increasingly entered candidates for G.C.E. Ordinary Level

examinations. .It.is.obvious that although individual educators may criticize

examinations, one of the accepted aims of schools is to prepare pupils successfully

for examinations. Achievement in G.C.E. is therefore one relevant criterion. of

educational quality, and our "academic" index measures output in terms of G.C.E.

results; school-leavers in each year since 1953 are weighted according to the
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number of passes they have achieved.
22/

If one accepts this criterion of quality

the output of secondary schools rose by 67 per cent between 1953 and 1963, whereas

the unweighted number of school-leavers rose by only 30 per cent.

Whatever assumptions about objectives we adopt, the quality of the output

of British secondary schools has risen since 1950. Charts 1 & 2 show the values

of the three weighted indices beside the unweighted index, based simply on numbers;

in every case the weighted index is higher.37" Chart 3 shows the estimated in-

creases in the quality of output, based on the three specified criteria. In 1963

pupils on average stayed at school longer, more leavers were qualified to enter

higher education through obtaining G.C.E. passes, and school-leavers could look

forward to higher lifetime earnings as a result of their education. These three

indices of output suggest that since 1950 the increase in the "quality" of educa-

tional output has been between 8 and 32 per cent. Thus, whether one chooses to

value education for its own sake, as consumption, or as a form of investment,

schools have increased the value of their output by motivating more pupils to

remain in school. But what of those who leave school at fifteen? The only con-

crete evidence we have of their attainments is from the Ministry of Education sur-

veys of reading ability. These surveys showed that between 1948 and 1961 there had

been an increase in the "pace of learning to read" of between 14 and 24 per cent. 37/

We have already discussed the limitations of using tests of reading alone as

measures of educational quality, but this evidence does support our findings of an

increase in the quality of secondary school output between 1950 and 1963.

The exact order of magnitude of the increase in educational quality de-

pends, of course, on what definitions or assumptions one adopted. But it is clear

that the quality of education provided in British secondary schools has risen. The

next section will consider what this increase in output cost in terms of human and

material resources.
VI -18
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IV. Index of Inputs 1950-1963

In order to compare the increase in secondary school output with the

corresponding increase in inputs, we need to measure all inputs in physical

terms, making allowance, where necessary, for any changes in quality. The

resources which are used up in the educational process are the time of teachers

and administrative staff, the time of pupils, books, stationery and other

materials, fuel for lighting and heating, equipment and school buildings. It is

impossible to find a single physical unit which could express such an assortment

of factors, so the alternative is to measure every input in terms of its money

value. This solves the problem of adding together the time of a teacher, and

the use of a desk, but creates other problems. For instance, prices have risen

since 1950, and the prices of educational inputs have not all risen in equal pro-

portions. What we have done, therefore, is to take the money value of each input,

and to divide this by an index of that factor to provide an approximate measure

of changes in the physical quantity of goods or services used in schools, which

is independent of changes in the purchasing power of schools' money. We adopted

a system of base-year weights, rather than current year weights; a separate input

index was calculated wring 1963 price weights, but this did not affect the final

productivity trends.

Some money values had to be imputed because schools do not purchase all

their resources. For instance, schools do not have to buy the time of pupils

(which can be regarded as the raw material of"the educational process) nor do

they rent buildings. Yet neither of these inputs is free. For an analysis of

productivity we need to calculate the total opportunity cost of education, that

is the total value of any goods and services used in the educational process

that have an alternative use. Both students' time and school buildings could



have alternative uses, so that both have a positive opportunity cost, and some

money value must be ascribed to them.2Y Our final estimate of total inputs is

therefore greater than total expenditure on secondary education because of these

.imputed values. At the same time some items of school expenditure are excluded,

for instance expenditure on meals and milk, as these do not contribute to the

educational activities of schools, and therefore cannot be realted to the output

of schools defined in terms-of' their-teaching'function.22/

(i) Teachers' Time

The value of teachers' time can be calculated from expenditure on

salaries; between 1950, and 1963, tot.pa expenditure.. on secondary school teachers'

salaries rose from £43 million to £181 million.
1±2/

The size of the total salary

bill is determined by three factors: (1) the number of teachers; (2) their age

and qualifications; and (3) current salary scales. For the purposes f estimating

the real input of teachers, we need to measure changes in the number of teachers,

and also their qualifications and age, since these reflect changes in the quality

11-1./
of the teaching profession;--- but changes in salary rates must be excluded.

Teachers salaries in real terms are therefore estimated by deflating the current

money values by a specially constructed index of teachers' salary rates.
42/

This

shows the increase in teachers' salaries assuming constant purchasing power of

money over teachers since 1950. In real terms, teachers' salaries doubled between

1950 and 1963, although the increase in the number of teachers was only 72 per cent.

This therefore indicates a rise in the quality of teaching staff, as reflected in

their relative salaries.

The question remains whether teacher quality has ohanged in ways which are

not'reflected in their salaries. Despite much research on the problems of evalu-

ating teacher effectiveness, we have few satisfactory definitions, still less



indicators, of high quality teaching. Two recent surveys
/12/

of well over 100

studies of teacher quality provide very few definition conclusions, mainly because

of this difficulty of definition. In such a state of confusion we have, therefore,

only allowed for the quality factors which are reflected in salary-differentials.

Table 1, Teachers' Salaries

Money 1950-1951 1963-1964

Money value (£m) 42.8 198.3

Real Terms (1950 prices) 42.8 90.2

Index 1950 =100 100 210

(ii) Pupils' Time

The input of pupils' time is more difficult to measure. There is no money

value for this, and from the point of view of the schools it is a free input. Yet

if these pupils were not in school, many of them would be working, and the total

supply of goods and services in the economy is dimini&ed by keeping them in

school. The opportunity cost of the time of pupils over 15 can be measured by

the wages which they sacrificed by remaining at school beyond the school leaving

age. The total earnings foregone by schoolchildren therefore represents the money

value of their time.
/±/ This was the measure adopted by the Crowther Committee

when it estimated the total cost to the economy of raising the school leaving

age.
5/

The actual calculation of the imputed value of pupils' time is compli-

cated by the fact that there is little data on the earnings of young people in

different age groups. However, the Crowther Committee estimated that in 1957,

the average earnings of 15-16 year olds were about £200 a year. The Robbins



committee made a similar estimate of the earnings foregone by students in teacher

training and further education colleges in 1962-1963; their estimate was £540 a

46/
years. By interpolating from these figures for 15 and 18 year olds, and by

taking account of the trend in the average earnings of all young people over the

decade of the 1950s, we can estimate the earnings foregone by schoolchildren in

each age group since 1950.
47/

Since there are no earnings foregone by school-

children below the age of 15, our estimate of the money value of pupils' time

48/
only takes into account nuMbers in icho61 above the statutory. age. The imputed

4
money value of pupils'. time. must be deflated by an index of juvenile wage rates-

9/

to provide an estimate of the real value of pupils' time.

Between 1950 and 1963 the total real value of pupils? time increased by

over 160 per cent; this substantial increase is mainly the result of the upward

50
trend in staying at school beyond the minimum leaving age.

/

Since our measure of pupil input is based on the opportunity cost.of

pupils' time, it measures some changes in the quality of pupils: pupil input in

1963 was of a higher quality than in 1950. since it included'a higher proportion

of sixth form pupils, and this is reflected in our index. However, it is some-

times suggested that the average level of intelligence of schoolchildren is rising,

and this aspect of input quality is not reflected in our figures. There is no

evidence on the general level of intelligence or ability of schoolchildren which

could be used to hold this quality factor constant. In Scotland, two national

surveys were conducted in 1932 and 1947 to test the hypothesis that there had been

a change in the level of intelligence of 11 year olds; it found that there was no

significant change in mean IQ and concluded "there has been no decline, but

51/
neither is there any evidence of a rise in average intelligence " .5i/ In a recent

study of attitudes in grammar schools, teachers were asked to give their own
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opinion of any changes over time in the average intelligence of their pupils,

and although some teachers claimed to have experienced an increase in the spread

52/
of intelligence, they considered the average level to be roughly constant.

We have therefore made no allowance for any changes in the average intelligence

of pupils since 1950. f5.2/

Table 2. Imputed Value of Pupils' Time

1950-1951 1963-1964

Money value

Real terms

(Em) 30.2

30.2

223.5

86.3

Index 1950 = 100 100 285

(iii) School Buildings

The standard method of valuing the input of capital equipment and

buildings is by annual rental charges, but educational capital is not rented, so

that once again a money value must be imputed, by estimating the annual cost

which would bp incurred if school buildings were rented, instead of being owned

by local authorities. Any estimation of the rent which school buildings could

command in an open market is rather arbitrary, but it does indicate an important

"hidden cost". Rents for owner-occupied buildings are imputed for the calculation

of National Income Accounts; imputed rent is calculated for most buildings in the

public sector by using local authority loan charges. This was the method used

for calculating the rent of educational buildings before 1964, but since 1964

imputed rent.has been recalculated on the basis of the rateable values of educa-

54/
tional buildings. charges in this period have been consistently higher
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than the rateable values of school buildings, and in recent years they. have also

risen much faster. For instance, between 1955 and 1963, loan charges for all

educational buildings rose from £27 million to £83 million, whereas rateable values

only rose from £24 million to £58 million. This rapid increase in loan charges

is partly due to increased investment in new school buildings but also partly due

to rising interest rates. Unfortunately, there are no figures available for the

rateable value of secondary school buildings alone, and figures are not available

for the period before 1955, so it is impossible to base our estimate of imputed

rent for school buildings on rateable values.

Loan charges for educational building as a whole rose from £9.7 million in

1950 to £82.9 million in 1963-1964. Before 1959 loan charges were not published

separately for secondary and primary schools, but since that date the proportion

attributable to secondary schools has remained.constant.at 52.per.cent, so we have

,applied this proportion to the figures for the whole period, and estimate that

loan charges for secondary school building rose from £5.0 million to £43.6

million.22/ This great increase in loan charges is partly due to the extent of new

school building: during this period, 1.5 million new school places were com-

pleted. It also. reflects fluctuations in the interest rates at which local

authorities can borrow money, but in order to compare the value of school

56
buildings in 1950 and 1963 we need to exclude such fluctuations.

/
An alter-

-

native approach using loan charges is to estimate the current replacement cost of

school buildings and assume that the imputed rent of the capital is equal to its

amortization at a-steady fate of interest. The Robbins Committee estimated the

value of the use of existing university buildings in this way by calculating

current replacement costs and assuming an amortization rate of 6-per cent over
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60 years.2/ A similar calculation for secondary school buildings gives an

estimate of imputed rent in 1950 of £20.0 million, and in 1963 of £50.0 million.

School buildings are not, of course, used entirely for educational pur-

poses; some school buildings are used in the evening by Evening Institutes, the

Youth Service or as play centres. A survey of primary schools in 1962 showed

that 52 per cent of all primary schools were sometimes used for such purposes

outside school hours;2/ unfortunately, no information is available on the non-

school use of secondary school buildings, but there is often some use of

secondary school buildings in the evening. This means that there should be some

slight adjustment to these figures, since a small part of the value of school

buildings helps to produce non-educational output, but lack of more detailed

information makes, this impossible. It would, however, make only a small dif-

ference to the final calculation.

Building costs have risen since 1950, but due to increased efficiency in

school building, the cost of a new school has risen less than building costs in

general. In fact, during the-early part'of the period, the average cost of a new

school place was actually falling.-59/ If we deflate these estimates by an index

of average school building costs, this provides an estimate of the real value,

excluding price changes, of the use of school capital.

Table 3.. Imputed Value of School Capital

1950-1951 1963-1964

Money value (£m) 20.0 50.0

Real terms 20.0 44.o

Index 1950 = 100 100 220



(iv) Other Educational Goods and Services

The last main category of educational inputs includes the time of non-

teaching staff, the use of books, stationery and other materials, equipment,

fuel and light. All these inputs can be estimated by current expenditure, de-

flated by suitable price indicators. Expenditure on maintenance of school

buildings, fuel and light, and on all non-teaching staff rose from £10.9 to

£42.6 between 1950 and 1963. Expenditure on furniture and equipment rose from

E5 million to £8.7 million; expenditure on books, stationery and other materials

rose from 0 to Eal,3 million. There is no index available of changes in the

price of these specific goods and services, but indices are available showing

changes in the price of all books and stationery, maintenance costs for house-

holders, and domestic furniture.
62(

The prices of educational goods and services

can be assumed to follow roughly the same trends, so these indices have been used

to estimate the real change in these inputs.

Table 4. Educational Goods & Services

19501951 1963-1964

Money Values (i'm)

Admin. Staff &
Maintenance 10.8. 46.4
Equipment 3.0 9.9
Books 3.0 11.7

Real Terms

Admin. Staff &
Maintenance 10.8 26.1
Equipment 3.0 7.0
Books 3.0 6.1

Index 1950 r 100

Admin. Staff &
Maintenance 100 241
Equipment 100 233
Books 100 203
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(v) The Relationship between Output and Inputs

Chart 4 shows the year-by-year increase in total inputs, measured in real

terms, since 1950. Between 1950-1951 and 1963-1964 the input of all factors in-

creased by 135 per cent, that is to say inputs more than doubled. The greatest

increase has been in the value of students' time, which rose by 185 per cent, due

to the increasing number of children staying on at school after fifteen. But all

other input factorS, the time of teachers and the use of materials, equipment and

buildings also rose by more than 100 per cent. This rate of increase is far

greater than the increase in the number of children at school: inputs per pupil

rose by 42 per cent between 1950 and 1963.

If the index of total inputs is compared with the various indices of output,

we arrive at measures of total-factor-productivity for secondary education. If we

simply relate the increase to the numbers of school-leavers, the unweighted output

index, the ratio of output to inputs has declined by 45 per cent since 1950. If

we weight school-leavers by the length of their schooling, output per unit of

input declined by 41 per cent, and if output is weighted by the "economic" weights,

the ratio declined by 38 per cent.

Owing to lack of data, it is not possible to calculate an index of pro-

ductivity based on the "academic" weighting for the entire period since 1950, but

if we look at the period 1953-1963 for which figures are available, the unweighted

index fell by ko per cent, the "length of schooling" index by 36 per cent, the

economic" index by 33 per cent, and the "academic" index by 20 per cent. Thus,

every allowance for increases in the quality of school-leavers reduces the decline

in productivity, but the trend is persistently downward. In no case did quality

rise as fast as the input of resources. This means that productivity declined at

an average rate of over 2 per cent a year between 1950 and 1963.
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It is, however, slightly misleading simply to relate the output of one

year to the inputs in the same year, since the "period of production" in secondary

schools is long and variable. Pupils stay at school from four to eight years, so

that the inputs in one year are contributing to the output several years ahead;

and school-leavers in any one year have consumed inputs during the previous four

to eight years. Since the trend of inputs is constantly rising the inputs directly

related to a particular year's output will be lower than total inputs in that year.

We have, therefore, recalculated the figures by relating the output of school-

leavers of different ages to inputs in the previous four to eight years. Thus the

output of sixteen-year old leavers in 1963, .for instance, is related to a pro-

portion of total inputs in each of the previous five years, the whole of their

secondary school life. We have assumed that in one year each age-cohort consumes

inputs according to the proportion the cohort constituted of the total secondary

school population. This assumption is in fact incorrect, because older pupils

on average consume more inputs than those below the school-leaving age, but apart

from this fact we have no information about the relative costs of educating pupils

of different ages. It is, therefore, impossible to relate the output of one age-

cohort to a realistic estimate of the inputs those pupils actually consumed. This

method of calculation slightly underestimates the actual inputs consumed by each

years' output, whereas the previous method produced a slight over-estimate. How-

ever, even this imperfect adjustment illustrates the importance of making some

allowance for this problem.

Between 1950 and 1963 total inputs rose by 135 per cent, and the productivity

indices based simply on total inputs fell at rates between 38 and 45 per cent,

according to the output weights adopted. However, if inputs for 1963-1964 are



recalculated on a cohort-basis the decline in. productivity is reduced: the un-

weighted index now falls by 39 per cent, the 39 per cent, the "length-of-

schooling" index by 35 per cent,' and the "economic" index by 32 per cent.

The increase in total inputs has been particularly fast during the 1960s,

and during these years the factor increasing most rapidly was pupils' time.

There was a sudden increase in 1960-1961 in.the value of pupils' time, but this

increase. waa in some ways artificial. Children born immediately after the war in

the population "bulge" reached their fifteenth birthday in that year, and thus

the value of pupils' time was suddenly inflated. If the value of the time of

pupils below the age of fifteen had been included in the input index the increase

would have been more gradual. We have therefore calculated a second index of

inputs which excludes pupils' time to avoid the problem of inflating total inputs

because of the population bulge. If output is related simply to inputs of

teachers, materials, equipment and capital, the unweighted productivity index

between 1950 and 1963 declined by 40 per cent, the "length-of-schooling" index

by 35 per cent, and the "economic" index by 33 per cent.

Table 5 summarizes our findings.f:
1/

Each adjustment that was made reduced

the decline in productivity, but whatever adjustments are made the index reveals

a downward trend; there may be some inaccuracies in our index of inputs because

of lack of data, but whenever-there was a range of alternatives we took the lower

estimate, to minimize a fall in productivity. Yet, after all adjustments, there

remains a residual fall in productivity between 1950 and 1963 of over 1 per cent

per annum. Every year more resources are needed to educate each school child.

What does this'mean for educational policy? The final section of this paper

examines some of the policy implications of our findings.
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Table 5. Rates of Change in Productivity Ratio

Index based on Total Inputs

Total Decline in Average Annual
Productivity 1950-1963 Decline 1950-1963

Unweighted Output Index -45 -2.9

"Length-of-Schooling" Index -41 -2.7

"Economic" Index -38 -2.5

Unweighted Index
"Length-of-Schooling" Index
"Economic" Index
"Academic" Index

Total Decline in Average Annual
Productivity 1953-1963 Decline 1953-1963

-40 -3.4
-jo -3.1

-33 -2.9
- 20 -1.8

Index based on "cohort" calculation

Unweighted Index
"Length-of-Schooling" Index
"Economic" Index

Vital Decline Average Annual
1950-1963 Decline 1950-1963

39 -2.5

-35 -2.3
-32 -2.1

Total Decline Average Annual
1953-1963 Decline 1953-1963

Unweighted Index -33 -2.9
"Length-of-Schooling" Index -29 -2.6
"Economic" Index -26 -2.3
"Academic" Index -14 -1.3

Index excluding Pupil Time
Total Decline Average Annual

1950-1963 Decline 1950-1963

Unweighted Index -40 -2.6

"Length-of-Schooling" Index -36 -2.4
"Economic" Index -33 -2.2

Total Decline Average Annual
1953-1963 Decline 1953-1963

Unweighted Index -35 -3.0
"Length-of-Schooling" Index -31 -2.7
"Economic" Index \\ -28 , -2.5
"Academic" Index -12 -1.1



(vi) , Implications for Policy

If our index adequately measures the output and quality of secondary

education the productivity of education is declining, whereas the productivity

of most other sectors of the economy is rising. This means that education is

becoming increasingly costly relative to other goods and services. As schools

have to compete with other sectors of the economy for resources, they will find

it increasingly expensive even to maintain present standards and doubly difficult

to raise standards or expand provision. Yet this is what schools are expected to

do. The trend for more children to stay in school after the minimum age, the

raising of the school-leaving age, the desire for smaller classes and the demand

for. higher standards of education for the below-average child, all increase the

pressures on already scarce resources, not to mention the increased needs of other

branches of the. educational system - demands for more nursery schools, and

remedial teaching, expansion of higher and further education, or special pro-

vision for'children from "priority areas" or deprived homes. If schools also have

to face. inevitably rising costs as a result of falling productivity it will only

be possible to achieve. such,reforms by drastically increasing the proportion of

national income devoted to education; this in turn demands either increased

taxation or substantial cuts in other government expenditure. Both seem politically

unlikely. at the moment. It would seem imperative, therefore, that schools should

be experimenting with alternative ways of using their human and physical resources

in the attempt to raise productivity, so that enough:time or money could be saved

to achieve.these long-term goals. It is sometimes suggested that improvements in

the productivity of education are impossible because the process of education is

necessarily labour-intensive and the possibilities of technical change very

limited. However, in the past few years.the development of technical aids for
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authorities found substantial variations in the cost per pupil in different areas,

but instead of relating these differences to measures of output or quality, the

authors comment that "To scrutinize 'what authorities got for their money' and to

relate the schooling expenses to any measurement of the results obtained would

smack of practices heartily and justly condemned in the past".
fi/

Detailed studies of productivity at the national or the individual school

level would require some recasting of present methods of collecting and presenting

statistics. Assumptions had to be made at almost every stage of this study because

of lack of data. For instance, estimates of the value of school buildings are

inadequate,' and no attempt is made to estimate separately the value of primary

and secondary schoOls or further eddbation establishments. Official statistics

show what' schools spend on teachers' salaries and on other salaries; but whether

the "other salaries" are primarily for administrative or maintenance staff, or for

unqualified teachers' assistants, it is impossible to say without close scrutiny

of individual LEA accounts; yet "other salaries" was one of the fastest growing

input-factors since 1950. Price indices are calculated for most categories of

consumer expenditure and raw materials by the Central Statistical Office, but there

are no official price indices for education. There is very little information

available on the relative costs of different types of schooling; for instance, it

is.well known that grammar schools are more costly than secondary modern schools.

Vaizey estimated that the average grammar school child received 170 per cent more

per year in terms of resources than the average modern school child.-
65/

But

official statistics give no information on this point. All these shortages of

information increase the problems of measuring productivity.

But the most.itportant and still unsolved difficulty is that of finding

adequate measures of quality:. The obvious implication'of this study is that it



is still impossible to measure productivity adequately without better measures

of output and quality. Educators are unlikely to increase the effectiveness of

what they do without good measures of educational outcomes. This requires the co-

operation of educational psychologists, administrators and practising teachers.

At the moment guesses and impressions about changing standards of education

abound, but concrete evidence is lacking. For example, we cannot measure with

any accuracy the effect of World War II on educational standards: "It would

appear that national performance in most subjects tended to rise between the

wars ... then during World War II there was a serious loss of 1 to 2 years of

Education Age, .probably differing according to the impact of war conditions in

different parts of the country. Changing conceptions of the importance of formal

subjects may also have affected standards. They seem to be rising again now, but

the overall picture can only be described as chaotic"
61

Writers have been emphasizing.the need for better measures of educational

quality for many years. In 1943 Ridley and Simon, reviewing the various criteria

used to.evaluate local government activities, pointed to the lack of adequate

yardsticks for education.
61/

Twenty years later, an American educator wrote "we

cannot describe how close our schools come to accomplishing what they aim to

accomplish, identify in any precise way the strengths and weaknesses of the system,

68
or measure progress or the lack of it over time";

/
and an English economist

pointed out that "we do not have good measures of the output of the educational

system, and are unable to assess satisfactorily either the quantity or the quality

of the product of the system. It is at this point that future research be con-

69
centrated"

/
This theme has been constantly reiterated but education remains

one of the few activities which lacks any real measures of success.
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In the absence of output measur's, success is usually measured simply in

terms.of 'what is put in rather than 'what is achievedt; it is assumed that

every increase in inputs automatically results in higher quality education, but

this assumption is rarely put to the test. For instance, it is widely believed

that smaller classes mean a better standard of education, although a considerable

body of research both in America and Britain suggests that class size alone has

70
relatively little influence on pupil achievement.7 Yet, the notion that in-

creasing the input of teachers will necessarily raise the quality of output is

thought too self-evident to require proof.

Unfortunately, it is simply not true that quality can be measured bytwhat

is put int. In the field of school-building, for example, increased efficiency

since the war has allowed standards to be maintained while costs have been reduced.

During the early 1950s the average cost of new school buildings actually fell, and

although costs later started to rise again school building costs have risen much

less than general building costs. The Ministry of Education commented: "To those

who say that these are not really economies producing better value for money but

are cuts in expenditure which mean the sacrificing of standards, we must reply

that the amount of money spent has rarely been a true indication of the value

obtained. Many of the best schools built since the war have been the cheapest" .
71/

But if this is true of buildings, it is just as true of other inputs; the input

of resources is not itself a measure of quality. What little researcll has been

attempted suggests that if quality is measured independently, there is certainly

a positive relationship between cost and the quality of output, but the corre-

lation is far from perfect. The New York Quality Measurement Project, which

related pupil achievement in standardized tests to costs per pupil, found that

there is "an abiding relationship between expenditure and system effectiveness
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or quality ... but the size of the correlations suggest that the educational

benefits of additional funds are not automatic" .
72/

This problem of the relationship between increased expenditure and

quality needs much mcre investigation. Questions that need to be answered

include:

(a) Which has the greatest effect on children's educational achievement,

the average size of class or the qualifications of teachers?

(b) What are the possibilities of substituting capital for labour in the

school, for example, by increased use of educational television,

combined with more flexible groupings of children?

(c) Dojeconomies of scale operate in schools, and if so what is the

optimum size of school?

(d) Is the present arrangement of the school year, with its concentration

of holiday in the summer, the most effective use of available time?

These and countless similar questions are being studied in individual schools and

the Nuffield project on "Resources for Learning" will throw some light on the

effects of alternative ways of allocating resources. But all such research is

hampered by the difficulties of measuring output without some national system of

standardized testing, and by the hidden assumption of most educators that every

increase in inputs necessarily raises the quality of outputs.

Conclusions

This study has shown that the inputs required to produce one school-leaver

have risen steadily since 1950; there have, at the same time, been a number of

increases in the quality of education provided in secondary schools, whether

measured in terms of the lengthening of school life, examination results or

enhanced lifetime earnings prospects, but none of these improvements in quality
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matches the increased costs of education. This means that, on our definitions,

productivity has declined between 1950 and 1963 at a rate of 1 to 2 per cent a

year. This is in direct contrast to the performance of other sectors of the

economy: the productivity of manufacturing and service industries has risen by

1 or 2 per cent a year during the period 1948 to 1963.12/

Some of this apparent decline in productivity could doubtless be explained

by other improvements in the quality of education which have not so far been

measured. But unless research is focused on isolating and measuring these changes

in quality, the educational system will continue to absorb more and more resources

without providing evidence that they are being used effectively. No country, even

a developed country like Britain, can afford this indefinitely. Our research does

not prove that schools waste resources but it does show that much better methods

of ar.11ysing and evaluating expenditure are needed if we are to be certain that

no waste occurs.

Education is not unique in lacking such measures of productivity. The

productivity of other social services such as health or welfare has also been

neglected in the past and, like educational productivity, has almost certainly

failed to match the increases in productivity achieved by other sectors of the

economy. Economists have recently studied the problems of measuring the produc-

tivity of other service industries, including healthzy and even the performing

arts.25/ All social services, including education, share important characteristics:

they do not operate for profit, they are relatively labour-intensive, the possi-

bilities of technical change are more limited than in industries producing manu-

factured goods, and it is difficult to define and measure the services they pro-

vide. This frequently means that the relationship between inputs and outputs is

ignored because of the problems it would raise. Yet it is non profit-making



industries that have the greatest need for studies of productivity. Para-

doxically, the industries most concerned with measuring and improving produc-

tivity are the profit-making industries which already have a convenient and

readily observable yardstick of efficiency in the form of profits.

It is this absence of concern about price or profit which probably ex-

plains the persistent neglect of productivity studies in all the social services,

particularly education, and this in turn may partly explain the tendency for

productivity to fall and costs to rise. Those educational or training institutions

that do operate for profit, such as private secretarial colleges, do have readily

measurable indicators of output, such as tests of typing and shorthand skills,

that can be related to costs or to the input of teachers' time. But most schools

or hospitals do not operate for profit and are consequently less concerned about

cost-effectiveness.
y_O-/

In education the situation is made even worse by the

dangerous assumption that output can only be measured by what is put in; thus

every increase in inputs is positively welccmed as proof of rising quality. In

such circumstances it is not surprising that costs rise as more and more resources

are poured into the schools.

The solution is not to run schools for profit but for education to adopt

the same concern about productivity that is found in other industries. A recent

article stated that "one way to start an argument among educationists is to mention

the productivity of teachers".II/ The main purpose of this article is to provoke

such an argument in the-hope of increasing "productivity-mindedness" in education.

University of London

Institute of Education
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Appendix: 1

Calculation of the "Academic" Index of Output 1953-63

Since 1961 information has been collected by the Department of Education

and Science, on the G.C.E. attainments of school-leavers, by means of a sample

survey, and this information was used to construct this index, but before that

date no adequate information existed on the number of passes at "p" and "0"

level per school-leaver. Estimates were made, however, for the Robbins Report,

of the G.C.E. qualifications of school-leavers since 1953-54, based on trends

in total number of passes. The method of estimation is outlined in Robbins

Report (op. cit.) Appendix 1, p. 105-8 and Annex R, p. 253-5.

Unfortunately, these estimates cannot be used directly to calculate

an index of output with G.C.E. qualifications as weights, since the figures

refer to pupils from all schools, including direct-grant and independent

schools, as well as maintained secondary schools. The figures also include only

those leavers with at least 5 '0' Level passes; no estimates were made of the

number of leavers with 1 to 4 'o' Level passes before 1960-61. We have therefore

revised the estimates in the Robbins Report by assuming a) that the proportion

of school-leavers with G.C.E. qualifications from maintained schools corresponded

to the proportion of G.C.E. candidates from maintained schools during the

period 1953-1960; b) the trend in numbers of leavers with 1, 2, 3 or 4 '0'

Level passes corresponded to the trend in the number of leavers with at least

5 '0' Level passes. Between 1953 and 1900 the number of leavers with at least

5 '0' Levels was steadily rising, so we have assumed that this was matched by

an equivalent increase in the number of leavers with up to 4 '0' Level passes.
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A simple weighting system was then adopted: those school-leavers with

no G. C. E. passes were given a weight of 1; those with 1 or 2 '0' Levels were

weighted by 2, those with 3 or 4 '0' Levels by 3, those with 5 or more '0'

Levels by 4, those with 1 'A' Level pass by 5, those with 2 'A' Levels by 6

and those with 3 'A' Levels by 7.

The index of educational output based on this weighting system is given

in the table below. The weighting is to some extent arbitrary, but the index

does refleat the increasing numbers of qualified school-leavers. Different

values for the index could have been obtained by giving greater weight to

'A' Level passes, but the weights would have had to be very much higher to

reverse the productivity trend. The 'academic' weights would have to be more

than doubled before the increase in output matched the increase in inputs

between 1953-63.

"Academic" Index of Educational Output 1953-63

1953 = 100

1953-54 100.0

1954-55 100.3

1955-56 99.6

1956-57 107.5

1957-58 115.1

1958-59 124.0

1959-6o 132.5

1960 -61 136.7

1961-62 159.4

1962-63 151.8

1963-64 167.6
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Appendix II

Table II.1 : Indices of Educational Output 1950-33
(1950 = 100)

Unweighted

"Length of
Schooling"

Index
"Economic"

Index

1950-51 loo. o 100.0 100.0

1951-52 97.2 97.2 97.1

1952-53 102.0 102.3 102.5

1953-54 102.5 103.2 103.6

1954-55 99.9 101.1 102.2

1955-56 95.1 97.0 n. a.

1956-57 102.6 104.3 n. a.

1957-58 109.4 111.5 n. a.

1958-59 116.4 118.9 121.9

1959-6o 117.6 121.5 125.2

1960 -61 119.9 122.6 128.7

1961-62 143.6 148.0 152.5

1962-63 134.9 142.0 149.1

1963-64 129.8 138.7 146.3

Table 11.2 : Indices of Educational Output 1953-63
(1953 = 100)

"Length of



Appendix II.

Table II.1 : Indices of Educational Output 1950-J3
01950 = 100)

Unweighted

"Length of
Schooling"

Index
"Economic"

Index

1950-51

1951-52

100.0

97.2

100.0

97.2

100.0

97.1

1952 -53 102.0 102.3 102.5

1953-54 102.5 103.2 103.6

1954-55 99.9 101.1 102.2

1955-56 95.1 97.0 n. a.

1956-57 102.6 104. 3 n a.

1957-58 109.4 111. 5 n. a.

1958-59 116.4 118.9 121.9

1959-60 117.6 121.5 125.2

1960-61 119.9 122.6 128.7

1961-62 143.6 148.0 152.5

1962-63 134.9 142.0 149.1

1963-64 129.8 138.7 146.3

Table 11.2 : Indices of Educational Output 1953 -63
(1953 = 100)

"Length of
Schooling "Economic" "Academic"

Unweighted Index Index Index

1953-54 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1954-55 97.4 97.9 95.5 98. .",

1955-56 92.7 93.9 n. a. 100.1

1956-57 100.0 101.1 n. a. 108.0

1957-58 106.6 108.0 n. a. 115.6

1958-59 113.5 115.2 117.6 124.7

1959-60 114.7 117.7 120.8 133.7

1960-61 11,5.9 118.8 124.2 130.4

1961-62 140.0 143.4 147.2 150.3

1962-63 131.5 137.6 143.9 152.1

1963-64 126.5 134.4 141.2 157.7

VI - 52
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Appendix III

Table 111.1 : Estimated Earnings Foregone by Pupils in School 1950-63

£p. a. (current prices)

Age
Year 15 15 17 18

1950-51 130 16-:; 200 236

1951-52 140 17, 216 255

1952-53 152 194 234 276

1955-54 164 209 252 297

1954-55 173 220 266 314

1955-56 192 245 296 349

1955-57 212 270 326 385

1957-58 220 292 340 401

1958-59 23o 294 354 417

1959 -50 239 305 368 434

1960-51 257 328 396 467

1961-62 285 365 44o 519

1962-53 298 38o 460 54o

1953-64 304 388 468 552

Source: Extrapolations- f rem---E-s-timetesin- Crowther- Re-port

and Robbins Report.

Table 111.2 : Index of Average Juvenile Earnings 1950 = 100

1950 -51 100

Table IV.9 :
Using Index of Inputs Calculated on "cohort" basis
tingn - inn\



Appendix III

Table III. 1 : Estimated Earnings Foregone by Pupils in School 1930-3)

4. a. (current prices)

Year
Age

15 15 17 18

1950-51 130 -16-S 200 236

1951-52 140 179 216 255

1952-53 152 194 234 276

1953-54 164 209 252 297

1954-55 273 220 266 314

1955-56 192 245 296 349

1953-57 212 270 326 385

1957-58 220 292 340 401

1958-59 230 294 354 417

1959-60 239 305 368 434

1960-a 257 328 396 467

1961-62 28 365 44o 519

1962-63 298 38o 460 54o

19;33-34 304 388 468 552

Sourc e : E-xtrapoIations- rem --E-s-ti-mate o.-in-0-r ow ther- -Report

1950 = 100

and Robbins Report.

Table 2 : Index of Average Juvenile Earnings

1950 -51 100

1951 -52 108

1952-53 117

1953-54 123

1954-55 133

1955-56 148

1953-57 160

1957-58 170

1958-59 175

1959-60 184

1950-61 203

1931-62 215

1962-63 222

1953-64 232

Source: Ministry of Labour Gazette

vI - 53
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Appendix IV

Table IV. 1.Indice of Educational Inputs 1950-63 (in real terms. 1950 = 100)

Teachers
Administrative

Staff and
Maintenance

Equipment
and

Furniture

Books
and

Stationery

Buildings
Buildings

Pupil
Time

1950-51 100 100 100 100 100 100

1951-52 105 103 103 109 104 104

1952-53 107 104 97 107 110 109

1953-54 111 109 106 113 116 115

1954-55 115 122 116 117 123 121

1955-56 125 139 126 143 133 125

1956-57 135 153 136 146 146 131

1957-58 148 162 146 163 162 147

1958-59 161 170 167 176 175 165

1959-60 176 183 193 199 185 188

1960-61 188 203 213 210 195 195

1961-62 200 215 223 203 204 225'

1962-63 204 231 223 200 213 261

1963-64 210 241 233 203 220 285

VI -



Index of Total Inputs calculated on "cohort" basis

The index of total inputs has been recalculated to take account of

the fact that school-leavers in any one year have consumed inputs during

the previous four to eight years, according to their length of schooling.

In each year school-leavers are classified, by age, into cohorts, and.

separate estimates are then made of the inputs consumed during previous

years by each cohort. It is assumed that the proportion of total inputs

consumed by a cohort in any year corresponds 1, proportion of the

total secondary school population formed by the cohort in that year. Thus

the output of fifteen-year old leavers in 1963-4 is related not to total

inputs in 1963-4 but to an estimate of the inputs devoted to that cohort

during the previous four years. A similar calculation is made for each age-

cohort, and the final estimate of inputs for each year represents the total

inputs consumed during the previous four to eight years by pupils leaving

school in that year.

It is possible to recalculate the input index in this way only as far

back as 1957-8; to recalculate inputs for the period 1950-1 to 1957-8 would

require details of total inputs before 1950-1, and comparable information is

not available for earlier years. We have, therefore, recalculated the index

of inputs for 1957-8 to 1963-4, and compared this with actual inputs in the

period before 1957-8. Thus the uncorrected figure for total inputs in

1950-1 will be slightly higher than a corrected estimate, and the following

index slightly underestimates the rise in inputs and, therefore, the fall

in productivity.

VI - 55
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Table IV. 2

1950-51

1951-52

1952-53

Index of total
Inputs

1950 = 100 1953 = 100

100

104

108

Index of Inputs
Excluding Pupil Time

1950 = 100 1953 =

100

104

107

1953-54 112 100 111 100

1954-55 118 106 118 106

1955-56 128 114 130 116

1956-57 137 122 141 126

1957-58 151 135 154 138

1958-59 165 147 166 149

1959-60 181 162 180 162

1960-61 192 172 193 173

1961-62 208 186 208 186

1962-63 222 199 210 188

1963-64 235 209 .218 195

100

VI - 56
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Table IV. 3. Index of Total Inputs - "cohort" basis

1950 = 100 1953 = 100

1950-51 100o

1951-52 1041

1952-53 l081

1953-54 113- 1002

1954-55 1193-1 1053

1955-56 1281 114H

1956-57 1381 123

1957-58 144 128

195-59 147 130

1959-60 161 143

1960-61 168 149

1961-62 206 183

1962-63 208 185.

1963-64 214 199

These figures are not calculated on the "cohort" basis due to

lack of data; they are, therefore, slightly higher than the

true "cohort" figures for these years.
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Indices of Educational Productivity, 1950-63

Table 1V.5 : Using Index of Total Inputs
77557100)

Unweighted
Output
Index

"Length of
Schooling

-Index'

'Economic"
Tridex

1950-51 100 100 100

1951-52 93 93 93

1952-53 94 95 95

1953-54 91 92 92

1954-55 85 85 86.

1955-56 :74 75 n. a.

1955-57 74 75 n. a.

1957-58 72 73 n. a.

1958-59 7o 72 7

1959-6o 65 66 68.

1960-61 62 63 66

1961-62 69 71 73

1962-63 61 63 66

1953-64 55 59 62

Table 1V.6 : Using Index of Total Inputs
(1953 = 100)

'Unweighted "Length of
Output Schooling "Economic" "Academic"
Index Index Index Index

1953-54 100 100 100 100

1954-55 92 93 91 95



Indices of Educational Productivity, 1950-63

Table IV.5 : Using Index of Total Inputs
(1950 = 100)

Unweighted
Output
Index

"Length of
Schooling

Index
"Economic"

Index

1950-51 100 100 100

1951-52 93 c)).. 93

1952-53 94 95 95

1953-54 91 92 92

1954-55 85 85 86

1955-55 74 75 n. a.

195-57 74 75 n. a.

1957-58 72 73 n. a.

1958-59 7o 72 73

1959-60 65 66 58

195O-61 62 63 66

1951-62 69 71 73

1962-63 61 63 66

1953-64 55 59 62
..,

Table IV.6 : Using Index of Total Inputs
(1953 --- 100)

Unweighted
Output
Index

"Length of
Schooling

Index
"Economic"

Index
"Academic"

Index

1953-54 loo loo 100 100

1954-55 92 93 91 95

1955 -55 81 82 n. a. 87

1955-57 82 82 n. a. 88

1957-58 79 80 n. a. 85

1958-59 77 78 80 84

1959-60 71 73 74 82

1960-61 68 69 72 79

1951 -32 75 77 79 86

1962-63 66 59 72 81

1963-54 So 64 67 8o

VI
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Table N. 7. Using Index of Inputs Excluding Pupil Time

(1950 = 100)

Unweighted
Output Index

"Length of
Schooling"

Index

"Economic"
Index

1950 -51 100 100 100

1951-52 93 93 93

1952-53 95 96 96

1953-54 92 92 93

1954-55 85 86 86

1955-56 68 75 n.a.

1956-57 73 74 n.a.

1957-58 71 72 n.a..

1958-59 70 71 73

1959-6o 65 67 69

1960 -61 62 63 66

1961-62 69 71 73

1962-63 64 67 71

1963-64 6o 64 67



Table IV.8. Using Index of Inputs Excluding Pupil Time

(1953 = 100)

Unweighted
Output Index

"Length of
Schooling"

Index

"Economic'!

Index
"Academic"

Index

1953-54 loo loo loo loo.

1954-55 92 93 91 95

1955-56 80 81 n.a. 86

1956-57 80 80 n.a. 85

1957-58 77 78 n.a. 83

1958-59 76 77 79 83

1959-60 71 73 75 82

1960-61 67 68 72 79

1961-62 75 77 79 86

1962-63 70 73 77 86

1963-64 65 69 72 86
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Table IV.9 : Using Index of Inputs Calculated on "cohort" basis
(1950 = 100)

Unweighted
Output
Index

"Length of
Schooling"

Index
"Economic"

Index

1950-51 1003E 100 3 100

1951-52 93H 93N 93-

1952-53 95N 95- 95N

1953-54 91H 92at 92H

1954-55 84 853 863.1

1955-56 74H 75m- n. a.

1956-57 743 763 n. a.

1957-58 76 77 n. a.

1958-59 79 81 83

1959-60 73 76 78

1960-61 71 72 77

1961-62 70 72 74

1962-63 65 68 72

1963-64 61 65 68

Table IV.lO : Using Index of Inputs Calculated on "cohort" basis
(1953 = 100)

Unweighted "Length of
Output Schooling" "Economic" "Academic"
Index Index Index Index

1953-54 look loo
H NoH

ioox

1954-55 92x. 93- 91x 95x

1955-56 81x 82x n. a. 87x

1956-57 825 823` n. a. 88x

1957-58 82 85 n. a. 90

1958 -59 87 89 90 95



Table 1V.9 : Using Index of Inputs Calculated on "cohort" basis
(1950 = 100)

Unweighted
Output
Index

"Length of
Schooling"

Index
"Economic"

Index

H H X
1950-51 100 100 100

1951-52 93H 933( 93-

1952-53 95- 95- 95H

1953-54 91H 92H 92}

1954-55 84 85H 86H

1955-56 74H 75{ n. a.

1956-57 70 76H n. a.

1957-58 76 77 n. a.

1958-59 79 81 83

1959-60 73 76 78

1960-61 71 72 77

1961-62 7o 72 74

1962-63 65 68 72

1963-64 61 65 68

Table IV.10 : Using Index of Inputs Calculated on "cohort" basis
(1953 = 100)

Unweighted
Output
Index

"Length of
Schooling"

Index
"Economic"

Index
"Academic"

Index

H X
1953-54 100 100' 100 100`

1954-55 92H 93- 91H 95H

1955-56 81h 82H n. a. 8731

1956-57 82H 82H n. a. 88H

1957-58 82 85 n. a. 90

1958-59 87 89 go 95

1959-6o 8o 82 85 93

1960 -51 78 8o 83 92

1961-62 77 78 8o 87

1962-63 71 74 78 88

1963-64 67 71 74 88

These figures are not calculated on "cohort" basis, due to lack
of data. They are, therefore, slightly higher than the true
"cohort" figures for these years.
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ANALYSE COMBINEE DE RENDENENT ET DE MOUT

par Nguyen Huu Chau



1. On peut etudier l'efficacite de l'utilisation des ressources dans le

systeme d'enseignement sous deux aspects: l'un qualitatif, l'autre quantitatif.

H. Correa
1/

a envisage le probleme sous l'aspect qualitatif en traitant

des "micro-learning curves".

L'etude de Kershaw et Mac Kean-
2/

fournit un exemple d'analyse de l'effi-

cacitede I'utilisation des ressources sous le me'me aspect.

On peut aussi envisager ce probleme sous l'aspect "quantitatif". La

recherche de la taille optima d'un etablissement scolaire se rattache a ce

type d'evaluation.2/

Dans les deux 'las, on analyse une fonction de coat: Dans le premier, le

coat optimum correspond au coat au dessus duquel le niveau de connaissances

de lteleve n'augmente plus. Dans le second, l'effectif optimum correspond au

coat moyen le plus bas.

2. Mais l'efficacite de I'utilisation des ressources peuz. avoir un aspect

a la fois qualitatif et quantitatif sous la forme de la promotion des effectifs

scolaires.

Cette note a pour objet d'etudier cet aspect par une analyse combinee

de.rendement et de coat.'

3. Si l'on definit le cycle comme l'ensemble des tours successifs qu'un

eleve doit suivre pendant une periode reglementaire donnee pour atteindre un

1/ H. Correa, The Economics of Human Resources, Edit. North Holland Pub.

Company 1963, Page 106.

2/ Kershaw et Mac Kean, Systems Analysis and Education, Santa Monica 1959.

3/ Cf. les etudes citees par F. Edding dans "Methodes d'analyse des depenses

d'enseignement", Unesco 1967.



niveau d'enseignement donne, on peut definir le rendementl/ du systeme d'ensei-

gnement pour ce niveau par le rapport entre le nombre d'eleves qui "sortent"

du systeme a la fin du cours terminal par rapport au nombre d'eleves inscrits

dans le cours initial au debut de la periode.

Bien qu'il s'agisse d'un rapport entre deux nombres (deux quantites

physiques), la notion recouvre des phenomenes qualitatifs, un mauvais enseigne-

ment se traduisant en principes par des redoublements et des abandons, mais

elle exprime aussi ces phenomenes sous une forme quantitative puisque les

deperditions ont une incidence sur la promotion des eleves pendant le cycle

d'etudes jusqu'a son achevement.

4 .

, 2/
On represente ce processus par les schemas ci-apres. On peut considerer

que pour avoir beneficier d'un enseignement complet les eleves qui sortent du

cycle constituent des "produits finis".

5. A la derniare etape du 43rOcessus, on peut distinguer plusieurs ensembles

plus ou moins significatifs.

a) Ou la totalite des eleves qui se trouvent inscrits dans le cours

terminal; parmi eux un certain nombre ont redouble.

b) Ou seulement l'ensemble de ceux qui quitteront le dernier cours (les

sortants).

1/ Des autres definissent la productivite physique en economie comme un.

rendement en nature. Cf. Courtheoux, La repartition des activites econo-

miques, Paris 1966, Page 15.

2/ Pour la methodologie Cf. IEDES, Les rendements de l'enseignement du

premier degre en Afrique francophone, Sous la direction d'Isabelle Deble.

Tome 1, Presentation methodologique.
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c) Ou l'ensemble de ceux qui passeront un examen et obtiendront un diplome.

d) Ou encore l'ensemble de ceuY qui passent au degre d'enseignement imme-

diatement superieur.

6. On sait evidemment que pour un cycle de formation de 6 annees chacune de

ces categories comprend des eleves qui ont pu redoubJ.er plusieurs fois et ont

fait par consequent'une scolarite de plus de six annees. Mais du point de vue de

la prevision des "flux" (nombre d'eleves ayant atteint un niveau d'etudes donne

a un moment donne) et du point de vue de la planification des ressources humaines,

le nombre des sortants (ou des diplEimes) seul importe.

7. Lorsqu'on se trouve en presence de.deux Systemes, d'enseisment ayant des

structures comparables, le rendement dans le sens ci-dessus permet de comparer

l'efficacite de ces deux systemes en termes reels.

On fait le meme genre-de comparaison.lorsqu'on compare les rendements

en ble de deux terres de superficie egale (rendements physiques).

8. Mais pour obtenir un "flux" d'eleves d'un.niVeau. de formation donne, it

faut utiliser des. "inputs" en capital physique-et "humain", qui ont un coGt

monetaire.

L'application des coats unitairenatUrellement variables d'un systeme

a un autre, ou pour un meme systemedeux periodes differentes) permet d'etudier

l'efficacite de l'utilisation des ressources, d'un point de vue economique.

- Les statistiques scolaires permettent de repr6senter la pi-ogression

des effectifs du premier cours eun.cycle donne jusqu'au cours terminal.

s'agit d'une progression-apparente puisque. sur l'effectif de chaque

cours pendant la duree du cycle, un certain nombre d'eleves abandonnent, un

certain nombre d'autres eleves redoublent, et que q'effectif du cours suivant

comprend non seulement des nouveaux inscrits mais aussi des redoublants.

vaI 3
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- Lorsque les statistiques renseignent sur le nombre de redoublants dans

les differents cours, pour plusienrs annees, ces informations permettent de

calculer le nombre des abandons.

9. Les Tableaux I et II ci-apres representent la promotion dans une progression

type-
1/

des eleves de l'enseignement primaire public au Cameroun suivant les

statistiques disponibles de 1961-1962 a 1965-1966 et au Senegal de 1962-1963 a

1964-1965, avec une repartition entre redoublants, nouveaux inscrits, et sortants

pour chaque cours.
1/

10. Dans le cas du Cameroun, les effectifs du Cours moyen 2eme annee (CM2)

s'elevent a 398 parmi lesquels figurent 131 redoublants. Mais sur ces 398 eleves,

148 redoubleront (37,2%) et 250 (le reste) sortiront du cycle.

On peut calculer le rendement en prenant pour base de calcul soit le

chiffre de 398, soit le chiffre de 267 (nouveaux inscrits dans le cours) soit

le chiffre de 250.

11. Dans le cas du Senegal, on peut prendre pour base de calcul soit le chiffre

de 852, soft le chiffre de 630 nouveaux inscrits, soit le chiffre de 585.

12. L'introduction des coats dans l'analyse suppose un calcul prealable des

coats unitaires (coats directs, coats indirects, coats d'intervention, chacun

de ces coats comprenant des depenses de capital et des depenses de fonctionne-

ment) ./
En general, les statistiques ne fournissent auaun renseignement sur la

consommation de capital; on ne peut donc calculer que les coats de fonctionne-

ment. La presente note se limite pour cette raison a une application des coats

directs en personnel enseignant.

1/ Pour les terminologies Cf. document IEDES precite.

2/ Sur les differents concepts de coats applicables a l'education, Cf.

Nguyen Huu Chau, Les coats de l'education Tiers Monde juin 1965.
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Tableau I

CAMEPOUN

Rendement.de l'enseignement primaire public (1961-62 1965-66)

Ci CP CE1 CE2 CM1 CM2

t R 388
<-- 1 000

Ni 612 )

532

t + 2

172 )
64o

259 118 ) 407
381 )

t + 3

t + 4

t + 5

48 86) < 407

91 )

)

-c=-- 379

131
7-67

321 )

119
288

112

250

Unite de produit: sortant. Total: 250

)

) 398



t

Tableau II

SENEGAL

Rendement de l'enseignement primaire public (1962-63 1964-65)

X33 )

t + 1 147

t + 2

t +3

t + 4

t + 5

Ci

1 000

CP CE1

127 ) coon

853 )

209 106 )

877771 )

166 101
711

147

Unite de ce produit total: 585

CE2 CM1 CM2

)x_812

116 )

665
) 781

151 222 ) 4-- 852
630 )

585



13. Connaissant le coat dune annee eleve, on peut calculer le coat de forma-

tion effectif d'un eleve qui est parvenu a la fin du cycle en tenant compte:

a) du nombre d'annees d'etude des eleves qui sont parvenus a la fin du

cycle sans avoir redouble;

b) du nombre d'annees &etude des eleves qui sont parvenus a la fin du

cycle apres avoir redouble une ou plusieurs fois;

c) du nombre d'annees &etude des eleves qui ont abandonne leurs etudes.

.14. .A.condition.que les statistiques disponibles permettent de reconstituer

-bras exactement la carriere de chaque.eleve, ce qui latest jamais le cas, on

pourrait comparer les coats. de formation effectifs des elaves ayant regu un

enseignement complet de. eeme niveau, dans 2 pays, ou a deux epoques differentes

dans un pays. Mais ce faisant, on ne comparerait que des coats en valeur absolue.

15. Si l'on veut rendre compte de la "productivite" dans le sens courant de

ce mot, it faut rapporter le "produit" du systeme d'enseignement (en terme de

promus, de sortants) aux facteurs de production et a leurs coats.

16. On peut ainsi calculer la "productivite" de l'ensemble des facteurs, ou

la productivite d'un de ces facteurs, par exemple le travail du personnel

enseignant.

17. La mesure de la "productivite" qui se distinguerait ainsi de l'evaluation

du rendement (en termes reels) et dune simple comparaison de coats, s'exprimerait

par le supplement de coat (resultant des redoublements et des abandons) par

rapport au coat de formation theorique minimum, a imputer a chaque eleve sortant.

En considerant comme °produit" l'ensemble des fisortants", et en appliquant

les coats directs
1/

d'enseignement des sortants, on a obtenu les resultats

suivants pour l'enseignement public au Cameroun et au Senegal.

Evaluation pour 1965-66 dans SEDES Paris, 1967, Recherches sur les coats
de l'enseignement primaire a Madagascar et dans 8 pays francophones
d'Afrique, Tome II, Page 31.



ANALYSE COMBINEE DE RENDEMENT ET DE COUT

Enseignement primaire Cameroun Senegal

Nombre de sortants sur
1 000 eleves inscrits
au cours initial

CAMEROUN 250/1 000

SENEGAL 585/ 100

Coat unitaire (annee-eleve)

Direct. personnel

4 725 F CFA
1/

11 928 F CFA2/

supplement de
coat par eleve
sortant

53 090 F CFA

52 952 F CFA

1/ Evaluation pour 1965-66 dans SEDES Paris, 1967, Recherches sur les coats
de l'enseignement primaire a Madagascar et dans 8 pays francophones
dtAfrique, Tome II, Page 31.

2/ Evaluation IIEP, Ta Ngoc Chau, Les depenses d'enseignement en 1961 et 1964
au Congo Brazzaville et au Senegal, 1965, Page 21.

18. Il resulte de ces chiffres, que l'on doit considerer le rendement en

termes reels du systeme scolaire du Cameroun come plus mauvais que celui du

Senegal. Mais en termes d'efficacite economique, les deux systemes ont ou

auraient une "productivite" comparable.

19. Nous avons effectue des calculs analogues pour l'enseignement secondaire

general (lycees et colleges) du Dahomey et du Senegal.

Nous avons choisi comme unite de "produit" le nouvel inscrit en classe

terminale.

Le tableau de rendement du Dahomey comporte des "anomalies" evidentes,

puisque les totaux des effectifs de chaque cours depassent le chiffre 1 000.

Ces anomalies s'expliquent par le fait qu'a la suite de l'accession du Dahomey

et des pays voisins a l'independance, un grand nombre d'eleves dahomeens vivant

hors du Dahomey sont revenus dans leur pays d'origine pour faire leurs etudes.

Malheureusement, nous n'avons pas pu, faute de statistiques, sur les

redoublements, choisir un autre pays aux fins de comparaison avec le Senegal.



Tableau III

DAHOMEY

Rendement de llenseignement_se.condaire:LyceeS, QQ1legea_L.(1961-62 1965-66)

C1 6 Cl 5 Cl 4

75 )
Ni 925 )

1 000

120 )

1 177
1 057 )

Cl 3 Cl 2

99 ) < 1 034
935 )

234 )

÷ 1 093
859 )

Cl 1 Cl T

136 )
1 123987 )

210 ) 4- 1 076
866 )

206)cs,
757),,,'7u

Unite de produit: nouvel inscrit de la classe terminale (bachelier premiere pantie)

total: 757



Tableau IV

SENEGAL

Rendement de l'enseignement secondaire (Lycees, Colleges) 1958-59 1965-66

Cl 6 Cl 5 Cl 4

R 151 )

-- 1 000Ni 8 )

97 ) 821
)

Cl 3 Cl 2

102 )

) 642

Cl 1 Cl T

80 )

) 558

142 )
491

5-47 )

66 ) 353287 )

Unite de produit: nouvel inscrit de la classe terminale (bachelier premiere pantie)

total: 287

VI)
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ANALYSE COMBINEE DE RENDEMENT ET DE COUTS

Enseignement secondaire Lycee-- College
(Dahomey - Senegal)

Nombre de nouveaux
inscrits eh classe
terminale

DAHOMEY 757/1 000

SENEGAL 287/1 000

CoQt unitaire
2/

(annee eleve)
Direct. personnel

18 448 F CFA2/

Supplement de
coot par eleve
sortant

82 152 F CFA

37 918 F CFA/ 419 608 F CFA

1/ Evaluation IEDES a partir des donn&es budgetaires. Pour le personnel de
l'assistance technique dont la proportion, dans l'ensemble, differe d'un
pays a l'autre, on a applique les taux de remuneration du personnel ensei-
gnant national af in d'effectuer les calculs de coot unitaire sur des bases
comparables.

2/ D'apres le budget de 1 965-66.

3/ D'apres le budget de 1963 -64.

20. Nous n'avons pas eu non plus la possibilite d'appliquer les coOts corres-

pondents a l'annee terminale des cycles etudies, (qui constitueraient veritable-

ment des coons de remplacement).

21. Par ailleurs it convient de ne pas attacher aux evaluations de coat ci-

dessus une precision rigoureuse, la documentation titilisee n'ayant pas permis

d'obtenir un tel resultat.

22. Cette etude ne constitue qu'une application du concept economique de

coOt.1-1/ On peut suivre la meme-demarche pour comparer l'efficacite de l'utilisation

4/ Il existe d'autres applications possibles de l'analyse des coOts (prevision

de financement, evaluation du coon de la formation intellectuelle et profes-

si sionelle dune population, ou des travailleurs d'un secteur economique,

introduction du "facteur formation intellectuelle et professionnelle" dans

une fonction de production.
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des ressources de deux ensembles de 2 cycles ou cycles consecutifs de

plusieurs pays differents.1(

L'interet de telles recherches semble evident pour la definition d'une

politique rationnelle des effectifs.

23. Sur le plan de la methodologie, cette etude s'apparente aux differents

instruments d'analyse des systemes qui s'imposent chaque fois qu'on se trouve

en presence d'une production qui n'a pas de valeur monetaire en fonction d'un

systeme de prix (de marche). L'analyse combinee de rendement et de coat offre

l'interet de rendre compte de l'efficacite de l'utilisation des ressources selon

une demarche proche de celle qu'on suit pour les analyses courantes de "produc-

tivite".

24. Elle offre aussi l'interet de mettre le praticien en garde contre les

appreciations partielles.auxquelles peuvent conduire de simples evaluations

de rendement, ou de simpleS evaluations de coat.

Elle debouche sur de nombreuses questions importantes, telles que les

suivantes:

a) le rapport optimum eleves/mattre;

b) la repartition optimum des maitres selon leur qualification entre les

differents tours d'un cycle;

c) le niveau de remuneration des maitres (on peut se trouver, en effet,

devant une situation de sur-qualification ou de sous-qualification, ou

une situation de sur-remuneration;

1/ On aboutirait sans doute 'a des conclusions differentes de celle de

l'etude sur l'education en Amerique latine, en ce qui concerne la

charge des deperditions: Unesco-IIEP, Problems and strategies of

educational planning, 1965.

ij,,,3.2 12



d) Verret des depenses d'intervention sur le rendement: transports,

internat, bourses et differentes formes d'aide;

e) les avantages et les inconvenients de la selection dans la promotion;

f) les effets du rythme de scolarisation sur l'efficacite de l'utilisa-

tion des ressources.

25. L'enumeration de ces quelques problemes montre que pour les pays en voie

de developpement, l'etude de l'efficacite de l'utilisation des ressources qui

se distingue conceptuellement de l'etude des rapports entre niveaux d'education

et revenus individuels, ou des effets economiques du developpement de l'education,

a une place importante dans l'economie de l'education.



SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper is to study the efficiency with which

resources are used in an educational system by means of a combined analysis

of productivity or output andlunit cost.

The concept of .output is used in the sense proposed by Isabelle Deble,

of the Institute for Economic and Social Development Studies (IEDES), to express

the promotion of a given number of pupils or students over a given cycle of

schooling, allowing for drop-outs and other enrolment losses.

This output expresses the concept of efficiency in real terms.

The introduction of unit costs into the analysis' enables efficiency

to be examined in monetary terms.

In comparison with productivity estimates in industrial economy,

a study of efficiency in the utilization of resources in the field of

education offers one peculiarity, namely that the output of a system of

education and training has no exchange value based on a price system - only

the inputs have a value in monetary terms.

The rating of productivity as value, in the ordinary meaning of this

expression, is therefore not conceivable in the field of education.

From the planning point of view, it is not only a question of obtain-

ing the best output but of obtaining it at the lowest cost. It is not

1/ Unless a value is attributed to the output by the application of selected

indicators.

1J i15



sufficient, in fact, to set as a target a given flow of pupils or students

having received a given level of instruction; it is also necessary to know

whether the funds and resources have been utilized under the best conditions.

In other words, it is important to determine at the same time the best quan-

tity policy and the best cost policy.

A combined analysis of output and cost provides useful information

for that purpose.

The kind of problem studied is distinct:

(1) From that of the ratio between educational level and

individual return;

(2) From that of the contribution of education to economic

growth.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The need for long-term, lare-scale research projects

concentrated on concepts and methods of analysis, so that we can

improve our knowledge about the relationship between "factors consumed"

and the "product" in educational systems is apparent. It will then

beCote possible to trace and circumscribe those areas in which

improved efficiency in education is possible. However, an examination

of the situation in various countries, both developed and developing,

shows that there is no need to wait for the results of such research..

before detecting the various areas in which it would be easy to

increase efficiency. Eefore pinpointing those areas, two remarks may

be'useful, one on the mode of selection and the other on the mode of

action.

1.2. The mode of selection. The possibilities of improving

efficiency suggested in this note have been chosen on the basis of very

general and often patchy information. Therefore, the list of areas of

improvement given in this note can in no way be considered complete or

describing the situation in any particular country. THE SOTR PURPOSE OF

THIS PAPER IS TO TRAM. THE MAIN GUIDELINES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AS

APPLIED TO CONCRETE PROBLEMS IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES. In other words, the

situation existing in each particular case should be seriously studied

so at.0 ensure that the selection of areas for improved efficiency is

indeed based on actual conditions and consequently reflects the

features, of'the educational system concerned.
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1.3. Mode of action. If it is to be translated int action,

selection must also be feasible. Here, as elsewhere, it should not be

forgotten that education, while it resembles other sectors of pro-

duction, is nevertheless distinct from them in that it is essentially

concerned with human beings. IT CANNOT OPERATE WITHOUT TEACHERS AND

FORGETTING TO HAVE THEM IN ON ANY DECISION AT THE DISCUSSION STAGE WILL

SPELL FAILURE
1/

. By definition, education's function is to train and

educate pupils and students, i.e. human beings with their special type

of belaciiribur, their reactions, their strengths and weaknesses. Over-

lookin7 this aspect not only implies failure but may also lead to

systems that are even less efficient, which is contrary to the goal

envisaged.

With the reservations given above, a very brief list of areas

for improved efficiency in education is submitted, merely as illus-

tration and to stimulate discussion.

1.4. It has commonly been noted that a lack of efficiency at the

decision-making level is reflected by a lowering of productivity in

education as a whole. Attempts by decision-making bodies to make their

objectives coherent and rational should lead to a considerable increase

in the productivity of education. Furthermore, since efficiency has

been defined as "the capacity to produce maximum results with a con-

stant effort'or minimum effort with constant result", it is necessary,

in order to improve efficiency, to change the nature and make-up of the

factors consumed or even the nature of the system, i.e. of the process

designed to produce education. Consequently, the efficiency of

educational systems can be improved:

- by adjusting the targets;

- by making the best use of the factors consumed;

- by improving the process.

1/ Other interested bodies should also be consulted, e.g. families,
industrial enterprises, local authorities, the central
administration, etc.
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2. The Targets

It is possible to provide some examples on the progress to be

made by rationalizing decisions and by ensuring some degree of coherence

between the selected 7oals and the steps taken to hit them.

2.1. Selecting the maintenance or extension of compulsory education

up to a certain age might result in a marked lowering of efficiency in

educational systems. For example, if the funds required to achieve this

aim satisfactorily are beyond the means of the country concerned, com-

pulsory schooling will be achieved to the detriment of school conditions

(overcrowded classrooms, poorly qualified teachers-
1/

, lack of teaching

equipment). This can result in a lowering of educational performance

(high repeat rate, small number of pupils completing a course) and be

reflected by a drop in the efficiency of the system.

2.2. One objective that is rarely discussed is to achieve the maximum

and best employment of manpower. Yet there are few cases where the

measures taken towards training manpower tend to improve the balance

between the type of training given to young people and the work offered

them on the labour market. It is commonplace that in some areas there

are too many job-seekers with arts degree and a scarcity of young people

with scientific -training. In several countries, the very high ratio

between engineers and technicians is deplored. All this means that the

educational systems. are not training enough technicians. In many

developing countries, the subjects taught at technical secondary schools

1/ A survey conducted by the International Bureau of Education
covering 83 countries in 1963 shows that the extension of
compulsory schooling is one of the principal reasons for the
shortage of qualified teachers. International Bureau of
Education, Unesco - "Shortage of Primary teachers",
Publication No. 256, 195'3, Paris.
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do not very well correspond to the needs
11

. A rough estimate can show

that the real impact of educational expenditure can be enormously in-

creased merely by better adjusting measures taken for manpower training

to the openings that might be offered to trained people. It is obvious

that SUCH ADJUSTMENTS ARE NOT EASY TO MAKE BUT WITH SO MUCH AT STAKE

every effort is justified.

2.3. Lack of consistency among the various targets of an educational

plan may contribute to inefficiency. For example, the desire for a very

high expansion of secondary education is to some extent ;::compatible with

the desire to maintain higher education at the same level of develop-

ment. In the first place, if an efficient system of selection makes it

possible for higher education to be excluded for the majority of those

who have had a general secondary education, the result is that these

young people have started along the road that they are not able to

complete. If on the other hand the system of selection is not strong

enough to resist the pressure of pupils completing general secondary

education, the result will be that higher education expands to a

1/ One example among many is the Trade Centre at Yaba in Nigeria.
There are 615 pupils and 230 are enrolled annually. Training
is offered for 13 professions but "very little attention is
paid to vocational guidance. All courses are geared to
examination requirements and not to the needs of industry..."
("Survey of vocational training and technical education in
Nigeria"). The authors commenting on technical education state:
"The first major comment to be made with regard to technical
education in Nigeria is to point to the fact that it is carried
out with little or no regard to the needs of the country for
skilled manpower or to the actual operations performed in
industry... The team was told of a training programme for
bricklayers that included the construction of English-type
fireplaces - in a country with an average temperature of 80 F".
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greater degree than anticipated. In both cased" this means that the

resources have been badly. .allocated, which inevitably implies a loss

of efficiency in the educational syste4/.,.-.

3. The factors

3.1. Enrolments per class : An examination of the student load per

class in African and Latin-American universities'evidences the high cost

of higher education there. The same holds for technical and agricultural

education. In some countries where per-capita income is less than $ 300,

the unit cost per pupil or student is more than $ 5,000. Extending the

size of classes, for example, by eliminating classes of less than 20, would

allow cutting unit costs considerably. We are well aware of the serious

obstacles to such a decision, entailing the dropping of part of the

curriculum taught, regrOuping of students, etc:'; When the situation- -of a

country-allOws such !reforms shourd'neverthleSS be-ellOollraged.

1/ UnlesS secondary education is not design6d to prepare pupils for
university, entrance,butzrather as an introduction, to working.
life.

.

An actual case illustrating this type of situation, although
..t.g.vdealingWith the relationship between the .development of primary

and secondary. education, comes from the.Iyory :Coast t "Young
People who 66tain their leaving certificate (15, 345 in 1963/64)
cannot all. go on to Secondary school.. Atthis level there
is.a real bottleneck, as there are only...6200 vacancies in the
first year of secondary school. What happens-to those pupils ?
They have no technical or vocational training 'and the Ivory
Coast Government is trying to find solutions which will enable
them to. obtain .the rudiments of a tephn4al education, e.g.
pest- terminal classes, farm schools,ruralworkshops". (See
'Statistiques situation de l'enseighement au '1 janvier 1964"
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Year

Brazil 1963/64

Chile 1964/65

Colombia 1963/64

Congo (Dem.Rep.) 1963/64

El Salvador 1963/64

Liberia 1964/65

Sierra Leone 19r,3/64

Sudan 1963/64

HIGHER EDUCATION

1.aecurrentunii cost in
Studett/teacheri of per capita income

ratio (1962-63)

4 - 5

- 4 200

5 6 360

5

6 - 7 23o

5 - 6

5 - 6 960

7 8 2680

Source: The figures in this table are drawn up on the basis of data
contained in: Nations Unies - "Revue mensuelle de

. statistiques, P4vrier 1967", United Nations, New York,
and Unesco - "Annuaire Statistique 1965; Unesco, Paris.

Use of teaching staff. Although qualified teachers .. -,re a rare com-

modity, they are insufficiently and inadequately used.

3.2.1 An insufficiently used resource. In fact, it should be noted that

in some countries, the higher qualified the teacher, the less lectures he

is called upon to give. The main reason for this state of affairs is that

highly-qualified teachers not only have to do extra work besides teaching,

but also to keep up-to-date through research or by pursuing their training.

Whenever such is the case, so much the better. But this is not lams the

case and the fact that the number of hours worked weekly is low often en-

ables teachers either to cumulate two lectureships or to work in two Jobs

and thus to receive double pay. The influence on education of such cases

is unfavourable both in terms of cost-
1/

and in terms of yield, as the

1/ It might be claimed that the salaries of qualified teachers are too
low to be tempting and that it is only because they can do other work
simultaneously that teachers take up the profession. While this is
possible the proof that it works that way has yet to be made.
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efficiency of a teacher, however conscientious he may be, must inevitably

suffer if his working week is too long.

3.2.2. Qualified teachers are inadequately used. A teacher giving twenty

hours of instruction per week also devotes some time to supplementary tasks

such as correcting homework, keeping registers up to date, preparing lessons

and laboratory tasks, etc. Some of these tasks are the responsibility and

can be the responsibility only of a qualified teacher; others, however, can

be left to less qualified staff. More particularly in the countries in which,

in order to make it possible to increase the facilities for compulsory educa-

tion, large numbers of poorly qualified monitors are employed, a review of

the job descriptions of teaching staff is necessary if there is not to be a

marked decline in educational output and yield.

This is a most complicated PROBLEM which not merely AFFECTS the

ECONOMIC ASPECTS of teaching (salary scales) but also the other ASPECTS OF

STATUS WHICH CAN ONLY BE DEALT WITH CONCRETELY AND AFTER REFLECTION AND

SOPHISTICATED RESEARCH. I mention this problem nevertheless because I

consider it vital.

3.3. The use of facilities. In some countries, classrooms are unavoidably

used by two groups of pupils. This is certainly advantageous from the point

of view of school operating costs but generally affects the performance of

pupils adversely, e.g. shorter school hours, etc. Organizing schools for

their use by two groups of pupils means rearranging the length of the school

year, educational courses. and curricula.

In general, the common rooms (gymnasia, laboratories, workshops,

etc.) are little used. Schools below a certain size should have facilities

that can ba used for a variety of. purposes.

3.4. Audio-visual media. Several studies have shown the importance of

making as much use as possible of audio-visual media to facilitate the

solution of specific problems. For exemple, it has been demonstrated that
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radio or television educational programmes broadcast under good conditions

can provide a very high marginal yield if used in support of lectures given

by a monitor.

3.5. School buildings. The rational location of new school buildings

and the selection of the right type (boarding schools, mixed boarding,

and day schools) on the basis of cost/benefit analysis will lead to a

marked lowering of unit costs. Competition between local authorities for

the building of new schools and the current habit of building boarding

schools without sufficient reason or care contribute to wasting the funds

available and thus to harming the expansion of education as a whole.

Furthermore, the standard of living in the boarding schools of some countries

is higher not only than that of the pupils' families but also than that the

students can expect to enjoy after entering working life, and this obviously

has disadvantages. The more economic operation of boarding schools in all

respects is desirable, naturally WITH THE RESERVATION THAT THE STANDARD OF

LIVING IS ADEQUATE AND THE CONDITIONS OF HYGIENE SATISFACTORY.

4. The process

4.1. Curricula. The newly-independent countries have very rarely planned

curricula adapted to their needs, but have in general adopted those of the

countries on which they previously depended, which had the simple advantage

of availability. This results in waste. The educational authorities are

increasingly improving those curricula by adapting them to actual conditions

in the country concerned and for the benefit of all.

Furthermore, the high cost of trained staff encouraged educational

authorities to include in curricula more time for work required of pupils

outside the schools and to lessen the duration of supervised work. THIS HAS

ITS DISADVANTAGES but is perhaps a good solution when the funds available

are inadequate for the needs.
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4.2. The school year. The following table gives the duration of the

school year in ten countries.

DURATION OF SCHOOL YEAR

Country
Days worked
(per annum)

Working weeks Days worked
(per week)

Hours per
annum

Brazil lf-0 30 5 6 P10
France ink 37 5 1,110
Germany 233 39 302 - 1,092
India 200 40 'S rkDo - il000

Japan 210 (monthly) 35 (monthly) P40 - 1,1P,5 1/

Turkey 170 - 200.. -. 5 . 345 - 940 2/
U.A.R. (Egypt) 175 (monthly) 29 '-) 'S15 2/

U.K. 200 (monthly) -40-- 5 -)(Do - P00 (mini-
U.S.A. 1P0 - 5 810 - 1,0P0 mum)
U.S.S.R.(KSFSR) 210 - 234 35 39 6 840 - 1,326

Source: "Statistics on comparative education in selected countries"

1/ 1 lesson period = 45 minutes

2/ estimates
._

It should be noted that the figures given in the table are the number

of hours spent in class and do not include the work done by pupils outside

school; they therefore loose meaning if we are concerned with the overall

work done by pupils. Furthermore, teachers will certainly agree that there

are disadvantages involved if the school year extends beyond certain limits.

For all these reasons, extending the length of the school year cannot be

recommended as a universal method of improving the efficiency of. education.

However, in view of the shortage of available funds, prolonging the school

year and altering class periods and holidays may be - and are being - considered

for some types of education and for older pupils. These steps will make it

possible for the unit costs of education to be lowered, since the bulk of

educational costs do not vary because of the length of the school year. Pro-

longing the school year by 10% (3 weeks to a month) would not seem impossible
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in some cases and hourly costs could then be lowered by the same amount.

If such a measure is to be effective, however, it implies a concurrent

increase in the effort required of pupils outside the classroom.

4.3. Length of courses. By increasing the length of the school year,

the length of the course is already decreased, although the quantity of

education supplied does not change significantly. On condition that

curricula are rearranged, it is possible in several countries to reduce the

length of courses by from 15 to 20%. WHILE SUCH REARRANGEMENTS CERTAINLY

HAVE DISADVANTAGES, the alternative is generally as follows: to give to a

reduced number of pupils an expensive but good-quality education, or to enrol

a larger proportion of pupils in conditions which, while modest, are most

satisfactory in the light of the needs and possibilities of the country

concerned.

LENGTH OF COURSES

(in number of years)

.Country Primary Secondary

Afghanistan /-
0

Basutoland 8 5

Brazil 4 (5) 7
Ceylon 5 7
France 5 3 - 7.

Indonesia 6 i

Mexico 5 5

Portugal 4 7
Togo 0 7

Source: 1955 Statistical Yearbook, Unesco

1/ I am well aware that there are great obstacles in the way of imple-
menting such a measure, but this is no reason for discarding it
outright. It should be remembered that the aim is not so much to
effect savings at the expense of a particular vocational group as
to check the extent to which it is possible to provide the largest
possible number with education with the same available means.
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More _pecifically, it would be perfectly feasible to plan as

follows : (1) a short primary level, e.g, four years, to teach the

"three R's" to a very large proportion of the population (ii) a secon-

dary level, more or less selective depending on the funds the State

can supply, and more or less long on the orientation given to

pupils. The provisional adoption of a system that would delay pupil's

guidance as long as possible does not prevent a return to a longer primary

course as soon as funds are available.

4.4. System of promotion. A policy of deliberate repeats for pupils

is common practice in some countries. Apart from the very high cost of

this policy and its very doubtful efficiency 1/, the direct consequence

is to favour pupils repeating a Class attfie.ekpense of would-be new

pupils for whom there is then no room in the schools.

4.5. Examination procedures. Very often, these should be completely

rethought. The harmful effects of current examination systems are many :

their cost, the high proportion of failures who repeat, the very low

value of the content of the examinations themselves, cramming, etc.

DROP-OUT FIGURES IN THE FIRST YEAR OF PRIMARY SCHOOL : NIGERIA
(WESTERN REGION)

(1) (2)
(2)/

Year Total enrolments Drop-outs
(1)

1959 161 255 33 463 20.7%
1960 169 601 34 304 20.3%
1961 179 239 42 023 23.5%
1962 176 684 41 178 23.3%
1963 178 624 39 802 22.3%
1964 186 402 47 002 25.2%

Source : "Some trends in Education in the Western Region of Nigeria,
1955-1965".

1/ A nation-wide survey held in Tunisia in May 1964, which affected
5,300 candidates for the State examination (end of secondary
school), showed that candidates who had repeated a grade at
secondary school were few and did less well than those who had
passed regularly , "Le rendement de l'enseignement secondaire").

11
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4.6. Drop-outs. After two or three years' absence form primary shcool

children are liable to forget all they have learned and revert to illiteracy.

However, there is a very high drop-out rate, particularly in the first grade

of primary school.

A deliberate policy to attract pupils to attend the first three or

four years of primary school should be conducted so that the drop-out rate

might become-insignificant. The very high cost of such a policy, the

difficulties of which should not be underestimated, would be largely

compensated for because of its long-term effects on the literacy standard

of the population.

4.7. The rationalization of management. Examples of mismanagement are

many and varied, e.g. lack of maintenance and deterioration of equipment

too many or not enough administrative officers; too many or not enough

service staff; bad distribution of subjects in daily time-tables; lack

of strict discipline in medical and health supervision, resulting in

increased absenteeism; lack of vocational guidance services; bad system

of grading pupils, etc.
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BY WAY OF CONCLUSION ...

It is certainly preferable to be rich and educated rather than

poor and illiterate; it is obviously desirable that everyone should be

able to receive a very long general education of high quality. However,

the shortage of funds available and the extent of the needs both in edu-

cation and other branches are such that we are always finding ourselves

formulating the same selection list either implicitly or explicitly,

i.e. to give a good quality education to a small number or a minimum

education to a larger number. While selection can only be political.

I have tried in this paper to put forward some suggestions. Education

experts will easily find many arguments against these suggestions and

the proposals to improve the efficiency of educational systems I have

given above. Some of these proposals obviously have disadvantages, but

advantages and disadvantages must be balanced. The practice of "all or

nothing" in education is not nessarily the most profitable one.
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1. The purpose of these notes is to point to some of the important

questions relating to the teacher which must be considered when one is

analysing the, productivity of an educational system with a view to

improving.it,.in the hope that they will stimulate ideas which will be

of benefit tc the seminar.

The purpose and function .of the educational system

2. To get the teacher's task in its.A3roper perspective, it is first

necessarrto. spend a:little time.discussing the place of the organized

educationaL.system andA.ts institutions; in the total:learning process.

This process is continuous .man is always learning:from his experience,-

at school, at home and in the community generally. One of the fundamental

questions to be answered is the part that the organiZed..educationalsystem

should play in that learning process. The_major-educationel influences.

are the.home and the. school, with religious and community: organizations

playing an important:part'im.some cases. How.much of this work 'should

the school. be expected'to:do?. How much can.. it do efficiently? - and,

of coursehow Much of:the nation's resources:can:be allocated to it? -

a question which may place a limitation onAts activities irrespective

of what might be considered its.desirable,lunctions:

3. The considerations.will give rise to More specific points which

will of the place:anUmbrk:of the teacher in the educational process.

To what extent,should.the organized educational system train for special-

ized vocational activities? To what extent should it inculcate a social



and civic sense in its products? What responsibility should it have

for spiritual and moral training? How much of its activities should

be devoted to the development of the physical and cultural side of the

lives of its subjects? How should any or all of these activities be

shared with the home, the church, the community, or industry? Could

or should the 'frills' of the educational process be reduced or cut

out altogether so that limited resources available can be concentrated

on, say, universal literacy, or the utilitarian purpose of training

for the earning of a living and contribution to economic progress. If

so, should provision be made for the broader aspects of education and

.by whom?

The need for the teacher

4. For many years educational thought has moved away from the

concept of 'teaching' to that of 'learning', away from the 'delivery'

of knowledge, ideas and principles.by the teacher to the students, and

more emphasis'on the acquisition of such knowledge by the students

through their own activities, experiences and reading. This has not

meant that the teacher is becoming redundant: far from it; he now

needs improved skills to enable him to stimulate and guide the students

in the learning process, and ideally it would necessitate proportionately

more teachers because of the emphasis on individual learning at the

rate applicable to each student and a consequent need for more super-

vision of the individual by the teacher.
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5. At the lower,levels of education the idea of any form of lectur-

ing, especially to a large group, is considered to be completely out-

dated and totally unsuitable for children of the age concerned. Again,

at those levels supervision is considered essential - it is interesting

that even with the use of television in education at these levels, the

presence of a.classroom teacher and not simply a 'child-minder' - has

been found to be necessary. At these levels of education stimulation,

guidance and supervision for comparatively small groups are still necessary

for good ;results from the learning process.

6. However, as we proceed higher, in-the.edueational system, it becomes

more and more possible both to expect students to be able tocundertake .

unsupervised reading and possibly otheractivities and to.grpup them, for,

some purposesiAnlarger groups.:. There are, of course, still times when

smaller.groups,,even individual_teachingi are necessary, but.:it;issuggested

that.the common practiCei certainly th aome :developing countries, whereby

:thestUdent: teacher ratio is comparatively highjnthe.lowest grades of

primary schools and gets progressively:lower '4S.one:proceeds. up theaducation-

al.system could stand somer:investigationon-edncational grounds, .quite Apart

from:other.considerations,.

7. . The question must beiasked whether:it is possible) at,any,level.of.

educatiomi to replace,the.teacher by mechanised education. ;;grom what ;has.

been said;above.anout the lower levels of education,,it would.appearthatit

is impossible at that stage, but the possibility of mechanising at least
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certain parts of the learning process for more mature students who can be

relied upon to discipline themselves and study efficiently without constant

human supervision could be considered. There are a number of cases in some

parts of the world where this situation virtually exists already. The key

to it is motivation and a mature, responsible attitude.

8. However, one question must be raised here. If the educational process

includes moral and spiritual guidance and the formation of character, the

question must be asked whether a machine can do this. The conclusion may

be that the machine can do much, but that there are certain educational

functions for which the human teacher cannot be replaced.

The teacher's work

(a) What is expected of the teacher?

9. The bare time-table of formal, and possibly not-so-formal, lessons,

combined with the official school calendar for the year, does not normally

give.the.complete picture of what a conscientious teacher is expected to do.

There maybe extra-curricular activities which are not shown on the time-table;

there are hosts of administrative duties which are often distributed among

the teaching staff; there are the activities connected with the welfare of

students, and contact with parents; there is preparation of lessons and

teaching rooms before the actual classroom occupations begin;' there is the

correction of students' work after they are finished and often of work which

students have done out of the official hours on the time-table; there are

examination duties which many teachers undertake as part of their work. At



the higher levels of education, many, if not most,ofthe,teaching

profession are engaged in research activities which may quite rightly

take up the majority of their time, even at the lower levels, it.is

usually necessary and in the interests of educational efficiency for a

teacher to read and study .to improve his own'knowledge and experience.

During the official school holidays.he.will probably spe,id some time before

the'beginning of.term and after it.has.closed engaged in.meetings and ad-

ministrative matters-connected with his achool.

courses.-:,either as.a.teacher.or.las a student

He may also. take pact in

conferences, seminars ,work-

shops;:aIl.designed for.the purpose of making teachers better acid more efficient.

iSJnot,sufficient therefore to,IoOk at only.the.school'time-table

and calendar-and count up the number of periOds:aA4eek, possibly with the

number.ofAfree periods.ateather.may have; .nor the number of days.in the

school.yeav:onwhich.the school is open.-_ It, is necessary-to'investigatethe

totalwork7of:all:kindswhich isexpected:.of'a teacher'andftoassess'that total

against-iareasonable work-load for a professional.man'of his standing: It

might well.be,found.that;many:teacherawho:i on the.surface, appearAtobe under-

worked,turn out:in:Tact:Lto be carrying .an excessiveload ofnecegsary tasks.:.

11. In such circumstances what can-13e:done.tO improvethe-productivityof

the teacher? This is where the consideratiOnsof theHfurictionof'the educa-

tional system, discussed at the'lieginninvtof this:vatier.; enter the issue. The

question must be asked whether the share:of:the whole education process which

is expected of the organized.system is necessary, appropriate or reasonable.



This must be viewed in the whole situation, social, political and economic.

Can, and should, the tasks of the educational system be changed or reduced

so as to reorganize the teacher's work to enable him to have a more produc-

tive effect on the students in school or on more students? This might even

give rise to the consideration of 'stripping' the content of the organized

courses and reducing the time students spend at school so that teachers can

deal with two or more groups of children. Such a suggestion is bound to give

rise to opposition, but the situation must be weighed in the balance. In

such a case it is a matter of whether the resources available, financial,

physical and skilled human resources, should be spread over a large number

of children with a 'thinner' education, or concentrated on fewer with a greater

depth to their education. If it is to be thinner, will other educational

influences provide the missing enrichment or must it be forgone? A difficult

decision but one which must be faced by countries with limited resources.

12. At the same time it is worth examining the functions and activities

of teachers to see if there are any that can be changed or dispensed with,

thereby raising productivity. In the process something may be lost, but

once more it is a matter of weighing the balance of gains against losses.

If the country cannot afford both, a choice must be made.

(b), What does the teacher actually do?

13. .However, it may be found in some cases that the reality is different

from what can be expected from .a conscientious teacher. The time-table lays

down a set pattern of times to be devoted to various subjects, but is it



fulfilled? Are subjects taught as shown on the time-table? Are periods

missed or perhaps shortened? Is the-principal of the school a poor super-

visor and is his staff slack as a result? What is the standard of punc-

tuality, both of teachers and of students? What is the incidence of teacher

absence? Haw often is a class left to its own devices? Do.the teachers

prepare their work conscientiously ?.. Do they supervise and correct students'

work? Do they do their share of supervision'of'extra-curricular activities?

Do they do anything to improve themselves asteathers1 Is. there possibly

loss of time due to organitational problems,. e:g. the use of,SUbject rooms

and the loss of time between lessons as classes move from:x(56m toroo?

14.. The 'paper' situation must nOtjhecessarily beassuMed. ta:reflect the

actual, situation without some evidience. _Efficiency and productivity could

possibly be improve(foonsiderably simply. by'better.organization, discipline

and control.of the human and physical resources which already exist, with

little. or no additional cost.

:.The .teacher's skills

Levels. of. education and training:

15. clearly necessary tohave highly educated teacherS:for the

highest levels of education;. but what oftheflower levels?-..'A teacher must

desirably have a 'cushion! oEeducation and knowledge above the leVel at which

he is teaching, but,the,greater this 'cushion' the more he will cost. It is

worth investigating, however, whether there might.15e lower limit. to the

educational background of a teacher, below'which his skill; confidence and



flexibility are so poor that, 'even though he may'coSt muchless than a

teacher who has the education at or above the lower limit, his ability to

induce the learning process in his students is so much worse than that of

the better educated teacher that, in terms of productivity, his low salary

is false economy. In addition, it may easily be a waste of resources to

give him even the simplest of teaching aids because he would not know how

to use them effectively; many a teaching aid in primary schools in develop-

ing countries gathers dust in a cupboard, never used because the teacher has

neither the initiative, knowledge or skill to use it.

(b) The use of assistants.

16. Under such circumstances it might be more productive to confine the

professional teaching force to a limited number of trained personnel who have

at least the level of education which is'considered the minimum desirable and

give them assistants to carry out certain functions. The idea of an untrained

assistant taking part in the teaching process is anathema to some professional

teachers, but investigations of the detailed activities carried out by teachers

have revealed many functions which could be delegated to lower educated and

untrained - and therefore cheaper - assistants. Even the nose-wiping,

chalkboard-cleaning, meal-supervising assistant could release the professional

teacher to devote more time to the more appropriately professional duties,

with the possibility that he can spread the benefit of them to more students.

The power of the teaching force

17. Whether such proposals could ever even be considered will depend to A



great extent on the opinion and influence of the teaching force as a body.

As with all occupations, this force is made up of individuals with different

approaches and attitudes. Some are conscientious and hard-working; others

are lazy and 'clock-watchers'. Some are imaginative, forward-looking and

prepared to experiment; others are conservative, reactionary, viewing

innovations with suspicion and scepticism. The teaching force has its

enthusiasts and its disillusioned, soured passed-overs. The teacher is the

key factor in the educational process and on him depends to a great extent

any improvements in efficiency and productivity which may be achieved.

13. Teachers' organizations vary in power, influence and interests.

Some are solely interested in pay and conditions of service of their members;

others spread their net wider and interest themselves in educational activities.

To such organizations we may be able to appeal for co-operation in attempts

to investigate and improve productivity of the educational system.

19. The power of the teaching force, organized or not, should not be

underestimated or deliberately ignored, because in the end the opposition

or inertia of teachers can confound the best laid plans, or their co-opera-

tion can make for success, and the initiative, imagination and ideas which

exist amongst them can produce even richer plans which may have even greater

success. Discussions for the improvement of productivity of an educational

system shoUld therefore include practising teachers, preferably from all

sectors of the educational system from the very beginning.
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PRENIEBE ?ARTIE

LA RATIONALISATION ET LA NORMALISATION DES PROGRAMNES DE CONSTRUCTION DES ECOLES

I. NATURE DES PROBLEMES A RESOUDRE ET DEFINITIONS

1. Definition du "programme de construction" :

c'est la definition precise par le mattre de l'ouvrage de ce

quill desire obtenir;

- concretement, c'est un document remis a l'architecte qui enumere

la liste des locaux (classes ordinaires, classes specialisees,

dortoirs, refectoires, etc...) et leurs caracteristiques (dimen-

sions, etc...). (Voir des exemples de programmes de construction

de colleges d'enseignement general et de colleges d'enseignement

technique industriel)

2. Nature des problemes a resoudre :

a) Les difficultes a resoudre et les choix a faire sont de nature

essentiellement pedagogique (role de !'administration de l'education

nationale et au planificateur de l'education);

b) Deux phases doivent gtre distinguees :

- le "programme pedagogique" (fixation des effectifs a accueillir

par type de formation);

- le "programme technique de construction", c'est-h-dire l'inventaire

des locaux necessaires (document remis a l'architecte).

II. LA DETERMINATION DES "PROGRAMMES PEDAGOGIQUES"

1. Il s'agit, en definitive, de fixer la "taille" de l'etablissement.

L'ideal serait de normaliser, pour chaque degre d'enseignement, les

"unites scolaires" a construire; en fait, it est impossible d'aboutir a une

normalisation absolue car la taille des etablissements est fonction de diverses

variables; a savoir, principalement :



a) Les caracteristiques de la population a desservir :

populations dispersees ou concentrees,

possibilites de transport des eleves, etc...

b) imperatifs propres a chaque degre de l'enseigne-

ment :

possibilites de direction pedagogique Writer les etablissements

trop grands);

emploi total des professeurs specialises;

n emploi total des locaux specialises (eviter les etablissements

trop petits).

2. La normalisation des "programmes pedagogiques" et la "carte scolaire"

(cas de la France)

a) La carte scolaire des etablissements du ler degre

ecoles a une classe, 3 classes, 6 classes, 12 classes; 4

choix entre Jes.diverses solutions.

b). La carte scolaire des etablissements du 2eme degre

les "secteurs" scolaires;

les "districts" scolaires :

Exemples : C.E.G. 400 eleves,

C.E.S. 600, 900, 1 200 eleves,

C.E.T. 216, 324, 432 eleves,

L.T. jusqu'a 1 272 eleves.

III. LES DIVERSES CONCEPTIONS POSSIBLFS DU "PROGRAMME TECHNIQUE" DE

CONSTRUCTION

Les effectifs a scolariser sont fixes. Que faut-il construire ?



1. Les elementsa prendre en compte

Deux elements essentiels :

a) Les horaires des el6ves par matiere:

enseignement general (salles ordinaires);

autres enseignements (salles specialisees):

- Histoire-geographie

- Dessin

Musique

- Sciences

- Travail manuel

- Gymnastique

Ce sont des donnees, en principe, fixges par les reglements.

Question : peuvent-elles etre assouplies ? Cas des ecoles primaires

(mi-temps).

b). Les horaires &utilisation des locaux :

grandesouplesse possible (30 se. 50 ou 50 heures).

2. Examen detaille du ro ramme techni ue de construction d'un C.E.S.

de 600 elAves (Annexe I)

- 17 classes (groupcs de 35 6ives)

- Nombre de locaux

a) Enseignement Oneral 8 grandes classes

2 petites classes (1/2 classes)

...OW=

Total 9

b) Enseignements divers 8 salles

Total 17 salles

c) Une salle de permanence + un gymnase.

X12 e



Conclusions a en tirer :

- identite de l'horaire des eleven et de l'horaire d'utilisation des

1/
locaux (environ 30 heures).;

- dans ces limites, pleine utilisation des locaux (85 a 90%) (sauf la

salle de musique);

- pas d'appropriation dune salle d'enseignement Oneral par un groupe

d'eleves (point capital).

3. Avantages et inconvenients dune plus longue utilisation des locaux

a) Possibilites effectives d'utilisation des locaux (50% de plus);

b) Avantages : Accueil possible de 900 616ves, h condition de :

Revoir le programme d'internat
) dans quelle proportion ?

Revoir le programme de demi-pension (

Inconvenients :

Pour les familles.

D'ordre purement.pedagogiquef(fatigue-en fin de,journee).

Pour l'organisation du transport des elves.

CONCLUSION

1. Cette solution est financferement valable dans les Brands centres

(pas d'incidences sur le transport et l'internat).

2. Elle doit 'etre etudiee de pres si elle accrolt le pourcentage

d'internes.-

i/ Dix demi-journ6es de trois heures.



DEUXIEDIE PARTIE

LA RATIONALISATION DES TECHNIQUES DE CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

La normalisation des "programmes pedagogiques" et la normalisation des

"programmes techniques" de construction etant obtenues, le probleme a resoudre

consiste alors a realiser les locaux dans les rneilleures conditions :

de prix

'e rapidito

c'est-a-dire, a rationaliser davantage les techniques de construction.

I. T,FS SOLUTIONS TECHNIQUES

1. La normalisation des locaux

a) La coordination di!rensionnelle

systeme frangais de la "trame elementaire"d lm 75 (toutes les

dimensions sont des multiples ou sous-multiples de lm 75).

b) Les schemas types

A partir d'une trame unique peuvent 'etre etablis des plans precis

des differentes cellules de travail-1/qui constituent une ecole (salles

ordinaires, salles specialisees de tous genres).

Llinterest des schemas-types est considerable :

- pedagogique (c'est une re:flexion methodique sur la fonctionnalite

des locaux d'enseignement);

technique (gains de temps, de surface, etc...)

- financier : les schemas normalises dont les composantes sont connues

permettent de fixer des prix-plafonds pour les differents types

d'operations et d'etablir une discipline financiere rigide.

1/ Catalogue de schemas types publie par le Ministere de l'education nationale



c) Les projets-types

C'est l'extension des schemas-types a l'ensemble d'un otablisse-

ment. Le role de l'architecte devient alors tr6s reduit (exemplcs ecoles

primaires prototypes, C.E.S. industrialises, etc... ).

2. La refabrication et l'industrialisation de is construction

But : Remplacer les procedes artisanaux de construction par les tech-

niques industrielles.

a) La prefabrication partielle :

d'elements isoles standardises qui peuvent gtre incorpores dans toutes

les constructions : panneaux, menuiseries, murs-rideaux, etc...);

des elements du gros-oeuvre (elle peut etre obtenue, soft par une adap-

tation de la construction traditionnelle, soit par l'utilisation de

structures metalliques).

b) La prefabrication totale (construction industrialisee)

le projet-type est execute en serie comme les automobiles.

Conclusion :

Le recours a ces techniques nouvelles est subordonne a la normalisation

des locaux (programmes-types intangibles, "trame" unique, schemas-types,

II. IRS PREALABLFS ADMINISTRATIFS A LA RATIONALISATION DES TECHNIQUES DE

CONSTRUCTION

1. L'existence de programmes-types de construction

exemple d'un C.E.S. de 600 eleven (Annexe I).

2. La "garantie de serie"

C'est la garantie donnee aux entreprises chargees de l'execution des

travaux de pouvoir les repeter dans l'espace et dans le temps (continuite des

travaux).



a) Inter6t de la repetition :

productivite du travail accrue par 1es habitudes prises par la

main-d'oeuvre;

possibilite pour les entreprises d'investir en vue de la prefa-

brication (amortissement rerdu possible).

b) Difficultes juridiques :

l'adjudication;

la .regle de l'annualite budgetaire (impossibilite de garantir

des travaux sur des programmes hors budget inter'et des lois

de programmes pluri-annuelles.

c) Les solutions possibles :

les "commandes groupees" (marches concernant plusieurs ecoles);

les marches par "tranches optionnelles ";

les "marches pluri-annuels" (garantie de construire un volume

regulier de classes chaque armee); cette solution parait possible

avec les conventions du F.A.C. et du F. E. D.

CONCLUSION

Comment appliquer ces principes et ces modalites dans les pays en voie

de developpement :

1. elements dont l'application directe ne pose pas de difficultes

lesquels ? (a discuter);

2. elements dont l'application est plus difficile;

3. necessite de la creation d'un service technique des constructions

scolaires. Dans quel cadre administratif ?

X 7
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E'RORAI'lli'fiE TYPE 1.) COLLEGE D EI\ISEIG1,TEMENT SECONDA LEE ( POUR COO ELEVEE')

I. EXTERNAT

MATURE DES LOCAUX

LOCAUX NECESSAIRES

Caract6ristiques
de chaque unite

Nbrc En En
surface trames

OBSERVATIONS

A. SALLFS D'ENSEIGNEMENT GENERAL

Salle de cours
Salle de cours

8 60m2 env. 4 x 5 1. DepOt-Bibliotheque-Documenta-
2 36m2 - 4 x 3 tions : ce local est cornmun a

la salle d'Histoire et Geogra-
phie et a la salle de Musique.PERMANENCE 1

LOCAL POUR ACTIVITES COOPERA. 1

B. SALLFS SPECIALISEES

Histoire et geographie 1

(1) Dep8t biblioth. document 1

MUSIQUE (salle insonorisee) 1

DESSIN (salle bien eclairee
avec poste d'eau)
Depot pour modeles

1

1

SCIENCES 2

Collections-laverie-prod. 1

PHYSIQUE ET TECHNOLOGIE 1

Dep8t 1

Salle d'enseignement prat.No.1 1
Dep8t 1

Salleidlenseignement prat.No.2 1
Depot 1

Salle d'enseignement prat.No.3 1
Dep8t 1

C. LOCAUX MEDICAUX ET SOCIAUX

Salle de mensurations
Cabines de deshabillage
Bureau du Medecin et de
1' sociale
Sanitaire
Salle de soins et de repos
(avec 2 boxes)

72m2 - 4 x 6

24m2 -

60m2 - 4 x 5
36m2 - 4 x 3

60m2 - 4 x 5

72m2 - 4 x 6
74m2 4 x 2

72m2 - 4 x 6

49m2 - 4 x 4

96m2 - 4 x 8
24m2 - 4 x 2

84m2 - 4 x 7
24m2 - 4 x 2

72m2 - 4 x 6
24m2 - 4 x 2

72m2 - 4 x 6
24m2 - 4 x 2

1 30m2 -

3 1,75m2-

1 18m2
1 6m2 -

1 24m2 -

X 267 2

SALTS DE PHYSIQUE ET TECHNOLOGIE,
D'ENSEIGNEMENT PRATIQUE Nos.1,2
& 3
a) a chacune de ces salles est

associe un dep8t, les deux
locaux communiquant entre eux
par une porte.

b) Ces d.iverses salles seront
rapprochees dans leur implan-
tation et, dans toute la mesure
du possible, groupees; si l'en-
semble devait 'etre scinde, it
conviendrait de placer la salle
de PHYSIQUE et de TECHNOLOGIE
pres de la salle de SCIENCES.

c) La salle d'ENSEIGNEMENT PRATI-
QUE No. 1 sera insonorisee et
obligatoirement placee au rez-
de-chaussee

d) Pour la realisation de ces
salles on se referera aux
schemas-types et notices tech-
niques annexes dont les dispo-
sitions sont imperatives.

LOCAUX MEDICAUX ET SOCIAUX :

Ces locaux devront se trouver au
voisinage de la salle de perma-
nence.



I. EXTERNAT (suite)

NATURE DES LOCAUX

LOCAUX NECESSAIRES

Caracteristiques
de chaque unite

Nbre
En En
surface trames

OBSERVATIONS

D EQUIPEMENT SANITAIRE (Cet equipement tient compte des elements de secours
eventuellement necessaires aux etages).

Garcons : w. C. (cuvette non contact) 8

Urinoirs 15

Lavabos 15 robinets

Filles : W.C. (cuvette non contact) 15

Lavabos 15 robinets

N.B. Prevoir egalement une prise d'eau froide et un placard de rangement
de materiel d'entretien par bloc d'equipement sanitaire (rez-de-
chaussee et, eventuellement aux etages (secours)).

X .9
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I. EXTERNAT (suite)

NATURE DES LOCAUX
LOCAUX NECESSAIRES

Nbre Surface
OBSERVATIONS

E. LOCAUX ANNEXES

Salle des professeurs
Vestiaire-sanitaire des
prof.

F. ADMINISTRATION

Bureau du Directeur
Bureau du Sous-Directeur
Bureau du Secretariat de )

Direction (

Bureau du Gestionnaire et)
Secretaire

Bureau pour l'Orientation
Local de duplication et

archives
Vestiaire-sanitaire
Loge du concierge
Salle d'attente-parloir

G. APPARTEMENTS DE FONCTION

Du Directeur
Du Sous-Directeur
Du Gestionnaire
Du Concierge
D'agent

H. LOCAUX ET EQUIPEMENTS DIVERS

Reserve-depOt (pour mobilier
et materiel) 1

Atelier de factotum 1

GARAGE
pour velos et velomoteurs

PARKING
pour vehicules automobiles

ABRI - DETENTE -JEUX (preaux)

TELEPHONE-SONNERIE-HORLOGE

AIRES DE RECREATION

49m2 env.

5m2

18m2 -

18m2 -

24m2 -

24m2 -

1.2m2 -

5m2
6m2
12m2 -

18m2

100m2 -

85m2 -

85m2
57m2
57m2

60m2 -

18m2 -

Sur la base de 1m2 environ pour
trois eleves, l'effectif des
externes et celui des demi-pen-
sionnaires devant, seuls, "itre
retenus a cet egard. Se referer
au programme pedagogique de
l'operation en cause.

1 pour 15 autos
1 de 220m2 env.
Installation normalisee conformement aux dispositions
de la circulaire du 11 avril 1960.
1 700m2 env.
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II. DEMI-PENSION

NATURE DES LOCAUX ET EQUIPEMENTS NECESSAIRES

RAPPEL DE LIEFFECTIF DES RATIONNAIRES

Eleves 450

Maltres 10

Agents 10

Total 470

J. LOCAUX ET EQUIPEMENTS NECESSAIRES

a) CUISINE Comportant annexes, rgerves correspondantes et sanitaires
des agents 1 cuisine de type B (se referer
au schema-type annexe au present programme)

b) SALLES-A-MANGER 1/

pour les eleves 225 places
pour les maltres 10 places
pour les agents 10 places

c) LAVABOS-VESTIAIRES-SANITAIRES 2/

Lavabos 70 robinets
Vestiaires 225 pateres
L!. C. (de secours) 2

d) LINGERIE (pour le linge de maison)

1 local de 6m2 environ.

1/ Sur la base de 0,90m2 environ par place prevue dans les salles-a-manger.

2/ Sur la base de 0,20m2 environ par place prevue dans les salles-a-manger
d'eleves.

X 11
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REMARQUES IMPORTANTES

I. ETUDE DU PROJET

Avant toute etude, l'architecte chargé de l'operation aura intergt a

consulter la documentation publiee, sur les constructions scolaires, par le

Service &edition et de vente des publications de l'education nationale, 13, rue

du Four a Paris Seme.

gardera le contact avec la Direction de l'equipement scolaire, univer-

sitaire et sportif, 1'Inspection generale chargee de l'organisation scolaire dans

le ressort de l'Academie interessee, le service constructeur departemental et les

autorites universitaires locales (Recteur, Inspecteur d'Academie).

II. SAILES SPECIALISPES

Pour l'identification et la realisation des locaux specialises ci-apres :

- Salle de sciences

- Salle de physique et technique

- Salles d'enseignement pratique Nos. 1, 2 et 3

- Cuisine

On se referera aux schemas-types et notices techniques annexes a la presente

nomenclature, les caracteristiques dimensionnelles et techniques definies kant

imperatives.

III. SURFACE DES LOCAUX - CIRCULATIONS-ESCALIERS-DEGAGEMENTS...

Aux surfaces (qui ne tiennent pas compte des hypotheses de construction)

indiquees dans la colonne "ad hoc", s'ajoutent celles des circulations, escaliers,

- 12
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degagements, halls et diVers pour lesquelles les hypotheses suivantes peuvent,

en regle generale, gtre faites :

- Externat : 25% environ, des surfaces des

locaux d'externat

IV.

- Internat : 20% environ, des surfaces des

locaux d'internat

THANE

Les locaux seront toujours dessines suivant une trame.

Cette trame sera, en general, celle de 1,75 m couramment utilisee ; elle

pourra gtre, cependant, de 1,80 m si les dispositions constructives prevues

necessitent l'adoption de cette dimension pour pouvoir utiliser au mieux des

elements de construction regis par la norme N.F.P. 01 - 101.

V. EQUIPEMENT SPORTIF

Pour l'etude et la definition du programme d'installation d'education

physique et sportive on se conformera aux dispositions de la circulaire No. 65-13

du 3 fevrier 1965 - cf. B. 0. E. N. No. 9 du 4 mars 1965.

X - 13
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Educational planning may be the most promising avenue for promoting

educational change in developing countries, but educational architecture will

be one of its most formidable roadblocks.

The fundamental reason for this obstruction is financial. The effect

that capital investment in buildings has on education is not always evident

since construction constitutes but 5 to 15 % of the annual education budget,

but, viewed cumulatively, the replacement cost 107 the total educational plant

could be as much as 200
1

f the total annual education budget. Looked at

another way, the cost of a new classroom is generally 2 to 3 times the annual

salary of the teacher and a thorough remodeling might equal her salary for a

semesterg/.

Consequently, far reaching plans to make even relatively minor changes

in existing buildings are financially out of the question for countries where

expansion of education is necessarily a top priority. In view of this, it is

obvious that educational reform has one very clear-cut parameter - it has to

make do with already available facilities.

This would be an acceptable restraint provided that this outsized

capital investment had been put into facilities which were planned around

1./ Assuming that buildings have a 50 year useful life, that 10% of the

educational budget is being spent on school construction, and an annual

budget increase of 5% - both for the total budget and for buildings - the

total replacement cost of all schools in any given year would be 191% of

the total budget for education during that year.

2/ A change that would involve varying the sizes of classrooms would cost on

the order of 10 to 20% of the total cost of the building.

XI - 1
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educational processes which were to be used for the life cf the building. But a

look at the variety - even'the disparity - of educational policies and practices

in use in the world today implies that education takes many forms and that evolu-

tion, improvement and change are parts of its nature. This casts some doubt on

whether present practices of any country are sufficiently fixed to justify per-

manent definition in reinforced concrete.

A short analysis of the major factors influencing school designs in

developing countries may be a help both to highlight major problems which have

to be faced and to illustrate the dangers inherent in present building design

practices.

1. Initial cost - the hurt of having to spend money on such "non- educational"

items as buildings, creates budgetary policies and building codes which

restrict the buildings' role to that of providing shelter without amenity;

raw space without regard for the processes going on within.

2. Shortage of Professionals -.the lack of competent national architects,

engineers, quantity surveyors, and foremen coupled with the high cost of

expatriate professionals means that individual buildings cannot be given

proper professional attention. This necessitates the costly misuse of

standard plans. While the thesis that standardisation yields savings has

some basis in an industrialized economy, the converse is often true in a

developing country. In the case of schools, regional or national standard-

ization leads to blind conformity to drawings and thus prevents advantage

from being taken of particular local conditions which could effect consider-

able construction savings.
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3. Official Class Size - Buildings are planned with "Standard" areas per

class and per child which are based on very carefully worked out studies

of the exact minimum areas required by students and teachers. Often

overlooked are :

- the actual size of classes rarely matches the "official" size and then

only by virtue of a turn of statistical fate;

- the number of students available for each grade is practically never the

same and often changes drastically over the course of a year;

- the Minister can change the official class size with the stroke of a

pen; changing the size of even one classroom may be more difficult to

accomplish.

4. Climate - once the required area per class is decided, the factors of sun

and wind often determine the final shape and orientation of the building.

The long slender buildings scattered over a site which result from letting

climate dominate design are only marginally affected by the advice of the

educator.

5. Esthetics - too often designs are generated by ideas borrowed from foreign

architectural publications rather than by a penetrating analysis of actual

conditions. The not uncommon result is inappropriate and uncomfortable

buildings.

The problem in the opening paragraph must now be asked - are educators

forming their educational programmes after careful analysis of the educational

facts or are they being dictated to by a looming capital investment based on

educational ideas that are one, two, or even three generations old ? In short,

can an educational metamorphosis take place in a well established (and solidly

built) educational system even if everyone agrees it should ?
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The key problem for the planner and the architect seems to be that of

reconciling the short-term nature of educational plans and the long-term commit-

ment that is made when a building is put up. Keeping in mind that buildings last

for 50 to 75 or even 100 years, the following architectural guidelines are proposed

a.) Buildings should be conceived and designee. as large scale teaching aids.

If they can make a contribution to education by helping the teachers

to be efficient and by passing ideas and values to the students, then

they cannot be regarded as parasites which are robbing illiterate

children of teachers as they are now considered in some countries.

b) Budgeting for buildings should be based on the life of the building,

not initial cost only, since the financial problem.is one of value for

money over a long range.

c) Internal spaces should be flexible, and site planning should allow

for expansion of buildings and conversion to non-school use.

d) Educational changes and technological advance should be anticipated

by insuring that each school is built (or can inexpensively be

remodeled) to accomodate individualized programmed instruction, larger

student groups as well as smaller student groups, educational television

and audio-visual aids.

e) Educational considerations need to top the list of any buildings

objectives : lighting and ventilation should be servants of the

educational process, not its master. Climate factors should be given

adequate attention but should not dominate the design.
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These riot very startling guidelines are suggested only to help focus on

the most fundamental problems for school design in the developing countries. If

these are clearly recognized and faithfully solved, the quality and appearance

of the buildings will be raised as well as the utility - and without seriously

changing long-range costs.

One conclusion that can be drawn from the above observations and guidelines

is that good planning alone is not enough to guarantee the establishment of a

satisfactory educational plant. Over the long range construction of inappropriate

buildings based on sound planning can be as detrimental to rational educational

expansion as excellent buildings built without a plan.

However, if naive or uninformed architects are to be prevented from

building paralysis into well founded educational plans, they badly need more

visionary instructions. The architect's job, after all, is that of solving

problems identified by his educational counterpart. From viewing the buildings

now in existence, it would seem that the developing countries' educators have

been demanding too little from their architects.

Now, as the developing nations cross the threshold of accelerated

expansion of their educational facilities, it is crucial that educationists

look 50 years ahead (as well as at the contemporary educational development

plan) when stating facilities needed. If this i$ not done soon, thero is risk

that the sizable educational financing programmes., which are being heralded as

e major force behind the drive for economic development,rapidly will create a

massive inertia against future educational reform. Certainly, if education

can help to promote economic development, as is now generally agreed, then

buildings which resist the introduction of more efficient and improved educa-

tional techniques are not only holding back educational reform, they are

retarding economic development as well.
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